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Cure Your Corns

Published every Thursday Mornin®, at $2.60 a
year; if paid In advance, $2.< 0 a year.
Advertisements i user led in the “Maine State
Press ,which baa a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $ .00 per square tor tirst insertion
and 6C cents per square lor each subsequent insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.
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MAINE.

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solrent.

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a bleuish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
GUARANTEED

IS

CURE

Callous

For sale bj all Drs|gi*b.
cento.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and no* testify to its value.
A*k for Schlntterbeck’s Corn and VI’art
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
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RARE OLD ENGLISH

BOOKS.

118 Middle Street newly opened for sale
of above, and of curreat and stand *rd Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old hooks

STORE

purchased.
Old

10,000

Books

Wanted Im-

mediately.
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Fire in Kcnaebunkpert.
Kknnebunkport, Sept. 3.—The farm build-

ings of Dea. Woodbury Smith in this town
were consumed by fire Monday forenoon, including the entire contents, except a portion of
the parlor fuuhtare.
Mr. Smith and son were
absent, aDd with the others of the household
lost their entire wardrobe aud $40 in mouey.
A westerly gale blowing toward the sheds and
barn made it impossible for tbe limited help to
save either tools or
The fire
implements.
probably started from a defect in the chimney.
Insured for $1,000; loss $2,200.
Watcrville.
Watkrvillk, Sept. 3.—The ten-year old
daughter of James Fallon waa drowned In
Lockwood Mills canal to-day.
The painters' staging on City Hall fell two
Accidents at

stories with

five

men,

one

Longley, was fatally iujared.
arm were

one

of whom, Cbas.
Both legs and

broken.

Fire in Paraenficld.

THE AGONIE* OF

R1LOT8 COLIC,

SHE INDESCRIBABLE PANGS OF CHRONIC
INDIGESTION, THE DEBILITY AND MENTAL
BTUPOR RESULTING FROM A < OSTiVE HABtT. MAY B*' CERTAINLY AVOIDED BY REGULATING THE SYs « EM WITH THAT AGREEABLE AND REFRESHING STANDARD PRhPAR
ATIUN, TAKRINU** NKLTZER A *£BIK'T. PROCURABLE AT ALL DRUGGISTS

aug23
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Biddekokd, Sept. 3.—J. W. Dearborn &
Co.'s steam mill, Parsoufield, was burned yesterday morning. Loss $7,COO; insured.
Temperance Campmeeting.
No. Anson, Sept. 3.—Sunday was the last
day of the Temperance campmeeting. Three
thousand were present. The forenoon meeting
opened at 10 o’clock, R. W. Dunn of Waterville presiding, aud there was speaking by G.
W Emerson of Madison, and B. S. Kelley of

Winthrop.

CLARK’S
"

Circulation Library.
The largest and best in the city.
New Books received soon as published. Terms 2 cents a daj.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy f oods con-

stantly

on

hand.

Tbe afternoon meeting began at 1.30, B. C.
Torsey of Winthrop, Grand Worthy Chief
Templar of Maine, presiding. There were
speeches by A. S. Burke of Skowhegau, W. T.
Eustis of Dixfield, aud R. W. Dunn.
Tbe closing rally occurred in the evening.
A. S. Burke presided, and there was speaking
by Messrs. Kelley, Eustis, and Augustine
Simmons of North Ausou. Over two hundred
signed the pledge during the day. The meetings have been succeesfnl, and reflects credit
upon Manager N. B. Buxton of North Anson.
The Methodist campmeeting opens to-day, to
continue during the week.

[From
ner,

Frank B. Clark,
515 CONGRESS ST.
ju22
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DODD’S

Se*spap«*r Advertising: Agency,
WASHINGTON ST.,
IUIBTOR
Adverusemeui* received for every Papei iu the
United State* and British Provinces at the Lowe*
Contract Price*
Any information oheertully give*
and estimate* promptly furnished.
File of th« Pua s*i»t for in.«i«ction at any cfm*
Fatimate* furni§li«d.
Send for Circular
r
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METEOROL* JGICAL.
INDICATIONS
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War Drp't Office Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D C.
j
Sept. 4. 1 A. M.
For New England,
Foir weather, cool northerly winds, followed
by slightly warmer, variable winds bv Tuesday
night; rising followed by falling barometer.
SPECIAL BULLETIN.

Clear weather prevails in all districts with
cooler northerly winds in Ohio valley, Middle
and New England Stales.
Warm south to
west winds continne in the Sontb Atlantic
and Onlf States and the temperature is rising
■lightly in the Northwest with southerly winds
Fair weather is indicated fur New England
and Middle
States Tuesday and Wednesday,
with slowly rising temperature. The temperature will rise slowly in Ohio and Mississippi
va'leys and Lake region with fair weather on
Tuesday, increasing cloudiness on w edneeday,
with occasional rain in the Mississippi valley.

WASHINGTON.
Architect Bill Intends to Resign.
Washington, Sept. 3.—It is believed that
the report of tue Hill investigating committee

will state that while there is no evidence of
on the part of
Architect Hill, the
affairs of Itis office have not been conducted on
basinese principles, and that he has not paid
&lr. Hill insufficient attention to his duties.
tends to resign under snch a report as this, but
if the committee bad decided to recommend
his removal he wonld have held on and done
all Id his power to prevent his removal under a
cloud.

criminality

Still

a

Candidate.

Justice Field of the Supreme Court has written a private letter to a friend, which bag
been published, from which those who supported Mr. Field as a candidate for the Presi
deucy in 1880 infer that lie does not wish to
have bis name overlooked by the Democratic
Mr. Fold's ictbr
nominating convention.
contains the p rty platform, in which he announces it mail for reconciliation between
sections, reorganization of the Judiciary, for
the Mississippi levees, tariff reform anti refunding of tbe cotton tax. He, thus outbids
some of tbe other Democratic candidates.
Hayti Needs money.
Prof. Langston, Untied States Consul at
Hayti, has obtained leave of absence to come
to Washington on what is understood to be
diplomatic business. It is said that the Haytieu Government, which is very much involved financially, proposes to mortgage the
Island of Gouaive to tbe Uuited States, and to
cede the Inland of Tortuga, in lieu of all
claims for damages to American citizens in tbe
Haytlen war. If Prof. Langston is coming to
Washington on any such mission his trip will
doubtless prove fruitless.
The Three-lent Coins.
The Treasury will probably recommend to
Congress that the coinage of the tbree-cent
piece be stopped. The tbree-cent piece origineted with tbree-cent postage, the impression
being that the people would find it difficult lo
buv tbree-cent stamps without tbree-cent coin.
They piece has always been an annoyance, and
is not in harmony with the general system of
coiuage, and now that the tbree-cent stamp is
to be sapplanted by the two-ceut stamp on October first, is claimed that there is no longer any
reason for its existence.
Clerks on kick leave—Our minister to
Hayti.
Persons disposed to be critical say that clerks
service law and secure
tbe
civil
Can evade
ninety days’ leave of absence by physicians’
certificates of illness, which it Is said are not
always difficult to obtain. The law >galizes
sick leave, and that with the thiity days’ regSunn
ular leave wonld give three months.
department officials say that the matter of sick
leaves may become a serious embarrassment,
and that clerks who generally hive been very
healty are now often sick and present physi
clan’s certificates to that effect.
One certtfi
cate was recently received stating that the patient would be sick a month.
Professor Langston, United States Minister
to Hayti, declines to say whether he is here 01
business connected with an attempt to uegot
atee a loan fur the government to which he t
accredited, and declares in a general way that
he is home on a cus.omary sixty days' leav.
for a rest.
Miss Hoyt of Connecticut, who was tbe firs
clerk whose name was sent forward by tht
Civil Service Commission for a vacancy in th<
Treasury, cannot be found and tbe departmei.
gives notice that unless she soon appears the
place must be giveu to another.
Tbe prospects for the nomination of ex-Congressman MeLane of Maryland for Govern
of that State are increasing. If be is uiimin.,
ed, it is said that 25 Congressmen will take tin
stump in his behalf.
Kev. Dr. Power, the pastor, says that tin
members of the (i.rtl Id Church have raise
810,000 .luring the year to aid in the construction of the new edifice.
The general belief is that Assistant Secretsr
New contemplates resigning his position iu t

Treasury.
Chief Inspector Parker Resigned.
David B. Parker, Chief of Post Office 1
spectois, resigned today to take effect Octobfo
1. Aiouzo G. Sharp, now an inspector u
Tennessee, will be appointed his successor.

oar
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N. B. PetteDgill has been elected supervisor
of schools iu Augusta, iu place of C. F. War-

resigned.

“Where are the Messina qnail which were
liberated iu this section several years ago?” is
the question which is often asked. Spoitsmeu
say that in ell likelihood, in their migration
south Ibe fall after they were set free, they
found a region on their route belts^tdapted to
their habits than Maine, and on retnruiDg iu
the spring stopped there instead of coming
It is said that Florida sport-men have
here
discovered a new game bird thereof late, a
description of which tallies with that of the
Messina quail.—Kennebec Journal.
Saturday afternoon W. P. Atherton, Esq., a
well known farmer, of Hallowell, felt to the
ll or from a scaffold in his barn, Oreakiog one
of his collar bones and receiving other injuries. He was unconscious for several hours.
The Winthrop corn canning factory employs
a
East Winthrop
foil force of workmen.
farmers are extensively engaged in raising
c rn for the factory.
Sumner Packard raised
250 bnsbels of ears on one acre of laud.
Charles Milliken, Esq., has reparcbased the
Augusta House iu Augusta.
Prof. A. F. Chase and family left Kent's
Hill OC the Z9rb lust., lor their new home iu
Millbury, Mass. Iu the evening previous their
friends at Kent's Hill, citizeus, teachers and
students, gathered at their home for a valedii tory visit. The occasion was a pleasant
Prof. Chase has had charge of the deone.
partment of Mathematics and English Literature iu the seminary aud college for the past
twelve years.
A 12 year sou of Otis Currier of Lewiston
fell (rom the M. C. B R. bridge between Lewiston aud Auburn to tbe ledge 15 feet oelow,

receiving

severe int-mai

injuries.

Extensive forest fires have been raging in
the vicinity of Albion for a week past. Some
lamil es have been in so much tear of their
buildings being destroyed by tbe fire that tbey
have tbeir goods all packed for instant deparA large crew of men have been fighting
ture.
the fire all tbe time; nevertheless much valutimber
laud has been burnt over.
able
Bears are getting scarce about Dennysville
The village trappers have caught seven
now.
this season so far, aud it is thought there are
not many more in the vicinity. There is an
o.d she bear that makes its headquarters iu
Whiting, which comes down on a marauding
expedition occasionally. She has been operaiing for several years now, and has so far
baffl-d all efforts o 1 the hunters to capture
her. This yetr she is known to have hilled ai
least five sheep iu Whiting and vicinity.
The Calais Times says the skeleton of a
few
woman was discovered near a meadow a
miles from Dennysville Tuesday nnming.
Coroner Lincoln held an inquest on her r.
maius in tbe aftern on, anil decided that stn
came to her death from some uaturat cause or
A bask, t, a suu-boonet, and liquor
exposure.
ootile, which were found beside her, strengthens tbe beliei that she was Mrs. Leggin, w in
has “tramped” it through Washington county
for several years past
It has been decided to hold an Eastern Stite
FVr iu Bangor the week following the fair at
Lewiston. Preparations have beeu in progress
1 summer for the event. The fair grounds
have been fixed np under tbe direction of F. O.
Beal of tbe Bangor House.
A. C. Booth, government engineer, is »t
Bangor, prepared to begin tbe survey preliminary to tbe work of widening tbe channel of
the harbor. It is thought that for a distance
of about a mile iu from of tbe city tbe channel
will have to be widened from 150 to 200 feet at
au expenditure of about $150,1.00.
Eleven tuns of refined copper were shipped
to Bosiou by the Douglass Copper Company,
Bluehlll, during tbe past week. Tbe furnaces
continue to run smoothly and the mine is
showing better than ever. Tbe outlook at the
Stewart is also of tbe most favorable character.
All the openings are looking well, tbe big
pump is doiug satisfactory work, and the sinking has been resumed iu tbe shaft with tbe
intention ot opening up auother level as early
as

possible.

_

SPORTING.
The

Regatta.

Lake Mara nocook, Sept. 3.—Plans for the
great race here tomorrow are nearing completion. The Union Rowing Association crew of
Portland have just arrived. Hanlan, Hosmer,
Rose, Riley, Professionals, are expected on the
Teemer and
afternoon train from the west.
others are on the ground. It cannot fail to be
The
a wonderful exhibition of aquatic skill.
is rather rough, with a strong breeze
blowing, but we hope for better weather towater

morrow.
New Base Ball

Association.
New York, Sept. 3.—A new base ball association known as the American League of Professional Base Ball Clubs has been organized
and will hold a me* t ug at Pittsburg, Penn.,
on the 12th inst. for the purpose of
arranging
for a solid foundation. The new league will
Polish what is known as the E'eveu Reserve
lule. Thus far the clubs entered are toe N< vr

York,
Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Bahimoie,
vVashington, Putsburg, Chicago and Indianpolis. The Cincinnati and St. Louis Club*.
> is
expected will be represented at the meettig

alluded tb.

Serious Drought in Virginia.
Petersburg, Sept. 3.—The ur«<ught of the
> »st
two mouths has done and is still domg
reat damage to crops throughout South Vit: oiia.
Unless there is an early fail of rain the
a will be incalculable
In somo sections no
one than half a crop of c« rn can be harvested
o same may be a .id
of cotton and »ohacco.
!
some conn1 es no rain has fall u s’hCe June,
r aun- are last dry ing iip, rendering
milling
The river here is so
orations lmpossinle.
>w that the millers cannot do more than oueurtb their usual work.
Escape of Ihe murderer of Dr. Bacon.
San FrANCI CO, Sept. 3.—Dr. Chalfaul, who
u April,
1879, shot Dr. Bacon, agent of the
ioatmi Rubber Tooibplate Company in BaldVin Hotel Hi this city, escaped from :he San
Q entiu State Prison last evening. Cbalfani
to ten years’ imprisonment,
aa condemned
A petition
oi had already served four years.
tor his release is now in course of signature
among the dentists of Paris.

1
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Opening

of the Foreign Exhibition
at Boston.

Speeches by Prominent; Men,
Boston, Sept. 3.—The opening of the foreign
exhibition took place here at noon to-day in
the building of the Massachusetts Charitable
Mechanics Association ou Huntington avenue.
The doors were opened some time before the
formal opening at noon.
A crowd of one
thousand or more tilled the floor aud galleries
and that end of the building where the exercises took place. There were many persons
of foreigu nationalities present besides numermembers of the State aud city government.
At two minutes past twelve the president of
the executive committee, Nathaniel Bradlee,

ous

escorted upon the platform Rev. E. A. Horton
of the Secoud church who was to deliver the
opening prayer. Music was furnished by the
Victoria Rifle Band of
some
fifty pieces.
Prominent persons followed Mr. Bradlee upou
the platform. Among them were Secretary of
the Navy Chandler,
Lieutenant Governor
Am s, Hou. G. B. Luring, C F Adams, Jr.,
W. W. Rice, Mayor Palmer, ex-Gov. Rice, H
B. Pierce and Marshal P. Wilder.
After
prayer by Mr. Horton, Hon. Nathaniel J.
Bradlee begau a speech, making allusion to
the signing of the treaty of peace which ended
the war with Great Britain Sept. 3, 1783, aud
the graufl results which have been achieved
the past one hundred years. Hon. Juhu Jay
of New York, sketched the history of the
negotiations for peace, aud read tributes paid
our commit toners by statesmen aud histor ft us.
Charles Franc’s Adams, Jr., called attention
to the fact that the 3d of September was the
anniversary of the battle of Dunbar aud Wort>s er, aud of Cromwell’s death.
In opening
this exposition on this date, it is a blessed centennial ot peace that we commemorate. For
the Uuited States, Hon. W. Chandler responded, congratulating the foreign visitors that
they had come to a oity as enterprising and
hospitable as Botton, and welcoming them to
America on behalf of the government of the
United States.
Lieuteuant Governor Ames
spoke brntlv for the
commonwealth.
ExGovernor Rice said he was called upon to do
two important things, to speak iu the place of
one of the most
illustrious sous of Massachusetts, Robert C. Wiuthrop, and to extend to
of
all parts the hearty welcome which
people
M ssachnsetts gave them.
Commerce aud
agriculture were the agents of civilization of
human brotherhood. Mayor Pa)me> said the
time aud place of the exhibit on were peculiarly appropriate. Ou the three-hilled city of
Bomou industrial arts had found a nursery,
music a home.
Boston had had many things
unique aud this festival of industry and art
was not
the least of them. The exhibition
was tLe kiuderg »rten ol n itions, the academy
of arts and labor.
The crowned heads of
Europe were present, for labor iudustry aud
art there a ere the crowned heads of the nineteen1 h ceutary.
Hon. Marshall Philder, the oldest merchant
in active business iu Boston
spoke briefly. J.
Duval the vice president of the Paris Municipal Council spoke iu Freuch, and also E.
Haas, Commissioner from Germany, iu his native language, aud A Cape) made au
eloqueut
address in English and allnded to the fraternal
the
spiut spreading arnoug
uatious, of the
faith which he represented.
He was heartily
applauded. Mr. Hookage, Commissioner from
-Japan, Loo Wen Shib, from China, aud Der
Leoariave of Panama spoke iu their native
tongues, acknowledging their obligation. Mens.
Caubelt of Paris, Mr. Cortes, the Hawaiian
Commissioner, spoke iu the same vein. The
speakers were often applauded. The audience
doub ed before the exercises euded. Hundreds
of guns were fired in commemoration of the
event. The exhibition was in a much more
advanced state t* -day thau was anticipated
Saturday, although there was considerable vacant floor space. The exhibits set up seemed
to be iu most cases complete aud
gave to the
floors aud galleries a bright and attractive appearance. The exhibits iu the west end where
the opening exercises took place were in better
shape than iu the other portions of the building. They were arranged by nations, the National colors being prettily displayed iu front
ot each country’s
exhibit.
Brazil, Japan,

Spain, Portugal, Austria, Hungary, Algiers,
Holland, Sweden, Norway, Belgium, Den
mark, Russia, Persia, Turkey, Siam, Cuba,
Tunis aim Hawaii, were the countries represented in the first hall.
The display consisted
largely of fabrics, especially carpets, pcrclain
and pottery. Some very flue Japanese pottery

shown from th~ works iu Tokio aud Anita.
1 here is also terra-cotta ware from Copenhachii.que ware and rough pottery from
Betweeu the
Mexico, Spain, and Portugal
two hails is he art gallery which contains very
not
very many pictures. Arnoug
good, though
■ nem is oue
painted by the Princess Louise.
There are remarkable t tpestries ou exhibition
and a few fine pieces of statuary.
Iu the east
hall are exhibits of China, England, France,
Germany, Columbia aud the East ludes.
is

gan,

MASSACHUSETTS.
Railroad President Doad.

Boston, Sept. 3—Mr. Wi'liam Brockett
Stearns, President ot the Fitchburg Railroad,
died yesterday at his summer residence, Olifon House Grounds, Marblehead.
Mr. Stearns,
who was at the time of his death aged 66 year^
11 months and 8 days, was a native of Charles-

the son of Mr. Joshua B. Steams
He lived in Charlestown for many
years, where he begau business life as civil eu
giueer. It was in that capacity that he first
became connected with the Fitchburg Railroad, more than thirty years ago, having been
engaged to execute plans at the request of the
directors. A few years later he was chosen superintendent of the road He was the fourth
to Ad that office, his predecessors
in the order
of time having been Superintendent Felton,
Tilton and B gelow. This position he helu
until about seventeen years ago, when be was
rlecied president. Since that time he devoted
himself closely to the business of the Fitchburg Rtilroad, * anting the reputation among
me directors and
others acquainted with his
work of being one of the most safe and
sagapious railroad men iu the State, leaving noth<g undone to protect the interests of the
ckholders and promote the bu-unebs of the
corporation. While naturally conservative and
«ircun^pect in policy, he was an important
factor in the development of the road which
has takeu place within Li* presidency, including thn conta cts incidental to the leasing of
the Vermont & Massacbusi tts Railroad, the
Hoosac Tunnel traffic, and the Hoosac Dock
and Elevator Company. The Utter enterprise
w*8 due to him more than to any other person.
The last important project in which he was interested was the proposed establishment of a
consolidated line which it was intended should
include the Fitchburg Railroad, the Vermont
& Massachusetts, the Troy & Greenfield, the
Hoosac Tunnel and either the Troy & Boston
or the B >stou, Hoosac Tunnel & Western Railinads.
Though not the originator of the project, bis interest was enlisted shortly after its
inception and his approval was given to the
hill brought before the railroad committee at
the last session of the Legislature, when it was
announced that illness then prevented his attendance
In all his relations iu life, no leRB
than in railroad matters, he secured the esteem
of those with whom he was brought in contact
for his personal as well as hm executive qualities.
He attended the Episcopal church iu
Cnarlestown, and was a member of the Masonic order, having for some years been affiliated with the King Solomon Lodge. Since the
early cart of last winter his health had caused
considerable uneasiness to his friends, and at
the instance of the directors of the road he
was induced to take an extended vacation, intending to resume business this month. During the past three weeks he had been entirely
incapacitated for business by Bright’s disease
of the kidneys, of which he died. The deceased leaves a widow and four children.
towu and

was

f Salem.

A Death which will be Investigated.
Plymouth, bept. 3.—Information received
this morning that Harvey P. Raymond died
suddenly at a place outside of the town kept by
one Key, yesterday.
Medical Examiner Brewster took charge of the body and will make au
To-morrow Judge
•utopsy this afternoon.
Davis, of the District Court, will hold an inquest. Raymond went to Key’s place Saturday night in his usual health.
Petitioner in In-olvoncy*
Springfield, Sept. 3.—John F. Morris is a
petitioner iu insolvency with liabilitiesof about
826,000 and assets consisting of real estate and
patent rights. The heaviest creditors are W.
B. Stone, trustee, of this city, 812,600. secured
by mortgage, and A. M. Daniels, of Hartford,
810,000.
_

Hartford Railroad Accident.
Hartford, £>* i»t. 3—Au ea^t bound passenger train on the New York and New England
railroad consisting of seven passengers and one
baggage car, jumped the track near New Britain tms morning
owing to spreading rails. It
collided with two freight cars standing on a
siding, smashing them to pieces. Engineer
Alien was badly cut about the head aud arms,
but was not latally hurt. No p >8Sengers were
injured, although the train was running ‘28
ll. s au hour.
The iccideut to the passenger train on the
New York aud New England Railr. ad at Now
Britain this morning was du. t> trackmen,
who were tapping ties. The switch had been
thrown out ol place temporarily, and was not
readjusted in time for the passenger train to
paMS, which was nearly due.
Theeugiueer discovered his train ou the siding and reversed
too
late
to
but
his engine,
prevent a collision,
which struck two freight cars, heavily loaded,
•s andiug on the track, completely
demolishing
them. The engineer was taken from under
the engine badly injured, but not fatally. The
Ira n was making 25 mil* s «u hour, and ilie
escape of the passengers from injury is remark
able.
^_______—

Charles M. Eliott was .shot by Joseph Rerdell. buuday night, jin Cincinnati, aud died

yesterday morning.
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BARON COLERIDGE.

B« Bar* Telegraph Operators are Paid as
Well as any other Class.

Lull In English Politics.

How He Waa Entertained Yesterday.

New Yoke.—The Senate sab-committee

Preparations for the Coming Campaign.

Yesterday morning Judge Webb of tbe
United 8tatee Circuit Court oalled on Lord
Falmouth
Chief Justice Coleridge at the
Hotel and invited him to attend a brief session of tbe United States Circuit Court. The
Chief Justice accepted and proceeded with his
party to the conrt room. Almost all of the
leading members of the Bar were present. At
tbe coming iu of court Baron Coleridge occupied a seat on the Bench with Judge Webb,
and a few interlocutory motions were argned
by Hon. J. H. Drummond, Hon. W. L. Putnam, Hon. Wilbor F. Lunt, Messrs. Geo. F.
Holmes, Judge Cleaves aud T. H. Haskell.
The court then adjourned.
After adjournment the members of tbe Bar
not acquainted with Baron Coleridge were introduced to him in Judge Webb’s private

on

French War Vessels Fitting Out
at

England to take testimony on the same subject. Dr. Green took the stand and continued
bis testimony. The witness, in
opening, corrected some evidence given in the morning
papers of Saturday, and remarked, ”] did say
that the profits from I860 were u.lde In a
great
pan by the purchase of lines in stock, and not
as reported.”
In regard to the Wheatstone
operators, they were still iu the pay of the
company and their salaries had in no aase been
reduced. The witness said, in
explanation,
that messages could be transmitted more
rapidly from New York to certain European points

Shanghai.

Chinese Troops Advancing.
London, Sept. 3—There ie a lull in English politics, consequent upon the dose of the

parliamentary session. The leaders of the respective parties aro preparing a programme for
their campaign, which promises to be the most
sctlve since the last general election.
Lord
Salisbury, Mr. Gibson, Sir Stafford Nortbcote,
Sir Michael Hicks Beach and Mr. Stanhope
are arranging addresses in various districts of
the oouutry. Sir Charles Dilke and Mr. Cham
berlian are making electoral stump engagements. Mr. Gladstone will make an electoral
tour in Midlothian.
All these events are regarded as significant of a coming genera) election next year. The government, it is expected, will bring a bill assimilating the borough
aud county franchise for England
aud|Irelaud,
with a redisli ibutiou of the
seats, cutting
down the Irish
representation aud giving
more members to Scotland
aud
England.
Whether the bill passes or is rejected, a dissolution is inevitable.

tbau between certain cities on tbe European
continent. The delay arose in orossiug straits
channels. The distance across the English
channel was from eighteen to twenty miles,
and the messages across that cable were worked
by tiie Morse instruments, while on larger distances messages were worked not
by manipulation but by machinery. Iu regard to the
to
railroad operators, tbe witness
pay given
avia that snob operators were paid ten
percent,
on the business
transact d besides the salary
they got from the railroad company The telLondon, Sept. 3.—A despatch to the Times
egraph service iu Loudon was far better than
from Hong Kong states it is reported that
iu New York city because there were
18,separate
000
wires in the former to every important poiut.
Chinese troops have crossed Monghai and
are proceeding to Naidnoug.
Senator Blair asked whether tbe Western
A squadron of
Union, considering the extent of their busi- | vessels is loading at Shanghai with troops,
ammunition and torpedoes.
ness and the profits arising therefrom, could
not pay higher wages to employes.
Death by Mtryrhiue.
The witness replied that their employes were
Quebec, Sept. 3.—A few days ago S. E.
pain as well as any other olass considering the
Coates, aged 28, a prosperous merchant of Bulhours of labor. He said that for several years
w«r village, proviuce of Quebec, died suddenly
he was conuecten with railroad oorporai ions,
Poisoning was suspected, aud the stomach was
bat at the present time was president only of a
brought to Quebec for analysis. Dr. Valee,
railroad in Nova Scntiaprofessor of toxicology iu Laval university, has
Mr. Blair asked witness how mach;he realdiscovered that death was caused bv strychlne
ized on his investment.
and the widow aged 24 has been arrested,
Mr. Green—Ten per cent.
charged with the crime. It is known that she
Senator Blair—And the public pay for this?
lately obtuned strychnine from a druggists in
Witness—Yi s, hut the stockholders have the
Sherbrooke.
to
olaim it all the same.
right
Mtichael Daralt'a Statement.
Senator Blair—Your dividend, you say, is
Dublin, Sept 3.—A mass meeting was held
only seven per cam?
Witness—Very true; stockholders have the yesterday at Cappamore Police were present
right to utilize the balance by acoumulatiDg it ip force aud press reporters were in attendance.
Michael Davilt delivered an address in
fur a stock divltletid.
which be made the statement that by the tySenator Blair—Your surplus this year
is
rannical
operations of landlordism in Ireland
$81,030,000, and inteiest is paid. How?
six thousand house-holders had beeD deprived
W iluess—Seveu per cent iu cash to stockof
their
homes
within the quarter ending the
holders and 3 per cent is retained to be given
first of July.
to them in one shape or another some day
Funeral of Count de Chambord.
either as stock in the increased valne of tbe
property or otherwise.
Paris, Sept. 3.—At the funeral services iu
Mr. Blair asked Green for an expression of
the chapel at Frohsdorf yesterday the Count
his opiuiou as to the relations existing bede Paris did not take the precedence of Count
tween capital and
labor.
Green said that
de Chambord’* nearest relative*, declaring
while he had great sympathy with laboring
that he would not dispute the wishes of the
people he would like to see every man em- Count’s widow under her own roof. The
to
hie
talents.
“To
Countess de Chambord wished the funeral of
ployed according
my
the Count to have a private character, wheremind,” said he, "(trikes that have been organ
ized to obtain higher wages have
proved as if the Couut de Paris took the fir*-t ‘place it
failures. Not one iu twenty strikers that 1
would have had the character of a public monever knew of have been successful men. Those
archical demosiration.
most likely to get promoted or advanced or
Queen Victoria sent a magnificent bouquet
to get an increase of wages are those that
of lilies and white roses to be placed on the
stood bv their employers. Men generally who
Count's coffin. Mgr. Vanutelli, Papal nuncio
are faithful to their employers are more cerat Vienna, consecrated the remains of the
tain of udvancemeut."
Mr. Green did not
Count Saturday, in the presence of a represenrecognize the right of auy organization to dic- tative of Emperor Francis Joseph, a number
tate terms to employers, and wbeuever they
of legitimists, and others.
The certificate of
presumed upon such dictation it was ante to death was deposited iu the coffin.
react end do them harm.
Men entitled to an
Affairs in Annan.
increase of pay usually get it. The wituwss alLondon, Sept. 3.—A dispatch to the Standluded to moneys they had paid to tbe widow,
ard from Hong Kong states that the French
and orphans of deceased employes for two or
General Bonet lias demanded of the War Dethree mouths, and mentioned one man who
partment an additional reinforcement of 5000
could not recover from a sickness which lasttn
men.
The country is still suffering from
nine or ten months, during which time he bad
fi tods. The French Admiral has issued a nobeen on half pay. Strikes, be coutiuned, were
tice declaring all the ports of Annum, includpurely a matter of wagee. There were huning Saigon, in a state of blockade.
dreds be believed, who would not be satisfied
Steamer Ameriqus all Right.
if paid $1S0 a month.
They would want $2C3
A recess was taken till afternoon.
aud so on.
The rumor that the Freuch steamer Amerique, which has on board the cargo and passengers of the disabled steamer St. Germain, bad
FIRES.
fouudered proves to be untrue.
C'ojMtitutioaal Ciuarautee* in Spain.
Corunna. Sept. 3.—King Alfonso has arrivAt Oxford, If. M.
ed here and has issued a decree restoring the
Coscokd, N. H., Sept 3.—Daniel F. Tillot- constitutional guarantees to all his subjects.
sou’s homestead, two large barns and other
Brigandage in Sicily.
onl-huildiugs, with most of their contents, in
Palermo, Sept. 3—Two hundred persons
Oxford, a mile and a half from the Tillage,
have
been
arrested
in the province of Girgeut;
were burned yesterday afternoon.
The loss iton charges of Brigandage,
clnded a large quantity of farmiug tools and
Among those arrcsteu are a priest, several laud owners, and
products, embracing sixty tons of hay, foety
members of commvrcial councils.
tons of straw aud four hundred bushels of rye.
In addition to his farming operations Mr. TtlThe Orlean Prince* Dissatisfied.
lotsou is widely hnowo as an extensive dealer
Gokitz, Sept 3.—The refusal of the Orleans
in ,bark and lumber in New England and
Princes to attend the obeequie* of Count de
Canada. His loss is estimated at 320,00), with
Chambord has created considerable sensation.
an insurance of $15,00.
The fire is supposed
Over five thousaud Frenchmen are here.
to have been accidental.
Groups are forming to prepare evolutions upon
At BratUeber*’, Vt.
the death of the Couut. Several royalists nobles declare that they return to Paris forthbuild3.—Ward’s
Brattlebobo, Vt., Sept.
with and some have already started.
It is
ing, a itiree-siury wooden tenement house on
Canal street, was burued at 7 o’clock this
thought probable that agitation may lead to
.some untoward demons ration.
It
is
stated
It
or
was
six
seven
by
evening.
occupied
families, most of whom lost their effects. It that a Urge legitmist meeting will be held to
was owned
by M D. Hawes of Leominster, examine the political situation and prepare a
Mass.; loss 34000; insurance $3200. Thomas manifesto in faver of Count de Paris.
Lynch jumped Iron, a third-story window aud
Fareiga Notes.
was injured in tbe back.
The residences of
There were five deaths by cholera at AlexJ. L. Barrett and H. F. Brooks aojoiuing were
andria yesterday.
badly damaged and saved with difficulty.
Critics in Loudon generally admit the sucAt Lswnsct, Man.
cess and beauty of Mary
Anderson’s performbut criticize her methods as deficient iu
ance,
Lawrence, Mass., Sept. 3.—The carriage
manufactory of C. H. Ferguson on Broadway, art. They condemn the play of Ingomar.
There were five deaths from cholera Sunday
this citv, was burned tuis evening. Loss $5,000; fully insured. The fire originated in tbe iu Alexandria.
combustion.
During a thunder etj» m at Grumo near Na
paint shop by spontaneous
>lcs yesterday, a house fell aud buried eleven
At Fernaadina, Fla.
persons in the ruins.
Feknandina, Fla., Sept. 3.—An entire block
A dispatch from Rome says a shock of earthoi buildings was burued here Sunday morning.
was felt at Fraicoti
quake
yesterday causing
Loss about $30,000; insured for 850,000.
people to flee from their ht uses.
Saw Mills Burued.
cotton
vorks
The
in Alexandria have
prees
Cabmi, III., Sept. 3.-Tbe saw mill of Zieg- been damaged to the extent of $500,000 by fire.
ler & iteiuwald was burned Saturday night.
NEW YORK.
Loss$20,000; insurance 34,010. Sixty-five men
are thrown oat of employment.
Elsewhere.
Capsized by a Squall.
Tbe house of Carlos Fhiuuey, a Glastonbury
New Yoek Sept. 3.—A small sailing yacht,
(Ct.) farmer, was rubbed of $80 Friday night
»ud then burued aown,together with the barn,
having ou board six persons, was oai.gbt iu a
the family beiog awakened by the fire. The
tiqugll about 5 o’clock yesterday afternoon id
luss is from 32300 to 34,000; insurance 31500.
Fox Island, Long Island Sound, aud Homer
LeGraud Gilbert, a broker of this city, and one
An entire block of buildings at Fernaudina,
a newsboy, were drowned.
other,
Loss
Fla., was burned Sunday morning.
atom King Bridge Project.
about $30,000; insured $5000.
Gentlemen from Bostou aud a committee
representing manufacturing interests bad a
WEDNESDAY’S GALE.
lengthy conference with General Mauager
Swan, of the Storm King bridge project, today, at the company's office here, relative to
Farther Detail* of the Damp Doae.
Co-operation in bnildiug a bridge across the
Hudson. They staled that the manufacturing
interests of the east were deeply interested iu
Gloucester, M jBs., Sent. 3.—Vessels arriv- this proposed short and unbroken rouie to the
mines aud cotton fields of the south,
ing here from the Graud Banks report that the coal
which by the saving iu rehanding would restorm was very severe.
It commenced Wedduce the cost on freight for coal to the east aud
nesday at suuiise, continuing to blow nine on manufactured goods for the south. They
pie !ged the East for doing its share towards
hours from the southeast, wheu it changed to
the bridges and road aud requested
northwest, making a tremendous heavy sea. building
Mr. Swan to visit the Eastern States for a furThe schooner Matthew M. Murray lost mainther conference.
sail. The Alice M. Staples ran nine hours unBnilroud Conductor Arrested.
der bare pole during the heaviest of the gale.
Conductor Johnson, whose ill-advised stopThe schooners Augusta H. Johnson, T. L.
page of his train to eject a passenger on the
Long Island Railroad yesterday, caused the
Mayo aud Welcome bad bulwarks stove and loss
of two lives, was arrested teday. The
lost dories, aud nearly all the other vessels rebrakamen aiso have been arrested.
or
more
less
Ib
Great
port
damage.
anxiety
felt for the safety of the Bank fleets, and it Is
Ml NOB TELE6B19U.
feared that a vessel passed betiom np on
Texas sports are at Kansas City trying to
George’s belonged here. Capt. Nickerson, of
arrange a fight between Mitchell and Slade at
the schooner Bessv. just arrived at St Johns
El Paso.
from the Grand Banks, left the fishing leoge
Among the new life saving stations to be esnorth
of
miles
and
120
miles
Rodgers'
twenty
tablised are one at Damxrisoove Island, one at
off Cope Spear. Capt. Nickerson describes
Hnnnewnll’s Beach and one at (Jape Elizapassing through a perfect sea of shattered
dories, broken booms, spare galls aud other beth.
of
vessels.
further
Secretary Teller arrived Sunday evening at
No
gear
reliable
fishing
Minnetonka Beach, Minn., Jaud will go with
particulars have yet come to hand. The Bessie
tbe
Northern Pacific Bail road excursion party
narrowly escaped going down with all hands
to Montana.
She is badly strained aud leaking.
Lord Heedly, who accompanied the Hatch
Philadelphia, Sept. 3.—Steamer Y ox for 3, excursion
from
received painful InjuBritish, has arrived at this port. She picked ries by slipping Chicago,
from a precipice while out
up two men in a dory ou the Newfonudlaod
in the wilderness.
hunting
Saturday
Banks. They belonged to the schooner ReThe decrease of (he public debt during
porter, of Massachusetts.
The cash in the
August whs $6,(>71,851.11
Treasury is $351,503,986.22.
A
from
that Stephen
dispatch
says
Chicago
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
A. Douglass, whose condition at one time was
deemed critical, is now showing signs of steady
or

|

Naval.
Portsmouth, Sept. 3.—United States steamer
Portsmouth sailed this morning.
murdered by

u

Woman.

Philadelphia, Sept. 3.—William J. Mer-

shoi and killed ou North Front street
this morning by Mrs. Emma Keokel, who fired
two sliots at him from the window of a house
as be was passing ou the way to
work. Both
shots took effect and he died in 15 mioutes.
The murderess was promptly arrested aud
commuted to await the action of the coroner.
The woman is 27 years old. Her husband died
live years ago, and uutil recently Men ow had
been supporting her.
Having quarrelled,
however, he ueserted her. Saturday she aitempied to shoot him, but he wreuched the
pistol from her hands.
To-day she again
made the attempt aud succeeded.
row was

The Onto Coal

miners.

Cleveland, O., Sept 3.—Seventeen of the
twenty coal miners in the Masiliou districts are
idle to-day. Two are paying tne advance ol
ten cents per ton demanded by tbo miners aud
is not heard irom. The operators here
nne
s em to he firm in their determination not to
grant an increase, asserting that the condition
of the market will not permit it. Up to this
morning they expected the miners would continue at the former rates.
Judge (loudly Leaves Ohio.
Cincinnati, Sept. 3.—Judge Uoadly, the
democratic nominee for governor, started tonight lor Philadelphia for medical treatment.
His family physician Bays he is laboring under
malarial trouble and Hevere nervous prostration
growing out ol ids arduous labors in his campaign. His sojourn iu Philadelphia will depend upon the orders of the doctors.

improvement.

Supervising Special Agent Martin says it is
not probable that any official action would be
taken of the recent allegations that extensive
smuggling was carried on between Canada
and this couutry in the Lrke districts.
He
thought the reports were mere renewals of old
Btories.
8 H. Walter, bookkeeper of the Vienna
Pressed Yeast Company, Boston, has fled with
$2000 belonging to the firm.
There were no new cases of fever in the
yard or hotpital at Pensacola yesterday and
none have been reuorteil from the marine
camp, nor were there any deads.
Heavy Bobbery.
Tbe Falmouth Hotel has lately been a sufferer as far aB some of its boarders and em-

ployes were concerned.
Baker, of New York, had

Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
their room entered,

it is reported, and Mr. Baker lost two valuable
studs, and Mrs. Baker an elegant
vinargrette, some jewelry and a handsome
samhei. Mr. C. F. Swett lost a pair of boots
A lady, It is said, had a handsome emerald pin
surrounded with diamonds taken. Many of

diamond

the domestics lost articles of value from

their

rooms.

It is reported that detectives were put on the
search
for
the
robbers without success.
Finally Mr. Martin, the proprietor, in his energetic way, went to work, notified tbe police
and fixed suspicion on two boys employed at
the house. Some of the goods were recovered
at a pawnbrokers, and, It is alleged, the tw„
scamps went up iu tbe elevator and while oue
kept watch the other, who had two pass keys,

which

were

found

on

him, entered the

rooms.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

cla8ail*matter! I

1883.

FOREIGN.

labor and education resumed its labors to-day.
Only Senators Blair and Call were present,
Senators George and Pugb baying gone to New

room*.

Iu the afternoon a drive was enjoyed by
Lord Coleridge aud party as guests of tbe Bar,
and many places of interest iu this vicinity

visited.
Last evening President 8. C. Stront and Vice
President William L. Putnam gave a dinner
to Lord Coleridge and party at tbe Falmouth
Hotel. Tbe dinner was served in the elegant
private parlor of the hotel, and was of a nature
to reflect the highest credit on tbe proprietor,
Mr. J. K. Martin. In spite of tbe brief time
allotted for getting it up, uotbiDg was lacking
that goes to tbe making up of a first oiass ban-

quet.
The long table was riehly adorned with rare
flowers In tall vases, while from the ohandcliers bung beautiful floral baskets interspersed
with training vines. In tbe ceDter of the table
stood a beautiful device, in the shape of a lofty

castle, formed of the choicest confectionary,
tbe whole crowned with moot fragrant flowers.
At either end of the table was a large gilded
csndelbra, its wax candles arranged in star
form,which added greatly to tbe general effect.
In front of tbe large mirrors facing the tables were an array of potted plants and lovely
ferns. At each plate was a charming buttonhole bouquet, consisting of a rosebud embedded in a few open flowers and bright green
le.ves.
Shortly alter 8 o’clock dinner was announced
aud the company proceeded to the dining
parlor aud took seats at the table. The Lord
Chief Justice Bat at the right of President S. C.
Strout aud Major Deetiug at his left. Just
opposite sat the Lord Bishop of Fredericton on
• he right of Vice President
W. L. Putnam,
with Hon. Gilbert Coleridge on hie left. The
names of the other gentlemen present follow:
Hon. Elliott F. Shepard,
Hon. James D
Johnson, Hon. James A Beall, Hon. John
McClelland, Col. F. N. Dow, Judge J. W. Symouds Col. Ji hn M. Adams, Judge Percival
Bonney. Hon. Bion Bradbnry, John M
Col. Charles B. Merrill, Geu.
Rand, Esq
S. J. Anderson, Hon. L. D M. Sweat, Hon.
S. C. Andrews, Jadge Nathan Cleaves, Hon.
Henry B. Cleaves, Hon. W. H. Clifford, T B
Haskell, Esq., Judge Nathan Webb, Hon.
Geo. B. Walker, Hon. C. F. Libby, Hon.
Joeiah H. Drummond, Hon. Joseph A. Locke,
Col. J. C. Cobb, Jndge C. W. Goddard, A. A.
Strout, Esq., Hon. Geo. G. Emery, Gen. C. P.
Mattocks.

The following

the menu:

was

Oysters.

Petl’es Bouchees a la Diplomatic
Kennebec Salmon a la Hollandaise
Potato Croquettes.
Boilei Capon ta Toulouse.
of Beef.

Turker—Cranberry Jelly.

Kib

String

French Peas.

Potatoes.

Roman Punch.

Filet de Bceuf

a

My old and honored friend, the Bishop of
Fredricton, at the age of eighty, comes here to
If any
partake of your hospitality with me.
obligations to yoa can be increased in any deof
the
of
one
It
Is
the
oldest,
gree,
by
presence

dearest and most honored friends I have ever
had in the world.
I fear I have troubled you too long, and although I cannot take the first part to myself I
may remember the last part of the saymg of a
“8hort speeches strike like
very wise man!
darts; but as for long discourses, they are fat
things, and not of much pith.”
At the close of Lord Coleridge’s remarks,
which had been listened to with great pleasure, and frequently applauded, especially the
allusions to the friendly feelings between the

countries, President Strom proposed the
health of the Lord Bishop of Fredericton. This
toast was also drank standing.
The venerable Bishop responded in graceful
and impressive language. He spoke very feelingly of the pleasant intercourse be had enjoyed with citizens of the United States. He
expressed the gratification it afforded him to
be present on this occasion and meet so many
able and courteous gentlemen. He thought
there was no reason why the relations between
the United States and Eugland should not altwo

The
ways be of the most cordial nature.
Bishoo’s remarks were received with great ap-

plause.
Wo other speeches were made, and after a
biief session of general conversation the company separated, having passed one of the most
enjoyable of evening

Coleridge

Lord

and party have accepted an
Old Orchard this forenoon,
and the members of the Bar are requested to
acoompany them. The party will go on the
X0.2S a. m. train.
A lunch will be partaken of
at the Old Orchard House, and the party will
return about 3 o’clock p. m.
The Cumberland Club haa tendered to Lord
Coleridge and party the privileges of tlw olnb

Invitation

go to

to

during their stay iD Portland. To-day Bishop
of Fredericton, N. B., an old friend of

Medley

Coleridge,

Lord

will

remain

with

him.

Wednesday the party will probably enjoy
sail down the bay in the Dallas.
HOLINESS

a

MEETINGS.

Sketches of the Sermons Preached Yes-

terday.
Old Orchard, Sept. 3.
A great deal ot earnest work is being done
daring tlie closing boars of the Holiness meet'
Inga of ’83.
There hag been each a decidedly fall winii
to-day that all services have been held in the
church, which has been crowded.
At 10 a. m Rev. E I.D. Pepper of the Philadelphia Conference preached an able discourse
from II Kings, iv, 9.
The following is a brief
abstract of tie sermon: “You say that the
doctrine, experience and life of entire sanctification is beamituf, attractive and true, and if
realized will transform the cburcb and save
the world, but you ask where is a genuine
living illustration? Perhaps you do not understand exactly what we teach on this subject.
We do uot preach absolute, Adamic, angelic
perfection. We do not teach infallibility, or
that men are free from human infirmities or
the iunocent frailties of humas nature. There
is a difference between sinning aud merely
being tempted. A man should not be blamed
fordoiogno better if be knows no better.
Perhaps no one can come up to your ideal of
entire sanctification, yet wisdom is justified of
Iter children! To say that no one enjoys this

requires an extensive and intimate
knowledge of men, for the man you do not
know may be the one who enjoys it." References were made to scriptural examples of perftc ion—Job, Nathaniel, Zichartas, Elizabeth,
Paul, etc.
grace

Potatoes.

Beans.

la FiuaDciere.

Tomato Farci aux Fines Herbes.
Saute a la Marengo.
W' O'lCOCK.
Broil d Squab on Toast a la Maitre d’Hotel.
English Plum Pudding—Brandy Sauce.
Macaroons.
Fancy Cake
Biscuit Ulace.
Cady Fingers.

Spring Chicken

Champagne Jelly.
Dessert.

Coffee.
The service of the dinner left nothing to be
desired on that score. The large corps of well
tratued waiters gave the best of satisfaction,
being prompt in movement, and acting for the
greater part of the time under the eye of proprietor Martin himself.
It was 11 o’clock before the final course was
gone through with, and President S. C. Stront,
in most fitting aud well chosen words ex
pressed the pleasure it afforded the Portland
lawyers to meet so learned and distinguished a
as the
Lord Chief Justice of Eogland
He closed by propoeiug the health of Lord
Coleridge, which was draDk standing.
On rising to respond to the toast Lord Coleridge was greeted with the heartiest applause
He Bpoke substantially as follows:
Mr, cbairmeu aud geutlemen I thank you
very, very much for the kiud mauuer in which

jurist

have received the toast which my friend
Mr. Strout proposed to you, and I must repeat
it, because I find no better way of expiessiug
what are the feelings of my heart.
Although
by aD accident of birth, I can not help being a
foreigner in America, yet every American
whom I have seen, aud every American with
whom I have been brought in contact, h ts taknot a stranger.
en care to tell uie th it I am
And gentlemen I hope I may say to those of
yon who know anything about my course,
hat no Americau lawyer can be to the Chief
Justice of England anything but a friend.
(Applause.) I hope I can say that in a certain
be anything to any
sense no American can
right thinking Englishman but a friend also.
(Applause) aud in this City of Portland 1
to
assert
called
teel
upon
peculiarly
the truth of what I have just said. In this
beartiful and interesting, picturesque, aud if I
may presume to say so, most comfortable city,
it is the duty of every Englishman to assert
that community of feeling and community of
interest which belongs, to both nations. It is
the birthplace of one upon whom I cannot
help thiukiug that England has committed a
crime something compounded of highway robbery and murder—it is the birthplace of
Greeuieaf as I understand, and with regard to
Greeuleaf, we have stolen his book aud suitpressed ins name.
We have doue.theiefort, that which as far as
in a literary point of view can be paralled 10
crime; we ha-e both plundered aud mnrdered
also
it
is
the birthhiml
And
place of one whom no English thinker
can
of
or
speaker
Euglish reader
without the greatest gratitude—it is the birthplace of Longfellow. It is the birtbplaoe of
one whom we have uot plundered, whom
we
have uot murdered, but whom we hnve placed
by universal consent iu that grand glory roil
oi English poets, which begins with Good rey
Chaucer aud ends with Alfred Tenujson, and
in which are to be f mud the great aud distinguished names oi Shakespeare, Spenser, Dryden, Pope, Wordsworth and Byron, aud your
owu
delightful and cultivated Holmes aud
Bryaut. Therefore 1 feel that iu this place of
Portland it is becoming in an Euglisbmau to
assert that community of lauguage, that community of thought, that community of iuterest
in all that is best iu the two countries which
all right thinking men must wish may ever
continue.
Gentlemen, I have beeu a very short time in
have been asked by my
tins country and I
think
I
of
kind
what
friends
il;
I will only eay in regard to what I think of it
that it seems to me hat a wise man should remember that coldness of temperment and
depth of knowledge are necessary to a critic,
aud that with regard to such a couutry as
America and the very slight acquaintance
which it is possiblo for a foreigner to nave who
has only beeu a few days iu this country, he is
probably the wisest who is content to let the
impressions of a glorious country sink in his
mind, and wait, if he mast wait, until the
warmth of feeling lias subsided aud the disturbing elements have passed away which
would interfere with anything like a calm aud
critical j udgment. The splendor of New York,
the stateliness of Albauy, the beauty of the
White Mountains, the comfort and picturesquemss of your own city—these are all 1 have
with
the well
seeu at preseut, together
watered, thickly sstlled and thrifty farms of
the Connecticut valley—these are the things
wliicn have passed before my eyes and
produced some kind of an impression in
u,y wind, but which it would be quite impossible at this stage of my American existence
10 translate with auythlug like general observation or criticism.
One thing, however, I can say from the bottom of my heart, that America seems to be
iullof geuerous and cordial hospitality; that
from the day whereon I lauded in New York
1 fe t iu the grasp of every American hand the
grasp of cordial welcome; aud in the look of
every American face I met a glance of cordial
and hearty greeting; aud I should be much
less a man if I did uot express from the bottom of my heart my gratitude and deep sense
of feeling for the kindness bestowed, which I
am not vain enough or fool enough to suppose
is extended to me personally, but as a reprethat
sentative
in
a
of
certain
sense

At 1.30 there was a meeting as nsuai. Before
the afternoon services the balance of the expenses was raised, also a sum of money for
Rev. Mr. Gorham.
Rev. Edgar M. Levy, D. D., ot the Berean
Baptist charcb, Philadelphia, preached from
Matt, i, 21: “Thou shalt call his name Jesus;
for He shall save His people from their sins.’’
The opening sentences were devoted to a review of the names of men that have power to
thrill meu’s souls. The sweetness and reverence with which the name of Jeeus should be
held was dwelt upon, and then the speaker iu
forcible and eloquent terms enforced the leeson
of the text. The difference between the consequences of sin and the pollution therefrom
was sharply defiued.
Rev. Chas. Munger preached the farewell
srrmou at 7 30 from the appropriate text, “Let
us go ou unto perfection,” Heb. vi. 1.
The closing services will be held to-morrow

(Tuesday), beginning

at

9 a. m., and closing at

noon.

RAILWAY

NOTES.

you

great

couutry

to

which,

to

some

ex-

I belong.
and
(Great
you
applause.) May I add that I canuot help
lias
Hint
of
Americans
tins
charastic
thinking
invaded the Dominion and that 1 see here before me proof of the generous aud cordial feeling which Americans seem to enjoy.
i6Dt,

both

———^§

—
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THE FAIR.
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Price t|3

Portland, ivfc.

a Tear.
To mail subscribSeven I lollars a Tear, If paid in advance.
Rates of advertising: One Inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square."
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The South Eastern.

A dispatch from St. Albans says: Concerntie report that Bradley Barlow has transferred bis interest in the South Eastern Railroad to the Chapman Syndicate and they will
figl.t Chaffee and others for control of the road
Barlow says he lias only agreed in writing that
the syndicate shall hare the road the moment

ing

are willing to pay 83,250,000, and if they
settle with the creditors of the road for
this sum. T. A. McKinnon, the new General

they

can

Manager of the South Eastern was at St. Albans Saturday night, and informed Barlow
tli at the present officers of the road were prepared to resign in favor of the Chapman syndias they
pay over the money or
guarantee that they will do so. There
no prospect of any tight over the con-

cate, as soon

give

a

seems

Ball-Pitchers’ Tricks.

The Science of Curves, with Note* on the
Noble Oun«.

The curve delivery in base-ball pitching
tbe greatest ch&Dge ever introduced into the game, says the Philadelphia Press;
and in these days, when an old-time straight
pitcher would be knocked out of tbe box In
an inning, there are a good many claimant*
for the credit of originating it. College
men, with the exception of those from Harvard, always insist that Avery brought it to
light at Yale; while the Harvard men, who
naturally would refuse to see a curve of two
feet in a Yale pitcher’s delivery, Incline to
tbe opinion that Mann of Princeton was first
on the diamond with it.
Harvard’s men
have grounds for their belief, from the fact
that the Harvard team first had a practical
was

1874; but,
winning the
game from them then, they regarded It more
as a curiosity than as anything of
impor-

sight
as

of the curve at Princeton in

it did not have th»- effect of

tance in the game.

Tbe fact was that Mann
much excited about bis new delivery
that he did not know when to quit, and after the Harvard men had noticed that the
ball always turned about a foot outward after leaving the pitcher s hand, they made
was so

their calculations and hammered at it accor-

dingly. The game, up to the fifth inning,
was right in the hands of Princeton’s catcher, who captured the men one after another
as they struck out, but when Harvard began
io bat the prospects changed
at once, and
Mann
Princeton lost by clear three runs.
had only one curve, and he did not even
so
It
failed
of
sucvary it by straight balls,
cess against the straight pitching and fine
head work of Ernest and Tyng.
Avery, at
Yale, came oat with his curve the same
year, and many of tbe college nines of that
time remember yet how he promised something new for tbe Harvard batters as the result of his winter’s practice in the gymnasium.
He did succeed in defeating them, and
next year, by his effectiv e pitching, helped
his team to the championship. Before that
time, however, curve pitching was practiced
id professional games, and, though its nature was not much
seemed to know that

understood, everyooay
a peculiar kind of
ball
could be delivered, and that Mathews, the
present “curver” for the Athletics, was the
Arthur Cummings,
man who was doing it.
who played in the Mutuals in 1872 and in
the Stars of Brooklyn in the years proceeding, also was known to pitch a deceptive
ball, but, as he quit playing professionally
about 1874, his work was gradually forgotten, and Mathews given all the credit for the
nuova'lon. Mathews himself says that Cummings was curving he ball before he knew
anything about it, and he gives further credit to Cummings by adding that he got bis
first lessons in the art by'watching the l‘.utual pitcher’s delivery. Iu those days, when
the first professional association was just
getting on its feet, there were no cast-iren
regulations about where the players should
sit or stand, and very often a whole team
stood close around the batter, giving him
points when they could, and spending the
remainder of the time in “chaffing” with
the umpire or pitcher. Cumming’s delivery
was known to every man in the profession
as very peculiar, and
MathewB, whose
straight work was beginning to give way before it, made up his mind to take advantage
of a position near the bat to learn the secret.
He watched Cumming’s hands carefully,
noting how he held the ball and how be let
it go, and after a few weeks’ careful practice
in the same way could see the curve in bis
own delivery.
Then he began to use it in
matches, striking men out iu a way that no
one but Cummings had ever done before,
and in a short time he was known as one of
Tothe most effective pitchers in the field.
day he is pitching the same old curve, with
all the tricks iu delivery that years on the
diamond have taught, and the baiters don’t
seem to hit hint much better than they used
to.
Other pitchers bad to take up the curve or
quit playing, just as McBride and Pratt did,
and before the centennial the regular craze
for curve pitching had set in, which finally
forced both league aud association managers
to abolish ol pitching rules and allow any
throwing delivery which would assist in
puzzling the batsman. Every pitcher was
popularly supposed to have a choice selection of curves, which he sent in at pleasure,

and his value

was

usually reckoned

number of different

ones

he

on

could

the

use.

That idea, by the way, is still prevalent, and
there are many people who believe it an
“up” curve and a down” curve, an “in”
curve and an “out” curve, a “zig-zag” and
a
“shoots”
“double”
and
curve, and
“jumps,” and fast and slow bills to match.
“That’s all a mistake,” said Matthews,
while talking over some of his experiences.
“I never saw but one curve, and never made
any more. Of course a ball will shoot in a
little distance, but you can’t call it a curve,
because you can’t hold that kind of a ball so
as to make a curve out of it.
The only genuine curve is the one which turns out from
the batsman, but after two or three of that
kind a straight ball, if it is properly pitched,
looks as if it were t trning the other way.
‘Drop balls,’ or balls which apparently shoot
or curve downward, are all
deceptive work,
and are thrown from the highest start the
are the same
balls
rules allow.
Rising
ihing, started from as near the ground as
‘Slowed’
possible, and pitched upward.
nails arc started slow, with an apparently
last nourish, for if they were ever started
fast I don’t know what skill could hold them
back, and, as to the balls which go both in
and out, why that is a manifest impossibility. I know there have been several tests
made of that, one particularly at Cincinnati,
where four posts were put up, and the pitcher required to make the ball go on one side
of one and the other side of the next, but I
If he did, it was
don’t think he did it.
through some deception in regard to the
place where he was standing. No, sir.

Good, straight pitching, thorough command
the ball, a good out ‘curve,’ aud a good
in ‘shoot,’ are what the great pitchers are
working with today, and I, for my part,
don’t believe in anything else.”

It is also
trol uuder such circumstances.
kuown that unsecured creditors will accept a
deduction, aud can ne induced to settle for
From
probably eighty cents ou the dollar.

over

what Barlow says, therefore, seems that the
situation is in a condition to be easily overcome, and it is confidently expected tbat at a
meeting of the Directors to be held today the
Chapman syndicate will announce their decision. The sum named leaves nuthii g in reserve
The Chapman syndicate has
for Barlow.
made no settlement with the bank here, notwithstanding a report to the coutrary, aud the
Barmatter will tie in statue quo till today.
low himself believes that a settlement with the
creditors cau be easily made.

Apple Harvesting”.
The apple harvest begins soon, and for
“Care”
his one principal hint is needed.
tbould be the maxim throughout. In pick-

Improvement of Grain by Selection.
The principle of selection has long been
appreciated by stock-breeders, aud they have
largely profiled by the application of its

teachings. As applied to the growth of cereals it has not found a very wide acceptance,
not having had time to force itself on the
attention of the average farmer. The founder of the practice of selecting graiu for
seed
is Major Hallet, F. L. S., Brighton, England.
Iu 1801 be planted ten grains of wheat,
from a variety known them as Bellevue
Talavera wheat, which up to tbat time bad
been sown as a spring wlieal, and was declared to be quite iucapable of withstanding
the frost of winter. Niue of the ten plauts
from these grains were killed by the severe
frost, but the other plant, although from the
same ear, remained as healthy aud vigorous
as any of the winter varieties of wheat by
their side. From this surviving plant seed
has been selected and grown year after year
asawinter wheat. Close observation shows
that iu the cereals, as throughout nature, no
two plains or grains are exactly alike in
productive power, and hence that of any
two or greater number of grains or plants
oue is always superior to all the
others, although the superiority c&u only be ascertained by actual field test. It may consist
iu several particular
characteristics, as
power to withstand frost; prolificness; size
aud character of ear; size, form, quality and
weight of gtain; length and stiffness of straw;
powers of tillering, rapidity of growth; and
mauv others.—Popular Science Monthly.
Horse ••Interferes.”
horse interferes, i, e.,
a
“cuts,” is purely anatomical. If the animal
“toes outward,” reject it for the road; It is
valueless; ami for slow use, half-price is
euough; for breeding, probably good for
nothing. T1A toe, knee aud shoulder are
all iu a line with each other, heuce at every
step the foot is behind its mate, and in
bringing it forward it cuts, cuffs or interferes
a point near the toe
striking the opposite
fetlock, or above it. There is no remedy.
The shoulders are not parallel, but set obA horse so
liquely, the same as the foot.
made cauuot help cutting or if a horse toes
inward it is impossible for it to hit.
The
smith cannot make him cut, nor prevent it

Why

The

a

reason

In the other

case.

and handling the fruit it should be treated as if it were as liable to damage by rough
Iu putting up for
usage as eggs woold be.
market, remember that neat packages attract the eye of the buyer, while dirty barrels will detract more from the selling price
of the fruit than would be the cost of a clean
barrel. Use care in selecting the fruit. Do
not put bruised, wormy or gnarlv specimens
among the first quality. Oue barrel of imperfect ones amoug ten barrels of first quality are enough to reduce the whole lot to the
grade of seconds iu the market-place, and
Some
such had better be thrown away.
even make three qualities—extras, firsts and
The
seconds—and find it pays to do so.
practice of putting a layer of the largest aud
much
conbarrel
is
finest at each end of the
demned, but the market has become so accustomed to it that most buyers would grade
a Darrel as secoud quality if
they did not
find them “topped out” with a few extras.
Yet where one has enough so that be wn
put these extras iu separate barrels and
nave the others run evenly throughout, he
can soon establish a reputation which will
After
make this the most profitable way.
packiug, allow the barrels to stand open a
few days to sweat and dry off, as they will
do this better in the barrel than in the heap.
Tben press the head in firmly and put the
hoops on evenly so that there will be no rattling of the fruit Iu the barrel, and no burstr
ing of beads ou the way to market. Se” in
a cool place until ready to sell or to store in
Before puttiug the apples into
the cellar.
the barrels, see that there are no nails projecting which will mar the fruit, and if intended for distant market or for long keeping, it will pay to liue the barrels with a
Do not think
clean, stout brown paper.
that anything will do to go into cider; use
only sound apples, and keep them fiee from
filth of all kinds. In the days of “natural
fruit” apples, it was possible to get a good
glass of cider, for the fruit was sound until
ready for the mill; but to look at some cidermills aud see the mass of rotten fruit taken
up from the ground with a shovel, mixed
with the droppings of fowl aud a few tobacco quids, aud delivered to mill iu the dirty
farm cart, is euough to deprive any one of
for cider. Even if the cider is
the

ing

appetite

be used for boiling dowu to apple jelly, or
to be coverted Into viuegar, it is better if
made from sound fruit and handled with
care. In the neighborhood of large orchards,
a fruit evaporator would be more profitable
than a cider mill, as it would take many
or oiberwise deapples only slightly bruisedfur barreling, at
fective, but not really Ut
would be
much better prices than they
to

worth for cider.—Boston Cultivator.
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publica-

tion bat as u guarantee of good faith.
We-cannot undertake to return or
are

not

preeerve

com-

used.

The Coming Elections.
The

is over aud now the political
S.sites where elections will
be held this Fall will rage with new vigor.
In the large Western Slates and iu Penusyl
vauia the caudidates have been
long iu the
Held, the conditions of the campaigu are alsummer

ready

in

well

defined,

and a

good

stroke

of

work has been done. In New
York, New
Jersey and Massachusetts the Conventions
have not yet been held, but the preparations
arv far
advanced, and when the battle open
It will be sharp aud hot until the
polls

some

by Mr. Prince In
house job.

Associate Justice Field ( f the Supreme
Court of the United States has apparently
got the Presidential bee In his bonnet again.
In a private letter to Mr. Wm. J. Royall,
which was strictly confidential, but which
was nevertheless
promptly published, he
takes occasiontto define his posltlou ou several topics of national importance. He is in
favor of a reorganization of the judiciary;

improvements along

the

Mississippi;

a

tariff

averse

being a candidate, which

to

but he has taken considerable
commend himself to Southern
Democrats.

the case,
nains to

The Dutch Arctic
usual

expedition

has met the

fate of cruises iu search of

degree

an

easily, making

uncertain

it in a

peculiar

the pole.

Sometimes the
State is carried by the Democrats aud sometimes by the Republicans, and whenever
there is a decided change from one
party to
another in Ohio it it safe to
presume that

there te

a

similar

State.

tendency throughout the

great. Northern State-. Therefore it Is that
the elections in Ohio are
always regarded
with greet interest, and in the
year, pre-

ceding

Presidential election this Interest is
intensified.
Last year the DVmocrats made large gains
In Ohio as they did in most of the States;
but the signs are unmistakable that they
a

wtll be unable to hold their
advantage, and
that 'he Republicans will recover the

ground
decisive

lost, perh

*ps will obtain a victory so
as to leave the Democrats little
hope for next
year. The Democya ic party has placed it
self on the wrong side of some of the

Vital

questions of the time. It is on
wrong side of the tariff question,
or, at all events, has failed to make it clear
that ii is on the right side.
It is oh tin
wrong side of the civil service reform issue,
and has alienated the voters, a
the

who

regard

large body,
important issue

that as the most

of the present time. It is ou the
wrong side
of the temperance question,
ostenta-

having

tiously

couried an alliance with the rumseller» and antagonized every effort to regulate
and restrict the demoralizing traffic. M ire
it has offended the moral sense of the
plain people by open aud notorious corruption in its management. Its State conven-

over

tion aud the

convention in Hamilton
have made it quite apparent that no

Comity

leceut

honest purpose, no controlling principle,
governs it. Its nominations are not made
for merit but for a price, aud the ambitious
candidate who pays the highest prise secures
the votes of the most

reasou

intelligently

The people
party which bar-

delegates.

that

a

ters it* honors for money cannot be trusted
to conduct puolic affairs
honestly. Judge
Hiadlev, its candidate for Governor is ut-

terly broken

down and has left the State. It
Is doubtful if he returns before the election.

The Republicans are united, earnest,
active,
and lull of confidence. They
expect victory
and

they

unlikely to be disappointed.
The next in importance of the elections is
that of Massachusetts, where last
year a
man
principles and without au honwithout
orable record, a renegade, a demagogue and
a bully, effected a combination of the
worst
of the Republicans with all the
Democrats,
and, favored by peculiar circumstances, secured a popular majority for Governor. His
career in this
office, like his career in every
office
he
has
has
been a
held,
shameful failure judged
by anv accepted standards of public honor and
decency. He is a seeker of the D« mocratlc
nomination for the Presidency. It is of vast
importance to the good fame of the nation,
as well as of the Bay State, that he shou'd
are

be defeated.

The indications are that he
He owns the Democratic party of
the State which has no will but his will, and
no principles but such as suit his
personal

will be.

scheming. His overthrow will be a Republican triumpn and will do much to restore
the prestige of the party. He has given out
that he wiil be the Democratic candidate
for Governor; but a convention will be held
matter of form.
Last year the Democrats swept both New
York aud Pennsylvania by immense majorities owing to perverse management on the
part of disci edited Republican leader*. The
Democrats made no substantial gains in the
voting but Republicans refused to vote at
all. The interest in the elections of these
States this year is because it will appear
whether the Republican party has rallied
the disaffected elements to its standard.
New York of course Is a doubtful State.

overtook the meu ou board

for

expeditious have accomplished anything of
value, yet on the heels of them new expeditions wiilbe sent out and the scenes of shipwreck aud suffering repealed.

Mr. John E.
R

is

normally a Republican State.

In neither of them is

a

ed aud it is
be

polled,

Governor to be elect-

vote will
improbable
but nevertheless there will be afthat a full

forded a basis for opinions concerning the
issue of the election next year. It will be

possible

to judge with some definiteness
whether the disaffection prevalent last year
continues, or whether It has vanished. The
campaign in Pennsylvania is well under way,
bnt in New York the conventions have not
yet b»en held.

The days in which the superstition of
witchcraft found believers are generally

regarded as long gone by, but a case recently beard before a justice in Scranton,

Pa., shows that believers in that nonsense
are still to be found.
A Mrs. Rockert of

Scrauton, having

a

sick

child called

in

a

doctor who was versed in witchcraft and
who pronounced the child’s illness to be the
result of the machinations of a witch. He
prescribed pieces of paper (lipped in molasses and the frequent beating of the child’s
cradle with a briar stick. The doctor’s prescription was so faithfully carried out that
the child speedily died, and Mrs. Kockert,
in the recklessness of grief, accused a ueighboiing Mrs. Snyder of being the witch who

responsible far its death. The charge
of being a witch was too heinous for Mrs.
Snyder to rest under in silence and she Immediately had Mrs. Kockert arrested and taken before a justice. The complications of
the case were too great for the justice, and
he concluded to let a higher court unravel
was

them.
_

The Democrats of Minnesota have finally

prevaled on Mr. Biermann (the name seems
suggestive of a funeral) to head their State
ticket. We infer from the following extract from his letter of acceptance that Mr.
Biermann’s nomination will be thoroughly
acceptable to Mr. Tilden: “But whatever
may be the result of the contest now before
ns, which is bat a mere skirmish before the
greater battle to come, we may look with
hope and confidence toward 1884, when the
grand old constitutional party, the party
that made this country a home for every l'berty-lovlng and down-trodden son from every clime, will place in nomination for the
Presidency that illustrious patriot, that recognised prince and statesman, our successful standard be&ierof ’76, Samuel J. Tilden
of Kew York. His nomination will be the

signal for a general uprising,
triumphal march from ocean

his canvass

a

to ocean, and
prove to the

American
world that political chicanery will find no
lasting foothold on freedom’s soil, nor fraud
unrebuked occupy the chair at Washington.”
__
the

The committee

people will

on

drains and sewers,

(Democratic), having expended

the

appro-

priations for the Commercial
without completing it* work, an attempt
rewas made last night to help them out by
the
tiuish
to
up
committee
another
quiring
Job. Where was the Mayor’s old white
It
horse while this wc.k was going on?
street

Bewer

'senberg

Rosenberg

of nations, ami the mysteries
of the law, a thing or two that he (toes not
know. On the day of Prof. Sauveur’s final

would not

Kentucky.

the

world,

olina in close

berg’s case.
leaders in this
country
Kilkenny cats. Mr.
John Dovoy says O’Donovan R ssa’s blackguardism is calculated to drive decent meu
out of the National movement; and Rossa

Devoy

it like the

is

weeks work here bears the test of sober and
The advantage of fiy.
hours instructlou each day from such able

and tireless teachers

given permission

Shakespeare

to

dig

up

epitaph,

has

the bones

of

true much

pouvait,”

Gradually

what
Slate
it has
But-

school, for if there is one si-ntiment that
inspires both teacher and scholar during the
whole ses-ion, it is simply enthusiasm of the
mer

happiest kind.
In the first place,

Amherst

and is such

a

Is

itself

so

perpetual surprise!
richly, drawiug

it so

around its horizon a most varied line of bids
and training its elms (those elms that form
the

glory of this part of Massachusetts) in
graceful and majestic forms. It is a surprise
because, although it has but four or five
thousaud inhabitants, it is so different from
Elsewhere in
many towns of that size.
America such villages are often collections

farmhouses, and in Europe they are like
portions of a crowded city, cut off, and set
down in the midst of a beautiful landscape.
Unless one were princely and couid live in
the castle that dominates it, would not life
even in Eisenach be wretched?
But here
of

little Amherst has the well-ordered shops,
the comfortable walks, the fine residences,
the art museum, the
at the same time the

library of the city, and
fresh, pure air, the rich-

of grass and tree, and the wide ope n
It is a fitting place
spaces of the country.
ness

(at least this year when the clerk of the
weather has moderated the heat that is
sometimes here excessive) for pleasure-seekers and rest-seekers to prefer to—yes, to

Saratoga.
This summer Prof. Sauveur has been assisted by a most able and popular corps of
teachers. Of course all their Instruction is

given according

moving

south

a

rest

of

neighborhood

bully people

and

feeding

TECHNOLOGY,

for the

Regular four-year cou ses in Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering. Architecture, Chemistry, phy-

|

■

A Tipover in Switzerland.
(New York Tribune.]
A letter received in Liis city, from Mr.
Roswell Smith, dated Bern, speaks of a suf-

ficiently frightful

him,

which befel

accident

his wife and the Rev. Dr. Charles S. Robinand sister.

son

vate

carriage

cerne

They
and

traveling by prihorses, from Lu-

were

three

to Fluelen and ao on to St.

would not

keep

which were

some

it does not

language
weeks,
clude study of the grammar, but at the propI should say that the
er time requires it.
central idea of the method is this: Any foreign language is to be taught and learned
through the medium of that language itself.
At the beginning not one word of English is
allowed to either pupil or teacher, for on*
word makes a small but open door through
any

in six

ex-

which others may creep in. The instructor
must mention at first only simple things or
actions, which the learner understands eith-

by the tone, the accompanying gesture, or
by the maligned but happy power of guessing. It is a system that entertains #the pupil and brings the hard work upon the
er

1 have heard the professor launch
a cutting scorn at the
stupidity of some teachers, and I remember a story
he told of a pompeus Frenchman who came
to

him for a certificate.

“First I must know
said the professor.
a lesson.”
“Tolls

If you can teach,”
“Begin now. Give me
la table,” said the Frenchman, pointing

to

CONGRESS

Begins tenth year, September 29.

P«

RTSMOU TH,
J1yi2eo<13m

-WILL. BK—

SECRETARY,

president,

treasurer,

Nath’l J. Bradlek.

Frederic W. Lincoln.

aug2

Spring

AND

Excursions

—

School for Young Lulls aud Uhlldreu,
at

96

AEWMK& AEW EAGLAA'D RAILROAD.

PARK ST.

Arithmetic is taught l»y the Prlnc. %1 and special
attention is given to all English bra’ ties.
Occasional lecures will be glvr*n c
Ing the year
upon subjects conn eted wiib these
ol work 'aud
the-e wilibeihe following courses of t ..en»y lectures
each; on
by Dr. Sa&J a Eller Palmer; on I\i»tur>il History, by I)r. Cuar .ks D.
smith; on the ftli-iory or %»*t bv Mrs. Cahwell;
iu the
r«*ncn l.nuguag*- by Mors. DePovkn.
For cirou ars and to engage seats apply at 89
Pa* k > treat, after Aug 15th
Mrs. CiMweil will be
at home to business callers on Wedne Jays.

aug7

ToNewTork,
Pliiladelpliia,
Baltimore and

asliington.
w

THROUGH PUUWAN CARS

given to private pupil* by the subscriber

from Bo.tou >o nk«*. p-inta witho.it change.
Tick. In for .ale at Ticket Ofleo in
M
nr and
ew Unuip.irr.
It .jinnee eh. ch'd thro ugh.
Ii.i.un.. oooreoionce for
Indt.'O v-uh chilli.. I. a-ihia I uc AVOID* CHINliE OF i'A BN Hi NEW YOKK.
THV IT
NO TKAVKI, « ITI1 COMFORT. A-k fur lickcl. *ia NEW (OBK &
at
NEW KNOMANO KAlCltOA <>, at any Ticket Office.

J. W. COLCORD,

■

14!I Pearl Street.
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living out of the city are invited to take their feet
them when they visit Portland, and have thpni
perfectly fitted at Sign of Gold Boot.

u
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“

*•

o
O

“

“

are

YOUR

all in line French Lisle and will be
lovers of line Hosiery.

Between Oali

jyg0

GENTLEMENS’

and

FI3VE

GENTLEMENS,
fine

Jersey Hand Sewed

styles.

Goods in

all

the

Width A

}

leading

A, A, B, C, A D.
hildren’s, Misses, Youths and Boys Sehool Boots

a

HIDE
—

specialt

I

TO -1

OH l»EI(
Give your orders early,
some

m?14

always engaged

ID
Congress

SIGN OF THFi GOLD BOOT.
*od
aug25

400

every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed In this country for

$2.50, or

the money will be refunded.
Price only
$1.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to *.he officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated
sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.

STOMACH

^

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

&&

ITTERs

CHAS. H. O'BRION,

In fever and ague districts, In tropical and other
regions visited by epidemics, and indeed in sll 1 >califcU's where the conditions are unfavorable to

For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.

Photographer,

A RARE

Fichus,
Laces,
Silks,
Shawls,

Dress Goods Ac.
at very low

in want of

511

RUglO

daodtf

nice residence

story

•JEN CINE

_

at*

ns

if

OFFICE,
|

on

application.

Office Honr*—11 ».m. to 4 p.m. (except Sundays).,

fcblOdly

you

vriah

to

buy

or

&

Bonkers, Chicago.

lion-

Lights O' Lo di Ccmbination!
Under the auspices of Messrs. Shook A Collier,
Proprietors Cni<«n Nqiatar* The l>e, Nrw
Vwrk, In Geo. H. aims powerful Spectacular melodrama.

Lights O’Lon don,

With its magnificent Scenery, Piopertice and Mechanical Effects, duplicates of the original models
u>ed at 'hat heat re.
Act 1—Park and Grounds of Armotage Hall.
Act 2—The R-*ad from Cha ham to London La the
Snow and Moonlight.
Act 3— Extei ior of a London PoLce Station.
Act 4—Exterior of Marletx.ne Workhouse.
Act 5— The Borough on Saturday Night.

Wanlrd —100 Supernumeraries. Apply at Stage
Mouday, Sept. 3. at 10 a. m.
•Seat.-* 75 and 60 ecu s; Gallery 35 cents. Sale of

door

seats

commences

Friday,

v

ug 3l.

augSUdtd

Peak’s Island.,
€• LAINC'fc'LL.n.iNAGEB.
short eeaeon of Burlesque Opera.

Return oftba

THE BOSTON IDEAL

JUVENILE OPERA GO.
Two Operas in One Day.

LA MASCOT

COMPANY Connecticut.

ffiiowj

Incorporated

under the Iawb of Connecticut, and
sublect to the Inspection of the

STATE BANK COMMISSIONERS.

PER CENT,

6 GUARANTEED

—

online

EVERETT

8MTH^&*.£SSZl
ttmeod

~~

;-

—

Don’t Forget

MONDAY, SEPT. 3d.
mascot at 3.

PROPOSALS.

Pinafore at 8.

25 cents over Forest City Steamboat
line, Cnstom
House Wharf, pays all and admits you to ine opera

Proposals.
Office of SupERijfTEXDEjrr of Rfpaim, 1
U. S. Marine Hospitax, Portland, Me.
|
August 31,1883.
PROPOSALS will b% received by the
undersigned, at this office, until 12 o'clock on
Tuesday, September 11th, 1883 for supplying the
labor and materials required in the He; airs etc. to
the U. S. Marine Hospital buildings at this port,
consisting of carpenter, mason, painting and plumbing work etc. Separate bid- must be made for the
different classes of work required.
Specifications and all information relating to the

and

at

Water Supply of Washington, D. C.
Propo.nl. for ('omraclio., of Dho, Tugwlnnl Reacrroir.

he Washington
aqueduct, >
Washington, D. 0., August 2a. 1883. )
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, for the
SEALED
work required for Increasing the water supplv
of tue City ot Washingt >u, in accordance with the
Act of Congress approval July loth, 1882, will be
of

received at this office until 12 o‘e ck noon, on Friday October 5th, 18*3, when they will be publicly
opened; the work to be done comprises three different classes, vis:
CLASS A.—Dam Construction.—This consists
(1st) of raising the present masonry dam across the
Mart land Channel of the Potomac Kiver at the
Great Fells, by a coping 16 inches thick; (2d) the
exteusinu of the dam across Conn's island by a
mas .nry structure about 1120 teet long with aa
average height of about 6 feet; and (3d) the further
extension of the dam about 460 teet across the
Virginia Chei nel by a superstructure of crib work
(111 d with stone, and a subsume ure f
masonry, together with about 300 feet of masonry dam to make
connection with the Virginia shore.
CLANS B.- Aqueduct Extension —being the ex
tengion of tbe Washington Aqueduct by a tunnel
abou: 20 82H feet long with a cross section of about
7 7 square feet; most, if not all, of the tunuel will be
through hard gneiss rock.
Cl.ASH c.-reservoir Construction.—This
woik will consist mainly of eirth excavation and
embankment, the purpose being to conetruut a reservoir capable «f containing 300,000,000 gallons.
in triplicate, must be made
Separate pu p
for each class. Parties proposing to bid will
apply
at this office for blanks for proposals,
specittcati ,ns,
ami all i,.formation, being careful to state for which
class or classes of work blank.' are desired; but
they will be furnished only to such parties aa show
prim* facie evidence tha. they are able, ffiiaueially
aud by experience, to undertake the work on widen
they propose to bid.
Each bidder must submit with his proposals written evidence on which he relies to establish hi.
capacity to perlorm the work reference being bail
to his experience on work of like
character, to the
plant at his disposal and which h, propo-e* to use
and to hi. financial ability to do all that Is necessary for a rapid prosecution of the work. Before proposals are opened each bidder must certify to the
undersigned that either personally or by a duly
authorized agent he has inspected the natural feat
urcs of the locality in which the work is located and
examined the drawings on file iu this office.
The right is reserved to reject any end all bids or
G. J. LYDECKEK,
parts of bids.
aoSldtit
Major of Eugineers, U. S. Army.

VISIT IT. DESERT IN SEPT.

sep4dtf

Offered by Ibe Cumberland County AgrU
cultural Society, fur their 46th Annual Fair to be held at Pre8Hmpscot Park, Portland, Me.,

work

can be obtained on appli ation to Marine
Hospital Office, at the Custom House in this city, or
the building
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
R. L. FOGG, p>upt. oi Repairs.
sepld3t

conoert.

Special Trotting Premiums

SEALED

Office

USD

I.«. 8. PIMM.

DUNUO

secured by First Mortgage.
Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National bank of
New York. If yon wish an investment, Thether
large or small, which will boMFE and profitable.
| send for circular giving full information.

the

Sept. 11,12,18*14.
FIRST OAT, KEPT. 11.
Fwra.no f I«..,9aOO-$:Oi),60i 80,90;
$100 extra to the winner if better than 2.35.
Nw-9- Fwr Miu'liea- n- nrd in Nlwiwe,
9400 $100. 6o, 3c. 20; $ 10c extra to the winner if better than 2.30.

SECOND DAY, SEPT. 19.
No. !».-For 9.34 Clase, 9900;-$100, BO, 80,
I.-Eer foil. 4 Tear, Old and Coder.*
9 1 00-650,26, 15, 10.

No.

THIRD DAY, SEPT. 13.
Fwr 4.30 f I mu, *400-$ 100,50, *0, 20.
I'wr l.iiM ia» 9-00 $100,60,30,90
FOURTH DAY. SEPT. 14.
No. 7.—Fwr free for nil. 9 l«H>-$160, 70, 60.
30.—$IOO extra to the winner ir better than 2.26.
No. S.-Boule, Kacr, 9100—$50, 26, 16.

No.
No.

3.

All burses to be owned In Maine exoept Noe. 4 and
8 free to all.

The abore races to be mile heats, best 3 In 6 to
harness, except in Nos. 4 and 8, and cenducted by

by the rules of the National Trotting Association.
Entries wiil close eu Wednesday, Sept. 6th at IX
o'clock p. m. Entries mailed on day of closing will
be eligible. All entries must 1 e made te
J. d. FRV E, Secretary, 23 i’reble St..
angOe dtsep4ultd

Portland, Me.

BANJO and GUITAR

LESSONS

F. tV. tVS N-KX Kl.it,.
assistant teacher with Keo. P Doheon and
Sole Agent in Port and for the celebrated Patent
SPill I.O-BANJOO,
will be prepared to receive Pupils on dither
Banjo
or Guitar for the Kail and Winter season, commeaw
lng M
Sept. 3. Lessons given at pupil’s reeldeuce if.deetred. Call or seud for terms of instrao
tion.

Formerly

unlay,

F. W.
sep3

TVESSENBERH,

City Hotel.
dlw*

FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR
-OP THE

Cumberland County Agricultural

Society

Will be held at

Presnmpscot

Park,

PORTLAND,
II, 12, 13 & 14, 1883.

SEPT.

Pleasantest Month in the Tear.

IhiugBet

CKiAllRTTKS.

following

Large Premiums aro offered in the Agricultural
*
Stock departments.

an

$r'0 and $25
or

10

yoke.

clubf
tickets will be
e iriry.

are

offered for the best Town Team

of the

County are Invited to exhibit
ow" tent*'t0 wh,,m tr—
'*£ t£eir
furished
upon certificate from their

Farmers' Meetings will be held
Sept. 12 and IS in
the evening. Auction Sale of stock
Friday a. m.,
at 11 o’clock.
Members of the Society will be furnished Tickets
to the Fair by applying to
j. j. FETE. See.
augJ3dtd

Dainty Whiff for fonneisseurs.
All Driller*.

S. JACOBY & CO.,
New York.

cod2m

rates:

Pertland to South West Harbor and return.
$4.00
Single Tickets.
Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Fire to Ten, each. 3.50
Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Ten or more, each.
3.00
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Single
Tickets.
4.60
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Five or
more, each. 4.00
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Ten or
more, each.. 3.50
A special Ticket—Hu Harbor to ‘Nunimit
of firrrn Mountain au«l Return—will
be mold with the Bur Harbor & veurNiou Ticked*
for $i.OO
each.
The view from the top of Green Mountain surpasses in beauty the view from Mt.
Two
round trips per day from Bar Harbor to the Summit
are made during September.
For time table see advertisement in this paper. For any further information and staterooms, write to
GEO. Ii. DAY, Gen. Ticket

Washington.

Portland, Sept. 1, 1883.

—

BY

—

( handler**
—

ON

Band,

—

STEAMER
GAZELLE,
Wednesday Afternoon, Sept. 5.
Steamer will leaveCustom House Wharf at 2 IK
sail of three hours among the Islands of tW« vt«.
returning at 5.15. in season for
take Eastern and Boston & Maine

a

parties^ wtahTnv &

trails gom^ w*eet

FARE: Adults
sei>4

25c; Children 10c
dtd

Agent.

sep3dlm

Notice

DEC1CATE, !*!!■,» AND FRA«JRANT.

aug2A

commencing,
day, Slept. 3.

chias Steamboat Co.

aug21

Manufacturers,

artl».Proprietor and Managw.

Week,

SHOOK & COLLIER’S

eodflm

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Deseit and Ma-

Mold by

PORTL AN D THEATRE

CO.,

will place on sale during September, a special ticket (not transferable) to Mt. Desert and return at

ISO Til 0«H.E STREET,
PORTCAND, ME.
PRICE:
«s, so, sto.

A

Braes Band will furnl-h music for the Regatta. For
further par iculars regarding faros, running ef
trains, Ac se« M. C. R. R. time u»bles.
WiNSHIP A McGUNCHYj > anagers,
Portland. Ms.
If stormy postponed to first fair day. a g23 td

Mprcial

•s-ntTTRIM-iM A N IT F A C T C R E D

Sweet

Dancing all day in the Mammoth Pavilion. Mule
by Chandler’s Full Qu»4ril e Hand, fhe Bangor

large citiea aad

II Y«J I ENIC

AN1» FOR MACE BY
J. II. OACHE11T,

PILES~

ITA Trrnmni «i.r. i, It'.
It van*
give special attention to tlto treat)' out ot FI XI'I
t,A, PILGM *NU ALL HI ***** Ol
TISF KKI I L’IL without detection from liuslnen. Aouudaut refereuue* given.
Pamphlet seni

Until October 13.1
Closed
28
au
aug

dtf

CANOE RACEi
in Canoes by several Old town

a race

favorites,

Exr-iraion Ticket
In ord.r to meet tiie wi-he. of a large number of
our people who are uuableto take a vacation in
duly
or August, but can spare n week in
September
(which is decidedly the most comiortable and ideas:
an test month in which to
travel,) the

THE
ON 1,1

044.

Cured without the Use of the Knife.
and
WILLIAM KEADlM. D. Harv.-(1, 1842
ROBERT M.READ(M.I)., Hai.arii, 1870 oilier*,

Itr. KESISOli’S

Opp. Falmouth Hotel.

Congress Street.
OOlitl

OPPORTUNITY

FISTULA AND

Holler and Ice Skates.

221 Middle street

No.

IIYI/IA.Y

MIDDLESEX BANKING

The

NATHAN CLEAVES, I
Asnignecsof
ALBERTN.PAKLIN, { A, N. Noyes & Son.
d2w
anglT

Gorham, Me.
Jy31dtf

Sale.

nt

THE

lure.

story
stable, acre of land
60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2
house, new, never has been oo»
copied, very nice lot 60x1 15, fruit trees, currants
&o., nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. i). WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate Agent.
lots for

Telephone,

v

re

There will be
Indians.

A

Redaction in Fares, Meals, State Rooms
and Hotel Rates.
Nperial Eirur.ion Kafr, ria the Rrrrn Ml.
Railway lo Kfol.'er. »f this Co*.

stock and business of tba Old and Well.
E«lnbli»hr<l Won-* of A. N. NOWJKM A
red for f-aln This ffm has the excluRON, Is
sive sale Of the Magee Furnace Oomt am ’» G > ds,
in
ibis country, and parties buying the
finest made
entire stock will have the sale of these goods with
of
this company.
the good will
Goods at retail for the present will bo sold much
below the market price f >r cash, as the stock must
be disposed of without delay. Per order of

any
?a
J greet bargains at Gorham Village.
C“1AN
One 2
bouse, L,” and

iggr

prices,

J. M. DYER & CO’S

Furnaces, Stoves,Tinware, &c,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
one

Collars,

Handkerchiefs,

—TO PURCHASE

Fin# Portrait# a>p#claltj,

show

Bags,

Kuching*,

Cuffs,

To be contested

and

sals,

Travel ling

Domestic Coals; »!3Speolalty, at Lowest; Market
Prices.

mo

Orders received by
aug7

Portland

atf_

COAL.

rival.

eoa&wl

Congress St.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

vegetable invigorantand altera
tive, Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters, has been found a
potent safeguard even to feeble constitutions and
fragile frames, while as a cure for indigestion, bil
lousness and kindred complaints, it is without a
he 1th. this famous

»ep3

STUBBS,

Fancy Goods,
Gloves,
Hosiery,
Fans,
Parasols,

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.

BAILEY.

.

and Residents will And one of the
liCKt assortments of

ox

Dr. W, II. PARKER, No. 4 Bultlncli Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be ooneultod on all diseases
requiring .kill and experience.
myHlM.vw I y22

CO.f

municipal

_

apr21

Summer Visitors

tt

A Booh for Rrery [flan ! Voting
.flitlcllrngrd and Old.
The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life ntay b»‘alleviated a d cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published
the Pot bod
by
Tied leal Inatitnte. Boston, entitled The *c»
enee of Ijifr; nr, Sfelf- Prunrrvniir.ii.
It Ik
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility.
Premature Decline in man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
of which in iuvmnnblr.so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 800 pages, bound Id beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with tlio very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a Liner work in

w

marts

^

itug-"'__

KNOW THYSELF,

laud

L.

all

I have just received a
large number of Instantaneous Photographs of
Yachting and Marine
Views, which are the
finest ever shown in
Portland. Call and see
them. I am still selling Artist’s Materials,
Pictures and Frames, at
greatly reduced rates,
to make room for Fall

J. T.

Congress St.,

Sporting and
Agent for t>uPom’« Povrdrr,
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse. orders
from the trade filled at lowest prices.

G.

appreciated by

goods.

St.

OOD:

SEE IIERE!

eep3

MS

__dtf

SHOE DEALER
421

as we are

time ahead.

493

-TUB-

8
tcnlo

Hunting and FKhlng Goods.

i to

3NT E W

Sis.

eodtf

to bonda cf

Write

SOMETHING

322 Commercial Street,

Rifl**, and the celebrated II oh
bird” Hant'ng *nit«. Suits made to measure,
and samples of cloth furnished. Also, the new composition Tars t Bn lie; better and cheaper than
Glass.
English and American Double and
Single Guns, together with a general assortment of

1.50

Balmorals.

tbs

Sole Agent for the new Parker
Trap (sao.Frank Wesson** Pocket

1.25

areen.

middle

bought and aold.

girvn

..

Boots and Shoes a specialty. Please hold fast to
your money until you see our §2.99 Calf (all calf,)
Please
examine our
Congress and Balm orals.
$2.on Congress and Balmorals. You that labor by
the day or w*-ek for small wages are invited to examine our §2.00, §2.50 aud §2.99 Congniss and

and tortnous road.
Mr. Roswe.l
steep
Smith stood up to jump, but ou his side
there was not room enough for a landing between the carriage and the precipice. While
waiting for a chauce to jump the carriage
toppled over. He was shot headloug into a
clump of bushes six feet below the road,
and was instautly on his feet unhurt. In
overturning the carriage crashed Into two
friendly trees that kept It from rolling down

tioajft

i? 5
MS

«

A

tttate,

—

in

Jix lavaluabl#
fbr the nerves,
muscles, and digestive organa, producing
strength and appetite, is Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Rev. W. B. Smith, Grafton, Maes., says:
“I have derived benefit from using Brown’s
Iron Bitters for a low state of blood.”
Flokejtoe, Ga.—Dr. W. B. Prather says t
“Brown’s Iron Bitters has given satisiacevery instoage I Itsvu kadwn it

54

«

valued *4 », to second.

JUNIOR ATIA1EI R RACEr
will also be a Junior Amateur Rare, with
suitable prises, for which there will he a large field
Th

The

PRESTON, KEAN

FRANK GOUDY, 5*1 Congress St.

fitted.

BY

sell.

.75

“

£*•

«

;?

goods

These

l

SALK

BONDS.

TO

1.00

*

“

banqnette, a high seat above the driver
provided with a chaise top. One of the
horses kicked viciously and urged tbe others
on.
The driver could not rein them in, so
he dropped the reins and jumped, with the
of catching the vicious horse by I he
Eurpose
it, but they were now in full career down a

declivity. One of the trees struck just
behind Dr. Robinson, who was kept from
falling over the declivity by the chaise top.
The ladies narrowly escaped the othei tree,
which orushed Into the luggage behind
them, and were held in the place by tho
chaise top to their seat. A few sprains and
bruises which fell mainly to the part of Mrs.
Roswell Smith were the only injuries received. The accident happened opposito a
votive tablet commemorating a similar mishap.

.83

7s
7s

hes
958 Brea way, cor. 23d St.
»<y J Grand Cent. Hotel op Bond St.
Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard SL
eodtf
jly33

countiea!

.“

..

by the following well known amateur scullers:
JOHN BUCKLEY.of Portland; WILLIAM OHX>HNKLL. Of Portland;
VIAKIIN ORKEUCY.
Portland; HUGH SWEENEY. Portland;
! CASEY, of Boston; u’NKIU, of Boston; J. MU&*
PHY, ol Boston; KILLIAN, of Boston.

connected

attention

“

with

perfectly

I ROll

Z

«

Watc

ver

for

N. Y. Bha_n<

Gorcmiuriil,

Special Sale of fine Lisle Hosiery in all the New Shades and Sizes.
“

MB1VIOR A.YI4TEI K RACE*
PRizms;—G id Watch, valued at flOO. to first: Sil-

Os
Os

HENRY CLEWS &

_

THIS WEEK
*i»T

Long, Slim,

_

WALLACE ROSS, Of St. John, N. B.
JAMES H. HI EY, Hi Saratoja Springs,ft. f

4Os
Os

...

No. 18 New Street, also 9 YVaiJ Street, X. Y.
(NEXT rXX)R TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers au<J Commission Merchants.
Securities and Products bought and sold on commission for c*eh or on margin. 4 per -ent. allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Pr*>4nce i- xebange, N. Y. Mining
Kxobange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago

Mchool jBoudn

People to know that vr# sell GOOD, SOLID, DUR
ABLE STYLISH BOOTS and SHOES for less money than any other Store in Portland*

Narrow Feet

...

Exchange

nugl

d3w

_

J H r l£i MER, of Pitt.burg, Penn.,
Th. Wo»t»rn Woadar

4s
4s

I Cleveland, Ohio,

"The NORWICH LINE for NEW YORK ha. ihe fi^e.lairnmer. in the
country.
Paiwaiier. inhn.tt ihi> line can recurc Tarim Caro at Ronton or Worcester
I*. *1. FEl,TOY Jr.,
A.C. Kk'DU.L,
(itn.ruI Manager.
Utarrnl P».enger Agent.

au*-4

IJghlnlng SeSlltf

I he

Trank

Portland Wafer Co.,
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul k >o Pacific (guaranteed hy .No. Pac. K. R.)
Maii.e Central R. R.

Corner

Tke only line running

to Me*

entered axnl

GEORGE HOSMFR, of Boston.

One

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

GREAT THROUGH LINE

instruction in fnt'lisk and Classical Studies

f*u>2+

eodtf

FOB

eodtoctl

7m.
6#.
0e.
fk.
tie

other first -class bonds and stocks.

Hardiner, Me.,
Rriinswicb. Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
I'ertUnd, Me.,

dlawSfniTu

_

:»l

BONDS.

all Roads to be announced In the future

____

—WILL RE-OPEN—

8KPT. INth,

on

*200

ble rate*.

One Price of Admission, 50 cents to tie Entire Eilitjon.

Hasses

with Turn-$B0« to first,
ond SI 0 to third.
The following famous "arsmen have
will positively appear:

of entries.

dec 14

EXCEPT THE GRAND CENTENNIAL OF 1876.

oi.Jtf

for

SCVUL

SIVGIK

"HIOV.tL

KAI K.

street,

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and gold at most favora-

Goods
Exposition of Foreign
ROOF,

Equalled by any other Exhibition In America

Never

street.

Irs, Ciisweil’s Parlor

middle

and

COVERING AN AREA OF SEVEN ACRES OF EXHIBITION SPACE.

PARTICULARS ADDRESS-

—

BANKERS,

------

EVER EXHIBITED UNDER ONE

derg.trten.

143

eodtf

...

C. B. Norton.

The Most Elaborate

OP PIN ED
11
Proctor continuing the charge of the Kln-FOR

Exchange

Ylniue Central
Portlund nad Keanebec
tedrorcoggin and Kennebec
Portland and OjgdeoMbnrg
City of Portland

The Exhibition of Foreign Products, Arts and Manufactures,
OPENB IN BOSTON, 8EPTEMBEH 3rd, 1883.

KIN I> E RGARTEN

Miss

tfn.
Am.
7m.
6m
0-.

f«

Offer

MISS SARGENT’S SCHOOL

KE

~

& CO.,
PAYSONStreet.

4tf

k2I8

tbe carriage off the horses,
by the files. Mr.
were

STREET. H. M.

MISS MORGAN’
N.H.

|}M.
4 1- Jm.
Am.
0*

J. B. Brown & Sons,

the

teacher.

the arrows of

490

PSOV

EUWaRD HANLAN, of Toronto, Canada,
Champion Sculler of tie World

AndroscttggiD A Kennebec B R.
Mouihe n Pacific R. R.
**
“
N rlhrru
tt«.
At Paul A No. Pnciflr Runranned
Loan A Trad€o. Secured by K Kitate 0*.
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Gothard.

The first day out they missed the right road
and went to Steinerberg on the hill, when
they should have gone to Steiner. To get
down to the latter place they had to descend
a road so smooth that the shoe and break

method, but
inflexible, and it leaves
expression of individuality in

It has been misunderstood in
respects. It does not claim to teach

Vi-i’

City of Port In hi!
“
“
Zauravtlle, Ohio
*
<* KMI
Mngennw. TCicH.
•>
“
Fori Wo or, Ind.
Penlund Water Campnuy
“
“
Alu.ro*, O.
Ha nr t'enirol K II.

9BEATE8T AQUATIC EVENT EVEB
WITNESSED IN MAINE.
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to the Sauveur

the teacher.

&

488
uepl

this is not stiff and
room

<2t’iil|iy iiimI H Mill
uilen-ii
ui ilie 1‘rlcc,

them, and it is scarcely safe for women to
be left alone at home. One of the gang this

year claimed to have been a Harvard graduate and said bis father was once a United
St ates senator, but he refused to give his
name.
He was not long ago a tutor at Ole
erlin College, but getting to be a hard (or
easy) drinker, he fell lu with the peach
tramps and is now one of them. Peach
baskets are made principally in these Maryland factories. They sell for $6 a hundred.
An ordinary workman can make three hundred a day. The canning establishments
will put up more fruit than ever this year.
The peach brandy stills are idle, as their
product has been driven out of the market
by grape brandy from California.

YARD.

TURNER BROS.,

ten or

into

WIDE,

I’ORTLANI*,

t.

delightfully refreshing

disBut
yet, after all, it is quite fining that enthusiasm should write a little eulogy of the sum-

gifted

centre is

Considerable fertilization is
necessary while the trees are bearing, to
keep the crop np. The largest peach farms
now are in Maryland.
There is one farm of
125,000 trees and another of 120,000 trees.
In Delaware one grower expects to sell 45,000 baskets, and two others 42,000 and 40,000 baskets respectively. The pickers are
called “plucks;” they go over the trees on
tall step ladders, and. as they pick the frnit,
drop it into ba-keis hung by a duck strap
around their necks. These “plucks” are
described as a cross between a tramp and a
fakir.
They are a bad set, who, when not
engaged in the orchards, roam about the

Dr.

pen, and in the race that follows may
tance a good, steady-going judgment.

has

German,

S. W. P.

peach

the

•

HONION.

twelve years.

the

influence of going to school again has not
yet passed away. It may be that enthusiasm will take complete
possession of my

beautiful,

in the dear old

cannot recover without

Professor Sauveur’s Language College at
Amherst, Mass.—Peculiarities ef the

Nature

add,

and

from Delaware into Maryland and Virginia.
The trees don’t live more than ten or fifteen
years, and they exhaust trie sail so that it

A Bummer School.

aud the

solid

There are about 60,000 acres of peach orchards in the Delaware and Maryland fruit
region, and it is estimated that the yield this
year will aggregate four aud a half million
baskets. The fruit as It runs is small this
season and is being brought up by canners
and evaporators at forty cents a basket.

_

distinct,

we

The Peach Orchards.

The boom for Joel Parker which had made
a good start among New
Jersey Democrats
has been summarily disposed of by the peremptory declination of that gentleman.

too

weeks in which

186 middle Sti ect.
anga

v

Tuesday, Sept. 4.

SWM & BARRETT

qrtuTv,

PER

LAKE MARANACOOK

Securities, for sale by

*o Mil’ll

that were

good bargain. It is
work was accomplished,

Auf Wiedersehn.

sufferer by the “holy war” at
Lakeville, Conn,, is Senator Barnum, who
has been making promises to both of the
belligerent religious factions with a recklessness highly characteristic of his
performances in the last Democratic national cam-

Sanvenr’s
Language College has drawn to a close and
the three hundred students that for the last
six weeks have met dally on the lovely hill
of Amherst are, most of them, scattered to
the North and South, the East and the West.
I know it seems hardly safe to write of it
now so soon after leaving the beautiful
town. The memory of its purple hills is yet

six weeks

to

spirit of the place made us
say that here, if anywhere, the sting could
be taken out of those exquisitely sad French
words, “Si la jcunesse savait, si la vieillesse

The chief

To the Editor •/ the Pren:
The summer session of

privilege,

a

$1.23

and Girls.

Apply on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday mornings
after‘Sept. 15th. For circulars, address 119 Winter street.
anglSdl wteodtf

of it.
The unique

to.

School—Pleasant Beeolleetlons of
Last Session by a Pupil.

Mm«.

much, but it was a work that was as
enjoyable as play. Most of the teaching
and studying seemed done as if for the love

The members of the City Council appear
to think they have some rights with regard
fc> their own convenience in the
City Hall.
By a nearly unanimous vote last night an
appropriation was made to give the Common
Council a clock, In spite of the Mayor’s ve-

Roys

hi. i br«\ will open Septern I Mv 2 ill. at 119 Winter sircet, a iliool
for chi'dr. n irom fix to ton ye .mold.
Special e.ire will be given to team.lug young cliil
d e to r ad. Ci ihn* a iu Nrwi a < n Saturdays,
Pupils from other sch ol* will be admit ed to these
classes aud will bo advanced as in any other branch
of study.

very

to see what kind of a skull con-

The Boston Herald wants to know
is the use of having a Democratic
convention in Massachusetts now that
been authoritatively stated that Gov.
ler intends to run.

little tribute

very happy, not to six
made an astonishingly

tained the poet’s brain. To most people
this will seem to be a piece of sacrilege without any sufficient excuse.

paign.

a

pay

The Vicar of Stratford-on-Avon, not heedthe famous

is Indeed

as are the extremely eloquent lectures of
Prof. Sauveur given twice a week. For all
this a fee of ouly eighteen dollars is paid.
But I regret ever having brought the word
dollar into this letter. I meant to simply

the appointment clerk unless
she gets one. Miss Horton is not a believer
iu civil service reform, but her faith in the
pistol is unbounded.

School for
Him,

(

Equipment

OF-

-A T-

eodl&t

Foolish

the six

think

candid criticism.

to shoot

the curse of

those from Mas-

to

face, not one.
Away from Amberrt, I

Lucy Walton Rhett Horton, who
shot Senator Morgan’s son several years ago,
is again on the war path.
She wants a
place in the treasury department and threat-

ing

proximity

uninterested

Miss

ens

the assem-

Swiss beads and German beads and French
heads—yeg, all sorts of heads, but not one

utterly devoid of reason and to
rust him would be absurdity itself.
If the
people could be assured that this fight would
result as the famous cat fight did they would
look on with profound complacency.
says

the heads of

at

sachusetts; there were strictly Orthodox
heads near those barboring the most daring
ideas of the Liberal Religionists; there were

The self-coustituted Irish
are at

glance

bled students told the whole story of this
delightful community of old and young.
There were bloude heads and gray heads,
flowing childish locks, and thin tresses
Nor was the difference of age the only striking one. There were heads from North Car-

Mr. Rosenberg
claimed, sprang from infidels and the
Church stole them. Free-thinkiug aud free
;yiug seem to be syuouymous in Mr. Rosenmovements of

history

address a

ty had done the world auy good at all, but
on the contrary bad filled it with
artificial
vices and artificial virtues. Ail the great

HI.IU
I'Hl’.iiiug on, ITIaiur.
Address A. H. ABBOTT, Prlnol; al

uugU

LINE

31 INCHES

BBQTT F MILY SCHOOL
I.ST II.l;

fins

in the

iixtr %

d,;w

Mothers and sous taller than themselves are

evident that the young and pretty wife can
tell her husband, the dignified man, veined

Mr.
allow that Chrisllauiof

The usual coursrj of study for pupils of both
Sexes
For particulars app y to
MISS E. A. FILES, Principal.

Peril ml, Sept. 1,1883.

FULL

AMERICAN COLORED SILKS,

33 loo Is..

y_

MASS. INSTITUTE OK

studying together to be alike prepared for
the coming trip to Europe, and it is often

The freest of the Freethinkers who spoke
•t the recent convention at Rochester was

as a

Pennsylvania

None of these

her.

-A

Fall Term begin. M K(*T. IO. at the room! in

6s
4s
7b
6a
7s
6s
ttg
S.

1 ewistou
Cincinnati
5s aud
St liouia
Maine Central R. R. Cong. Mort.
Northern Pac. R. tt. General Mort.
St. Paul Si No. Pac. R. It. guaranteed
Car Trust and
Bonds and U.

1st,

Sept.

.

AT

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,

OFFER

PORTLAND ACADEMY.
Mo tlo

BON DS

TURNER BROS.
Saturday,

*WT EBTAIN n Bill TIB*

FINANCIAL.

PUIIMC N4'«»OOLS.

building at school, and if, on
comparison at home, it is found that the
young agile tongue skips more lightly among
the strange words, I do not kuow which it
pleases more, the parent or the child.
same

niiCEUiAKEOCI.

fllHE Fall Term of the, Pablio Schools will begin
■
MON I )A Y Morning, Sept. 10. 4 s schools open
so la»c in the season it Is desirable that
pupils should
be as prompt, as possible iu uniting with their class
es.
By order of school Commit ee,
THOMAS TASH, Supt. of Schools.
Portland, August 30,1883.
aog3 td

way each

in the

after the Dutch. The latest reports from
the Danish steamer are that Bhe is imprisoned in the ice, and another steamer has
been sent in search of

EOVCATIONAL.

though

may be

the Jeannette,
fortunately they were found aud rescued
by the Danish expedition which Bailed soon

ment change

morning of the session. Althe students are of all ages and conditions, it would be impossible to think
them citizeua of Amherst golrfg about their
ordinary avocations. The great pile of books
they carry under their arms is the uumis
takabie mark of what the irreverent Amherst
boy* call the “Preuchies.” As they gather
in groups under the spreading trees "t tin
college grounds, where they talk the foreign
languages under the guidance of some flue
linguist, or as they form into classes, it is
very interesting to look at them. Often fathers, mothers and children find themselves
its

eseiuative men; and the refuuding of the
cotton tax. Mr. Royall thinks Mr. Field is

important contest in its significance is
that in Ohio. Ohio is a great State with a
large number of aspiring politicians in eith-

party who have won national reputation.
It is a State in w hich the currents of senti-

the disnosal of Prof. Sauveur and to the gnutie hill where they stand a procession wends

with incidental protec ted; more
conciliation for the South and Southern rep-

The steamer has foundered and the expedition is a failure. The crew and passengers
were spared the f terrible sufferings which

er

“Intelligence, intelligence,” added
the professor, as ho told us of it, “that is
one of the first requisites for my teachers.”
He himself has a great power for lucid explanation, and cleat illustration, and for
making a chain without a missing link.
The authorities of Amherst College have
for many summers placed their buildings at
master.

or revenue

close.
The chief interest of this Fall’s elections
is concentrated on three or four States. The
most

the mentioned article. “Voila la chaise,”
pointing that out as well, and then, turning
to his pupil, he demanded, “Oh est la table?”
“Never to all eternity will I give you a certificate,” responded the outraged pupil and

more

like that effected

the Chestnut street school

SEP. 4.

W© do no* read anonymous letters and communi1 be warn© and jwidreas of the writer are in
«itk>u».
ail «ai»©« indispet sable not uece«»arily for

coutests

if there had been

as

“saving”

TUESDAY MOEMPiD,

manieations that

looks

D. AMES has bought the exclusive ♦right of
the Eureka Lamp
Stove, for Cumberland and
York Counties.
canvassing In said Counties for the Eureka
Stove not authorised by

W.

me

Anyone
Lamp

will be prosecuted.

Ju2

Agents wanted.
W. D. AMES,
22 Market Square,
Portland, Maine
M

3pdtf

STEPHEN BERRY,
Book, Card and Job Printer.
Jos

No. 3T Plum Street.
d

s

the
TUESDAY

The following quotations of
Loudon were received to-day

press.

American stocks at
v®F; _V°P^-Sept. 3.—Floor *teady. Wheat !• lower;
by cable:
j No 2 Red Fall at 1 03%(al 03% cash; 1 03% for
atlantio & Great Western firsts. 428A
September; 1 06 for October; 1 08% for November;
Do seconds....
a
1U V4 bid for
10%
December; No 3 at 96»/*.(&97%c.
Pork doll; jobbing at i‘2 60. Lard nominaC
£ri® ..si %
Receipt* Flour 10,IKK) bbls,wliea. 204 000 buflbv
Pennsylvania Central*
corn 00,000 bush, oats
*.* 69%
.*' *. .*
51,000 bush,rye 9,000 busb.
New York Ontario &
Western. 21%
barley 4,000 busb.
Now YorkOentral .119%
Shipments- Flour 15,000 bbls, wheat 62,000 bu,
corn 0,000 busb,oats 00,000
bush,rye 00,000 bush
barley 0000 bush.
Foreign Imports.
Detroit Sept 3.—Wheat is weak: No 1 White
PICTOU, NS. Schr Etta—lf>4 ton* coal to J L
Farmer.
cash and September at 1 08; October 1 09%
No
Schr Golden Belt—2192 cases canned
vember at 1 10% ;No 2 at 1 01% No 2 Rod Winter
lobsters to
at I 09.
Burnham & Morrill
PollT GILBERT, .NS. Schr Monlezuma—30 cda
Wheat—Receipts 45,000 bu;shipment« 28,000 bu
wood 5 do bark to Gall gher & Co.
New Orleans, Sept. 3,—Cottou steady; Middling
uplands P%c.
Foreign Kxport*.
AYRES. Sdtf Carrie E Long—391,024
mobile, Sept. 8.—Cotton Is quiet: Middling uilands 9%c.

8EI\ 4.

MORNING,

_

niRt'EUaNEOVI.

*‘

THE P'tESt.
obtained at the I erlodi utl Depot* of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Brnnoil A Co., Ariu-mng,
Went ortli, Hodsuon, Kobert Costello, Qllpatriok,
Jewett Rose, McFarland, Watoon, htrange, Stlmson, Gould, Utuagau, Boston A Maine Depot, and
Chisholm tiro on all trains that run out of the

May

•-

be

aity.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co,
Augusta, J. F. Pleroe.
Bangor, Bangor News CO.

Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, F. M. Bnruhao.
'■
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick. B G. Dennison.
Cumberland VHlls,F. A. Verrlll.
Dainar’tscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport W A. Mitchell.
Frvebnrg B. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, -las. H. Irish & On,
Hallowell, C. L, Spaulding,
lstwlston, Cbaudier A Estes
Livermore Falls, G. n. Hughe*.
Bar

S?Sta*HM#*>

Rendered Tallow

Mechanic Falls A. W.
Bridge, E. A Thomas.
Norway, S. L.
A. O.Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E.
Fogg, A. L Jelllmm.
Richmond, G. A. Beale
Rockland, 0. S. At drew*.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Sacearapna, F. E. Webb.
Saco, II. B. Kendrick A 0o„
C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlualhaveu, H. M. Roberta

Crockett

for discounting, in anv
respect,
wh le man or woman
simply for

room

Public Debt dintemrut.
Washington, Sept. 1.—The following is a recapitulation of the public debt statement for the
month

daughters

DEBT

INTEREST.
Bond at 3% per cent. $
21,404.550
Bonds at 3 per cent
305,.*29,0(H)
Bonds at 4% per cent.
0
260,000,is
Bonds at 4 per cent......
737,6.0.6; 0

teach them. We emall sorts of ways.
When elecask

not

only

their

vote

but their

00
(Hi
00
00

think it al
employes,
nice, and so do our wise neighbors.
How utterly aud childishly absurd it is to
"make an exception” if one teaches a
negro
ehild how to spell, to read aud to write.
Will some master in such fine
knowledge
explain just wherein it is seemly to sell
goods to a negro, or to buy from him, or
to practice law for him, or to
give him medicine, or even to preach to him sometimes,
but a thing abhorrent to teach him whatever

he

can

l*-arn that

we

can

teach?

.1,636,518,765

14.572,442 39

CURRENT LIABILITIES.
due and unpaid
$

Interest
Debt on which interest
ceased.

....

has

Interest thereon.
Gold and silver certificates.
U. S. notes held for redemption
of certificates of deposit
Cash balance available Sept.
...

1- 1883.

do I suffer? why do physicians fail to
relief? These enquiries are fully angive
swered and .remedies prescribed in the new
medical work published by the Peabody Med
teal Institute. Just glance at the advertise-

2,047.262 18

6,683,166
363,347

176,644,*721

26
1
00

12,145,000

00

154,730,490

62

Total..

S 351,603,986 22
AVAILABLE ASSETS.

me

Cash in

the treasury.

361,603.980

22

BONDS ISSUED TO THE PACIFIC RAILROAD COMJPA
XIE8, INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.

Principal outstanding.

in another column.

Interest paid by United States
I nterest repaid by the
transportation of mails, Ac.
By cash payments, 6 per cent, of

White Sulphur Springs is the
only wateringplace we have beard of where there is a surplus of men. There are five beaux to one
belle at this famous resort, and, notwithstanding the prevalence of brimstone, it is not a
great place for match-making —Lowell Couri-

earnings...

69.222

*

93 4b

17,009,223

64

interest paid by the
United States.
41,667,670 96
The payments from the Treasury bv warrants dur ng the menth of
Augusrti*83 were as follows.
On account of civil and miscellaneous, $5,324,472:
war, $4,261,9' K). naYy, $1,149,0811; interior (Indians), $72 ;,918; do pensions, $11,640,321; total,
3,001,860. The above dees not include payments
Miadeon account of the interest or principal of the
public dent.

SHE PRESERVED HER OWN FRUIT.
She had a fancy for peaches in the old
"pound for pound” way, just as her mother
used to do them. And she used her mother’s
old fasnioned preserving kettle. The kettle
upset and sent its scalding contents over the

New York

Haney ITIarkei
(By
©graph.)
New York. Sept. 3.—Money easy at 2®2% on
call prime mercantile paper 5% u.6%. Exchange
weaker at 481 % for lone and 48534 for short. Gov
eminent* steady. State bonds—La cot>»ol» brought
’>6%@66% and Ala. class 81%. Railroad bond*
teok and
To

she stood before the
kitchen fire. They put her to bed and treated
the scalded parte with Pjebrt Davis’s Pain
Xn.l.RU, the sovereign remedy for burns
scalds and blisters. In two or three days she
as

drm.
The following are to-day’s closiDg quotations od
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
103%
do
do
do
4%s, reg. 312%
do
do
do
4%s,Jcoup.113 %
are

well.

4a

jA New York critic save Oscar Wilde’s “Vera” is “a good ptay to rake on the road, and
the sooner it is taken the better.” The actors
and actresses who appear in this play, we understand, are both capable and rspectable, and
why the New York critic sboold desire then
to be subjected to rural ovations of iudisposeo
products of the hen, is inexplicable. Let O
car travel aud read his play.—Norristown Herald.
:

4a__4f,_Am

raw_____•»

»

AU.—

do
do
4S. coup..119%
6s, ’95 ...128
Tbe following are the closing quotations'Stocks:
...132
Chicago & Alton
Chieogo & Alton pref ..14“
.124%
Chicago, Burr & Quincy.
31 Vs
Erie....
77
Erie pref.
Illinois Central.127*4
Lake Shore...102Vs
84
Michigan Central
83
New Jersey Central..
Northwestern
.124%
do
Pacific

....

...

Many times you want to keep meat or fish
for several dayB. Lay it in a solution of Rex
MagDus over night aDd you can keep it for
weeks. Ton can alBO keep milk a week or
more by stirring in a little of th
“Snow

Northwestern pref.12. h
New Y<=rk Central.116%
Bock Island...
.—122
St. Paul...1»>3%
St. Paul pref...
-..119
Union Pacific 8tock....
91%
78 V*
Western Union Tel
\dams Ex. Co.133
American Ex. Co. 88V2
Boston Air Line. 80%
531
Canada Southern.
l>el. & Hudson Canal Co.1“6%
Del. & Lackawanna.122 %
..

Flake brand.
BURNETT’S COCOAINE
and Healthy Growth of
the Hair.
Ic has been used in thousands of cases where
the hair was coming ont, and has never failed
to arrest its decay.
Use Barnett’s Flavoring Extracts—the best.

Vigorous

Boston Produce .Ylarket.

Boston, Sept. 3.—The following were to-da^’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter-We quote We tern creameries at 22«
23c for choice, 18@21c tor fair and good Northern
creameries at 22®23c for choice, 1h®21c tor fair
and good; New York
Vermont dairies 20®22<
£* lb for choice, 16® 18c for fair and good; cboic
Western dairy at 14®lt»c and Western lad e pae*. •»
13® 16; firm and choice grades are in good demand.
Cheese firm, 9% cl l< »%c for choice and 8 a9c lor
(air and good; 6®7c for common.
Eggs quoted at 23®24c for Eastern, 2l®22c for

HE GOT UP IN A BURRY.
And why?
Simply because a hornet had
stung him. Only that, and nothiDg more. It
was a small thing, that hornet s sting, bat it
made him feel as if ten thoasaud red-hot fatnaces had Bnddenly condensed all their rechotness into that one spot. Pain! Tortare!
Agony! I didn’t last long, for a bottle ol
Perry Davis’ Pain Killer happened to be at
hand, and a tew drops neutralized the sting,
bringing blessed relief. Just remember that,
when any of these stiugii.g creainres get the
best of yen.

New York and Vermont, 20®22c for Nora Scotia
md PEI.
Potatoes—Eastern at 60®56c & bush.

Clhicago Lire 8iock Jlarket.
( y Telegraph.)
Cfikago. Sept 3—Hog* Receipt* 14 000 head
shipment* 4M< O bead: 10c lower; packing at 4 65a
90; packing and shipping 5 <>0®5 40; light 5 25®
6 90; skips at 3 50® A 7f,
Cattle—Receipt- 9000 head; shipment* 2.40“ hi
xivrts 6 05®6 36. good to choice shipping steer*
6 20 a6 90.
•heep -Receipts 1800 head shipments 2000 head;
firm; inferior to fair 2 75a3 25, good 4 00.

Oourtne,- might be more successful in an attempt to beat his mother-in-law, but theg
chances are against him in that even —Oil
City Derrick.
a

recent

duel in Illinois the two princi-

Dotnewtir .TlarkHt

pals were killed. They lack experience in conducting affairs of honor in that State evidently.

(By Telegraph.)
Vkw York, Sept. 3.—Floor market—Receipts
22,000 bbl«:exports 7179 Wblg; dull and heavy and
In ome instance* 6@10c lower, export and home
trade demand limited; sale* 11,000 bbls.
Flour quotation*—No 2 at 2 45§8 60; Superfint
Western and State at 3 26@8 HO; "common to goo*:
extra Western and State 3 v«0@4 60; good to choic*
do at 4 60@7 26; common to ohoice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 00; fancy do 7 10@7 60

Lowell Citizen.

Jxllt Roll.—One cap sugar, two eggs,

one

tablespoon butter, one cap milk, two teaspoons
Yeast Powder, two and one-half cups

Congress
flour.

1.1

—

—■

ClRily Ubolrnnlr .llarkei
PORTLAND, S®pt. 3.

In Grain, the m&rkefe Is without quotable change:
prices are not qnite so firm on account of a slight
decline at the West, but a very marked improve
ment is reported in trade. Poultry in quiet and
easier. Eggs are active, firm and le higher. Cheese
is firm and tending upward. At Liverpool the resent rise in cheese is sustained. Apples are scarce
and advancing. Sugar is steadv and a good business
Total stock in
is reported **t unchanged prices.
four ports in all hands is 164,47* tons against 17 ,- j
909 last week and 132,798 last year, since August
1 the receipts at four ports have been 59,296 tons,
of wnich 28,967 arrived to renners and 30,329
tons to importers. Sales for same time were 35,
700 tODB, and total deliveries 64,757, which includes receipts to refiners; stocks have decreased 6,461 tons since Angus 1.1
Thu following aro to-day's quotations of .'lour,
Grain, Provisions. &c.

opened

R.M.Oorn,

.3 6004 60! Mix Corn,car lota ®66y*
70® 72
X Spring and
Corn, bag lota
XX Spring.. 6 0006
oats, *?ar lota.46
New Gate.40
Patent Spring
Wheats ....7 6008 00 oats. bag iota. 60
.68
Meal
Michigan Winter 8traights6 2506 76, CottonSeed.oar lota 28 >0
Do roller... 8 25 u,8 60 Cottonseed,bag lots3«»<M
SackedBran car lot,
St. Louis Winter straight.8 0008 25
18 00® 19 00
Do roller. .0
23 50
75 i do bag lota—
Winter Wheat
loia
car
| Mida,
$23Vfc@26
a tents-8
2b 6b
7607 25 do bag lota
ft*rovi«iou«.
Produce.
Pork—
Cranberries, bbl—
Maine
12 Oi>®13 001
18 75@19 26
Backs
Cape Cod,16 00017 00
Clear ....17 76® .8 25
Pea Beans
2 5002 76
Mesa......16 60® 17 00
Mediums....2 5002 86 Me»6 Beef.. 11 00® 1 6j>
German med2 0002 26
Ex Me*s..l 2 00® 12 50
Yellow Eyes3
86
Plate.12 7 b® 13 26
Onions •f>bbl. 3 2603 60
Ex Plate. 14 00 n 14 26
New Potatoes
—01 60 Hama
Sweet Potatoes! 00 $500 Hams covered 14Vfc®l 6c
doz.23 a 24- LardEggs
ib.00c Tub,
Turkeys,
lb
9% ® Wi
low

grades

001

6008

..

...

6003

13^@14c

Chickens........ 18$22c
Fowl.
1800

Tierces..
9*4®
Pail. 10® lOVi

Sin tier.

Creamery.25® 26c L
Gilt

Edge Ver....23«;24c

Choice.20021c

Need**.
Top.3 76te4 00
|Timothy.2 00@2 26

ged

Good.16016c

Clover.16 tel 6
K&nimin*.
Muscatel. 1 70te2 40
10012 Loudou Lay’r 2 20®2 30

Store.12® 14c
€ heeae.

Vermont-...
N Y Fact’y..

10a 12 Gndura Val. 10Vfe®liA/a
Orangcn,
Apple*.
®
Eating D bbl.. 4 0004 6(. I Valencia

EraporatedlblOys®! &¥a Florida.
Dried Apples....8vs010 (Messina.
Palermo.6
10

Sliced

••

...10®

Vs

®

®

60®6

00

l^eiuons.
Sugar.
Meaalna.4 5036 00
0
Granulated
tb
Extra 0.6Vfc Palermo ,.. ..4 60&6 (v<4
...

to

■

uraiu.
car iots.CBYa

Floor.

Super line and

good

extra Ohio at 8 80@6 75; commo
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 90(®7 00: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 6ij@6 60: choic
to double extra Jo at 6 «0@7 60; including 1*K)<
bbls City Mill extra a: 6 25@5 85 9og bbls No 2
at 2 45@3 6<J;I600 bbls Superfine 3 26fa3 80 60
bbls low extra at 3 76 a +25 3300 bbls Winter
Whoa- extra at 2> 86@7 60; 3900 bblfl Minnesota
extra 3 80 a7 60, Southern floa do 1; common to
fair 4 10@5 30; good t choice 6 35 a 6 76. When*
receipts 249,122 bushjexport* 94.822 bush f*pot
a shade and options %@l%c lower: export demand
light and speculative trade only moderate, closing
-ready and % a% above iusi ;e prices, sale* 2,636,000 btt-h futures, 214,000 bush spot. No 2 Sprin
1 10. hard No 1 Duluth to arrive in October I 20;
No 4 Red at 98%c. No 3 at 1 11%@1 13, No 2 at
1 16%@1 16% eler, 1 17ya@l 18 delivered; No 1
Red State at 1 21%; No 1 White, 600 bush 1 14
H
weak; Western 72@72%c. I'ara-spot %(a
firm, afterward* declined
%C lower; options
%@! c, closing weak wi'b a ve;y moderate export
inquiry and speculation less active; receipts 168*881 bush; expoits 166,141 b .sh sales 866,0*•*>
bush future 164,000 on spot; No 3 at 62@62%c;
No 2 at 62c in store. bl%@62%c elev, 63@63y c
afloat; No 2 White 63%c; No 2 for September 61%
o/01 % c, closing at 61 %c. < ictober at 61 %@62 % c
closing at 61%c Nov61%@.l%c, closing 61V*
lower,
Oat*—spot %@l%c and options
closing steady and less doing,receipts 2fi2,300bu*b
exports-; sales 885,« 00 bush futures. 98,O0«»
bush spot: No 3 at 31@32c, White at 3 c; No 2 at
33%@ 13% c; White at 34%@34%C. No 1 at 34c,
White at 40c. No 2 Chicago 36c J Mixed Western 38
a36c do White at 84a40o. W Li to State 38(a45
including 95,000 bush'No 2 for Septembir 83% fa
43%c,■-•losing at 38%c; 180, <»0 do October 34%
r/3+M-c, closing 34l/4c 11.0,600 November at 35%
35%c, closing 38%C. *4 agar dull refining ai
l 9 id@6 ll-16c refined Bleady; 0 6% u 6%;h>
White do 7*/* @7 % c. Yellow 6 « 63/s, off A
a7 %
7%@8c standard A at 8 « 8%c; powdered at 8% o
oniectiouers A at 8 5- 16c;
•c; granulated at M^c
M<*lasge+ is
cut loaf and crushed 9c Cube- at 8%c.
stro ger; 5
lestr fining 24''? a26c. P**irol«*uut
I'nbow
is
united i OS.
steady ;«*ale* 7,0<'0 lb- at
7V$c. Pork declining, sales 165 bbl8 8i»ot mess a
40
clear
back 18 0; 2.* family mess
13 7*5®14 0 »;
at 16 50.
t.nrri 7@9 points lower and less active,
sales
300 tea prim* s eam on
dosing dull and weak;
spot at 8 75a 77%; 19 * city steam at 8 4. @8 60;
refined for continent quoted 9 10; S A 9 70o9 76.
Butter dull. State 16@23; Western at 9a22; Penn.
Creamery 23c. Cheese very firm; State 8@10%,
Western flat ?%@9.
Freights to : .iverpool firm Wheat steam 3d.
Chicago,Sept 8.—Flour is dull. Regular Wheat
is lower at 90*40 for .-«epteraber; 1 '0% October;
l
2 fot November;! 03 /-j f r December, No 2 (Jhia^o Spring at 90c. No 3 do 88 a91 %c, No 2 Red
inter a* I 0 .. Coin Is lower; 48% a48%c cash;
48.®48%c for September, *7%c tor October: 46%
@46-y*c or N vember 4 + %c year, oats ea*y at
26%c cash; 26%c for September; 26a26Vsc for
October; 20%o November 26%@25%o all year.
Barley dull at 66 %o. Pqrk
Rye is easy at 66% c
is lower at 11 95@12 00 for cash and September.
for
15
li 46@i 1 50 NovemOctober,
12 i2%@12
ber, 11 42%@11 46 year. Lard is lower at 8 36 :
and
cash
September. 8 82%@8 36 for Oca.8 37%
November: 8 00 year
Bulk Meattober 8 02
at
6 76 short rib 6 90,short clear
|oe*dj; shoulde**
i lG.
Keceipts—Flour 6,000 bis wheat 38,000 bush
com 364,000 bush, oats 30.000 bu, rye 46,000 bu.
barley 10,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9,000 bbls, wheat 74,000 bu,

common

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
lP*rtlRD«l

—

m

™

BEST THING KNOWN

IN HARD OR SBFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

j
!

3.

New

York—mdse to

Hall, Boston for Eastport

Go.
Sch Anita, Small, Philadelphia— coal to Maine
0»nt RK.
Sch Ellen Merriman, Morrisay, Boston—salt to
<ana & Go.
Sch Ad. lnide, BAbbidgo, Boston,
Sch Stella I.ee, Hamilton, Boston.
Seb Frautvliu Pierce, Holmes, Boston.
Sch Flectwiug, Joh»8'*n, Salem.
Sch Mary Wiiiey, Williams. Portsmouth.
Sch Sophia Willey. Turner, Gloucester.
Sch Etta, Nickerson, Pictou—coal to J L Farmer.
Sch Golden Bolt (Br) Swiuu, Pictou—canned lobster to Burnham & Morrill.
Sch Hora, (Br) .loggins. NS—grindstones to order.
Sohs Etbol & Addio, Ityer, Bay Fundv, with 300
bbls mackerel; Kobt Pettis, Joyce, do, 300. Lottie
Hopkins, do, 130.

Cleared*

Long, Park, Buenos Ayres—S
—

SAILED—Barque Zulmina;
Kmma, Bayl;s Wood#*

brig Ernestine;

schs

IFRHM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.]
Ar at New York 3d inst, steamer Newport, from
Havana.
Sid fm Warren Point 1st, sch F L Richardson,

Sydney.

Oporto prev
Philadelphia.

to

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.
All Travelling Expenses Included.

TWO GRAND "WINTER TRIPS
—

1st inst, barque Nico'.a. from

sid fm Liverpool 1st inst, ship Henrv Yillard,
Baker, New Yoik.

Ion 4fi W.

S

J be

crew

were

saved and landed

Two months

badly bilged

may

The leak in the new ship Wm
a knotb ole in the planking.

H

Macy

was

Sojourn

Elegant

at the

Hole! del Moult-, Monterey. Cal.;
nwd n Farther Time (including 03 Days’
Board) to be panned at Man Frnucisco,
No nut Bnrbtira Biuim Ylanirn, he Nierrn
IVIartre Filin, Nan Diego, Riverside, t’olion. PWrrctd, etc., uecording to individual

desire.

The Outward

Journey will be over the Southern
Route (through Kansan, Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona and Southern California, »and the return by
the Central and Union Pacific Lines (through Nevada, Utah, Wydmlng, Nebraska, etc.) Halts will be
made for rest and eight-seeing at
Chicago, Kansas
City, Santa Monica, Los Angeles and Salt Lake City.
The Kutire Jonrun to California ttu Beturn will bem»dr in PhI-uihd Palace C n*.
In these trips the freed m of independent action
Is combined with the advantages of the party systcm «»f traveling.
MT Send or call for descriptive circular.
W.

RAYMOND,
5140 Washington Si., Boston, Mass.

eepl d3t

caused

3 GRAND [XOURttlONll 3
—TO—

by

DOTlKftTIC POUTS.

ASTORIA, O-Ar 31st, ship St Lucie, Williams

New York

GALVESTON—Cld 1st inst, seb Annie B Hoftkes,
Hoff-es. Philadelphia.
CrDAR KEYS—Cld 27th, seb Elle M Hawes,
Puriiigtori. Philadelphia
PENSACOLA—Ar 3c'tb, brig Annie R Storer,
Harding, Tampa.
Cld 3oih brig Julia E Haskell, Pause. Providence.
FKRNANDINA Ar 30th, schs Jos M Hayes, McFarland, Haib; Ella Elliott, Hall, New York.
Ar 31st seb Mary S Allen Butler, Rock port.
SAVANNAH—Ar 31st, sch Aaron Rep; ard, fm

AROOSTOOK COUNTY
are

hereby announced by

the

M tine Central Railroad
—

A2TD

—

New Brunswick

Railway

—

Philadelphia.

GEORGETOWN, SC— Ar 31st, sch Nellie Wadsrth Simmons, Elizabeth City.
RICHMOND-Ar 31st, sch John H Converse,
Kennebec,
Sid 31st sch Cumberland, Webber, Boston.
GEORGETOWN. DC-Old 31st, sch C H Morse,

w

<etehell. Portland.
Cld 1st. seb i h s W Hyde, Sherman, Bosten.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 1st, sch Sarah & Ellen,York,
ortlaud.
BALTIMORE—Cld 1st, sch Ellen M Goldor, McLeod, Boston.
Ar 2d. sobs Agnes l Grace, Small,KennoUc; B W
orp©. Hawley, do.
PH i LA DELPHI A—Ar 1st, sch E C Allen, Meady,
Kennebec.
Cld 1st. barque Hattie N Bangs. Bang?, Portland;
ec:* Wm T Donnell. Ba-sett, Boston.
NEW York—Ar 1st. schs Mary E Pearson, and
I 'imith,
Bangor; A Hammond, Kilpatricb, Bath:
Seth W Smith, Allen. Calais; W Sau’.sbury, Pendleton. and Rivai, Achorn, Rockland, Nile, Spear, do;
B Crabtree, Wooster, Sllllivan; Rate Wentworth,
Wentworth, Boston;
Waterloo, Jordan, Provl-

—-A8 FOLLOWS-

FIR*T EXCURSION—Tickers will he sold
Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick. Bath, Augusta,
Waterville. and all Principal Stations west of Bangor, on September 5tU, and at Bangor, Orono, Oldtown, Lincoln. Winn, Mattaw-.mkeag, Kingman and
Danforth, on September 6th.
NE< OiKD EXCURSION—Tickets will be
sold at stations west of Bangor, on September 24th
and at Bangor and stations east on September 26th.
THIRD EX# UKMIO!t—Tickets will be sold
at stations we't of BanKor, on October 16tb, and at
Bangor and stations east, on October 16th.
The tickets for each of these Excursions will be
at

t0.2S
16 29
16.83
t0.68
7.00

Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

On hikI after Monday, June 18. 1888,
HimKHKEHTRAllaWIU I.UVK
POKTI.tM) far BONTON
0.15, H 46 ». oi.t 12.65 anil 6 30
st Boitou
at 10.46.
_3S-a— a. nUi arr)T|ng
m., 1.16 4.46, ana 10.00 p.m.
BOUTON IOK PORTLAND at 0.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.55, 5.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. in.
RO*l ON
FOB OLD OK4II4KD RE ACH at 8.00.
9.10a.m., 12.80, 3.30 and 7.00 p. in. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH FOR RONTON at
6.40, 0.13 a. m., 1 23, 3.60 and 6.54 d. m.
PORT* AND
FOR
M ARRORO
HFACH, AND PINE POINT, at 6.16,8,46,
10.26 a. m., 12.35, 2.15, 6 15, 6.00,' and 8.16 p.m.
FOR OLD ORCHARD ft EACH at 6.15,

fKa^iSflat

8.46,10.25

a.

m., 12.35, 12.65, 2*15, 6.15,6 00,

6.30 and 8.16 p. m. Returning leave OLD ORCHARD at 7.69, 9.34, 11.40 a. m., 12.29, 2.45,
4 33. 6.00. 7.25,7.48 and l“.80 p in.
PORTLAND FOR 4 A 4 O. at 6.15, 8.45,10.26 a. ra.
12.85,12.65 5.16, 6.00,6.30 and 8.15* u rn. FOR
HIDDEtORO at 6.16, 8.45,10.2o a.m., 12.36.
12.55, 5.15, 6.00 and 8.15* p. m. FOB KKK.
N E HCNM at 6.1 (L8 45 a. m., 12.55, 5 16 and
8.15* p.m. FOB WELLNt at 6.16, 8.46 a. in.,
and 5.35 p.m. F4>R NORTH H
RtVKH.
OHMT FALL*, AND DOVER, at 6.16,
8.46a.m.,12 655.15an<lO.SOpm.FOB NAIi WON
EALLN,at 6.15,8.45 a. m., 12.56, and 6.15
FOB
p.m.
EXETER, II4 VERH1LL,
LAWRENCE. AND LOWELL at 6.16,
8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p. m.
FOR NEW
W AKRETt at 6.15, and 8.45 a.m.
FOR
R04 HENTER. FARWINCSTON. N. H,
ALTON RAW, VIOLFBOROIJOH AND
CENTRE V« ABHOR at 8.45 a. in., and 12.66
FOB MANCOENTERt AND CONp. in.
1’ORDt N. II., (via New Market Jot.) at 6 15
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
WORNIN 4w TRAIN LEAVE* KENNEBCNK
FOR P4IRTLAND at 7.25.
•Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard
Beach,
tPassengers may also reach these points by taking
the 2.15 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.50 p. in.
W“ihe 12.56 p.m, train from Portland connects with Nonml Line Nieamer* for New
Vork and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. mM train with all Rail Linen for New Vork
and the South and West.
Parlor Car* on all through
trains.
Seats
secured in
advance at Depot Ticket Office.

TRAIN*.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAV
STATION** at 1.00 and 6.3' p. ni. BOSTON
va/v
OR^'t*»
CHARD BE A* H at 10.00 a. m. and 1.00,
8.80 and 5.30 p. m Oi l) OR* HtHu FOR
PORTLAND 12.22, 2.45, 7.3U and 9.49.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
5.30 p, m. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.16 and 9.36 p. m.
trains on Boston <a Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohlas, Eastpori, Calais.
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trnnk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All traius stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all point# West and
South may be had of HI. L. WilliauiN, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at TTnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

ap6

Grand Trunk

Vicksburg.

BOSTON—Ar 2d, schs Daylight. Hodgdon, Philadelphia; Alice, Montgomery Philadelphia; E L
Higgins Coleman, Cauls; Aurora, Milobell, and
Hannah Grant, Strout, Machine
Swallow, Sherman and .1 Freeman, Robinson, do; Ned P Walker,
Ingalls, Jonesboro; J C Wood, Wilson. Millbridge;
Hora (jrtndlo, sawyer. Mt Desert, Edw L Warren,
Rabbidge, Belfast; Metropolis Roberts, Vinalbaven
L-tko, hie bards, and Pennsylvania. Savage. Rock
land; Ripley, Beat, and Mary Hawes, Kent, Rockf»ort; Vision, Perkins; Ann Parker, Nightingale,
and Harvest, from Kockport; Denmark, i.ewis, fm
Westpott. Mary B Rogers, Knight, Bath; Revenue,
Jracey, aud Orizon, Hinckley, do.
Lizzie
Ar 3d, schs Czar, done*. Port Johnson;
B McNichols, Guptlll. Amboy; Mabel F Staples,
H
T Townsend, Smith, do.
Dickson, Hoboken;
Cld 3d, sch E M Bacon, Atwood, Portland.
SALEM —Ar 1st, sch Warner jMoore, Crockett,
New bury port for Rockland.
Ar 2d Kch» Hu< e; Calderwood, Rockland; Sinbad, Ernerv. do lor New York.
Cld 1st, sch Acara, Harper, Boston.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 30th, schs Beta, Clark. Hoboken; Ivy Bell, Ix>ud, Perth Ainuoy; Mary A Rice.
Clay, Elizabeth port.
Ar 31st, seb El.za B Coffin, Warren, Elizabeth
port.
Sid 31st, sch Mary F Pike, Small, Lubee.
BOOTH BAY—Ar 31st, sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Pmtland.
Sid 31st, sch Ida L Howard, Dodge, (from Boston)
for Bangor.
forhiun poky*.
Ar at Yokohama Aug 18, sliip Normandy, Tukey,
New York, Antelope, Peabody, do.
Ar at St Helena July 16, barque Grace 1Jeering,
Salvage, Zebu, (and Hailed 17th lor New York.)
Sid im Gibraltar Aug 14, brig Charles A Sparks,
Woodward, Cadiz.
at Greenock 22d, brig Inaac Hall, Stone, from
a
Portland.
Oil Plymouth Aug 10, ship Marcia C Day, Ames,
Loudon for New Y'»rk.
A rat Ponce Aug 16, seb

Portland.
Ar

at

St Thomas

Lamoiue, Leach,

from

Aug 24th, brig Caroline Gray,

Pillsbury Philadelphia
Ar at Port Hawkesbury CB 28th, barque Journal,
Hcnnessay, Portland.
Cld at St John, NB, 1st hint, brig Tally Ho, Lam
bert, Philadelphia; sell Fred C Holden, hich, tor
New York.
kPOKfilH
barque Bertha, Criokatt, from

Aug "28. lat
I New York iot Bristol.
corn‘873,000 bush.oats 109,000 bu.rye 136,000 bu,
Aug 0, lat 47 N, ship Wilna, Simmons, from Cardiff for Kio Janeiro.
barley 2700 bush.
—.

tions.)
n. m.-Express from
Montreal, Burlington,
Cgdensburg &o.
J* H A tlgl.’I'OlV,
Nuperiateudeat.
HAM. II. FIIAK, «. T. A.
Portland, Jane 22d, 1883.
1un23dtf

7.46
(

and

after

Leave
Portland for Dexter, Bonttr
Vance boro, Mr John, Halifax
and
the Provinces Mt. Andrews, Ml.
Stephen.
Fredericton Aroostook
4 onnty. and all
stations on B. A Piscataquis B B., 1.15
1.20 p. m.,
p. m.f
f6.10 p. m.. *11.16
p. m.; for
and
Belfast
Mkowhegau
1.16 p. m.,
1.20 p. m..
*11.16 p. in.:

Watervilie. 6.46 s. m.
1.16
p. m,, 1.20
m. tft.10
m.
p.
Aup.
*11,15 p. m
gusta, Hnllowell, Gardiner nod
Bran•wi«U 0.46 a. ui., 1.20 p. m., t6.1(), 6.30 aud
*11.16 p. m.; Hath 6.46 a. m. 1.20 p. m., 6.30
aud on Saturdays only at 11.15
p. m.
ocklaud
and Kuu dk Lincoln B. B.,
6 46 a. ra., 1.20 p. m. and on
Saturdays
only at
6.80 p. m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 8. 16
a m. 1.16 p. nj.,
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via
Brunswick 6 46
a. m.,
*11.16 p. m.;
Farmington,
flonmoutb.
Wiutbrop,
and ITlaranacook, 8.16 a. m. 1.15 p. m. Oakland and Worth Anson, 1.16 p. m.
5.10 p. m. train is the Mt. John
t The
Fust Bxpress, with Reclining Chair Car
attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick,
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Watervilie and Newport only,
arriving in Bangor
at 9.45 p.m. aud St. John at 6.30 following

morning.
*The 11.16 p.

m. train is the
night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

From

Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.16 p. m.; Mt. John,
7.Ou and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. in.; llouliou 7.( 0
Mt. Mtepben, 7.30 a. m.,
a.fli., 8.30 p.m.
9.00 p. in., Vnn< eboro, 2.C0 a. m. 10.10 a. m.
1.60 p. m,; Bucksport. 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
6.06 p, m.; Bangor, 7.20 a. m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p.m. Dexter, 7.00 a.m,8.10p. m. Belfasi, 6.46 a. m., 3.16 p. m., Mkowhegan,
8.30 a. m. 3.06 p. m.; Watervilie, 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 8.33 and 10.08 p. m.: Augusta, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m.,
3.00, 4.12 and 11.00 p. m..
IJardiner. 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.: Bath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. m.,4,46 ft 6.10
P m. 12.36 a. in., (night.) Rock land, 8.16 a. m.,
1.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.80 a. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.16 a. m., 4.35p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillip*,7.06 a. m. Farmingtou, 8.30
a. in., ITIarunacook, 10.11 a. m. 3.25 p. m.;
10.18
a.
m.
3 37
p.
m.,
being due In Portland as follows The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.86 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. in. The
trains from
Bangor, and all Intermediate stationr and connecting roads at 12.36 and 12.46 p. m.
The
afternoon t rains from Watervilie. Augusta, Rati
Rockland aud Lewiston At 6.00 p. m. The St
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. The Vighi. Pullnan Express train a* 1.60 a.m.
-Sxcureiou Rates to IBantuacook and return to parties of five or more.

Wiuthrop,

day

Limited Tickets first and second class for
Jelis and Halifax on s ale at reduced
rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Geu’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12, 1883
f
jul

RAII4HOAD.

J^^^aLewiatoitwV-3
7

a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and

Leave

2.30 p.

m.

Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dtxhold.
Peru, Livermore, Wost Sumner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. 8npt.
Portland. June. 16. 1883
octl4dtf

SEPT. 10th &

llth,

TO MONTREAL & Return
TO QUEBEC & Return

$6.00
6.00

Extra tickets, Montreal to Quebec, or vice versa,
$1.00. Tickets good to go Sept. 10th and lltb
ONLY, and return on or before Sept. 27tb.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. »T. SPICER, Supt.
J. HICKSON, Gen. Manager.
aug28td

EXCURSION
—TO—

Summit Pleasant Mountain
and Return,
COM ME NCI SO AlTfl,

30, 1883.

P. & O R. R. will *©l] tickets from Portland
an-1 the B- & M. Transfer Stat ion to the Mt.
Pleasant House and return, for

THE

3 3.00.

Now to Tour 'Ime to look upon a panoramic view not
excul lea from Mt. Washington.
d. F CHUTE. Manager.

Mt. Pleasant, Aug. 29,1888.

aug29dlw

to refund the mo.**' y if the treatment does not effect
• cure. J. C. Webt & Co., Proprietors, issue guar;
antees through II. H. 11 AY & CO., Druggists,only

agento, PortUnd,Mc. junction Middle and Free 8tt*

P. M

2.30

4.30

6.10

5.10
6.30

6.00
6.40

7.30

10.16

HI

4.60
6.46

A. M.

10.30

A. M.
610
7.26
9.30

11.00

11.18

2.00
16
*•30
0-10

3.30
3.46

6.46
700
9.00

2.40

Leave

Peaks.
A. M

10.00

10.30

12.00
P. M.
2.15
3.30
7.30

Daily (Night Pullman) for Sago,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., KIttery,
Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At 8.45 a. m. for Capo Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Blddeford. Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Coowav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Rock port,
Newburyport.
Lynn. Cnelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At i£.55 p. m. (Express,) for Saco. Blddeford,
Berwick.
Kennebunk,
j No.
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.66 p m..
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all
Southern and Western points
At 6.30 p. u». (Express), tor Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
and
6.30
New

Portland

at

11.00 p.

daily

the

—.0’

ORCHARD

BEACH

CAMP

ELLIS.

land 2.00

P. M.
1.30
2.45
6.00

B. J. Willard, Manager.

lySTdlf

m

STBAMBBtf.

INLAND HTEAMEKB.

Boston

NOTICE.

AND

—

Union

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BO r UN

Erery Wednesday and Sat- |
urday,

Ticket* (or Seat* aad
Depot Ticker Office only.

Scrth*»*lil

st

of

PAYSON TUCKER,
General

Manager.

oLUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r A gent

Trans.

Junltidtf

jii/iaM-rafv

P
Philadelphia,

■!*( /TErffSc

at 10

S. A

New

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Fnmtmge Tea

STEAMER

mission.

Dollar*
Kounil Trip *lg
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage applv to
K‘
"AMVssOW, Agent,
....
de31tf
?« I.eng Wharf. Ito.ioD.

And Maeblas Steamboat

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Decrlng, will leave Kallroad Wharf, Portland,
TL«sday

<■**»—

‘-maA*- b.
1.-

a<-idSv

»

CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.-Stumcke A Good-

win, Proprietor.,
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L.

sure

i» buv tickets (at any railroad
boat pffioe in New England) via

BOUND

BKOOK

and

Friday Evemn.s,

AMERICAN HOUSE-M. D. Gardner, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davit, Proprietor.
HANCOCK

ELLSWORTH.
HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor.
EANTPORT.
HOUSE—T. H.

P ASSAM AQUODDY

Proprietor.

Buoknam

UOULTON.
SNELL HOUSE vD. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Qulnbv A Mnrch, Proprietor
N1AC1U1AN.
EASTER HOTEL—E. K Stoddard, Proprietor,

Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress
St.—M. S. Gibson
*
Proprietor
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of
Congress and Federal
Ste.—McDonald A Newbegin, Proprietors.
PHILLIPS,
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
katnioinu village.

CENTRAL HOUSE,

Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
NACCAKAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Proprleto
NKOWHEGAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
■■IRANI.
HOUSE—Freeman Pugsley, Proprl-

^^VCUILER

P- M.
13.00
200

11.16
p. M.

at 11.16

Thursday,at
Morniay
termediate

new Steamer
w m, l.

2°0

touching
Rockland, arriving (if Portland

&rrivmg«food™‘m*with
E.

Tram,

Portland,

June

GEORGE L. DAY.
rieueral Ticket Agent

and

18,1883.

JulBdt

ARRANGEIIIENTH.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
,-con—e.

ac-tatiiflk*.t

AND A FTBB MON*
;■> DAY, MAY 14th Fleam
«'•
••
«hl. Line will
GW

Zrjipr&eoZ'zzarwIX
<TnhrF^1tt?y
**

H

,or

Eastport
St.
,P‘ “i’>
John, with connection*
for Calais, Robbinstot. 8t.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstook Grand
Menan, Campobello, Oigby, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Windsor, HaUfai. Monotou, Newcastle, Amherst
Pieton, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Char
Fort Falrtleld, Grand Falls, aud other
stations on the New Brunswick and
Canada Inter*
ookmial WIndsor. and
Annapolis, Western Conntles. Rail Roads, and
Stage Routes.
H? 'Freight
received up to 4 p. m. and an. Information regarding the s»m» may be had at tht
oihoe of the Freight Agent, Railroad
Wharf,
Circulars, with Ksoursioi. Routes, Tickets
o.
State Rooms and further information aoiilv a
1 p 5
Company’s Office, 40 Kichange St.
T. C. HE SEY. Prosident, and
Manager
and

ma"1___dtf

5.16

STEAMER GEN. BARTLEn
will leave Long

Wharf, foot of
Exchange Street, at

■

10.00

2.16 p.

m.

for

Peaks’, Long, and Little Chobeagun
Islands.
for Peaks’, l ong. Little and Great f-tbeague Islands
RETUKXIKO,

a. m.

lriunforBoeton

OUhtlJNW, bsnerai Auent.

2.86

•TUBE TABLE.

foi‘

ing,

P. a.

A. M

i?24____

for Mount Deser
touching at Rockland onb
at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m neat da<
Connections made at Rockland with steamer
anJ Ellsworth,
and Wed

Monday’s

11.00

P. *•

Steamer will run to accommodate the Rollers kaeing Rink leering ttie cl y at 7 3 ). returning at 9.16
and 10.16. Tickets, with admission te
Garden, 26
cents. Will run as abore until further notice
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Treaa. and Manager.
dt

arriving

with steamer for Gouldsbore
Lamoine, Hancock and ullivan. each trip.
Ketnr
wiH leave Bar Harbor at 7.00
a. m.
Montlay Wednesday and Friday,
at South

A. M.
10.60
2.20
6.30

3.00

CITY OF IlK IltlUVD.

t’ri'Urfe}
rfarbor

*•

p- **•

5?P‘®“ T.r2"* TIfro''< Boston,
(Southwest Bar Harbors)

At Bar

1.16
2.20
3.36
6.16
6.36
9.16

70.30

DenHuoD, leaving same wharf
every itlonday,
WnlnemiHj, A -niuid»y Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat

itesday's

7,go
9.86
11.00
P. M.
12.20
2.3*
8 46
6 00
6 46

SUMPAI.
A-

a. ra., touching at inlandings,and connecting at Portland with
train for boston.
early morning
aild Bangor Steamers at
^‘^ou
Rockland, (coming
West, aud receive passengers and
Bangor and River Landings for Portfra^htfrom

The

A. M.
6.00

7,36
9.2C

10.16

Pullman aud

npi.

Trefethen’a L'dil
to Portland.

_

4.30

Ua» Little
at. n in.
Lon.' Island
Peaks’ Island at...
11.S4 i m
Arriving at Portland at
—.11.46 a. m
—

at.”.*."ll

l*sS!

arriEKSooas,

T

t St

Jones’ Landing at. 6-30 p. —.
Fare (round trip). 25 SO
to Teaks’ Island (round trip).15 eta

Regular
Fare

Gieat Cbebeague Band will furnish musio ittvs
evening on board tbts steamer, for a sail down the
bay ana a dance on Long Island—leaving Long
Wharf at 7.16. Fare for sail and dadee 36 eta.
Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for special
excursions will apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
Exchange sts., or Capt. Chase aboard ths boat.

•Except when chartered for special eiMrslens.
4tt

fcjy24_

Harpswell Steamboat Co.
and after August 30,188:', the Steamer Sea.
ON
don will leave Harpswell dally lor Portland
follows, vi*:

at*

Leave Harpswell 6.30 a. m., 2.00 p. m.; arrlvto*
at Portland at 8.30 a m., 4.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portland.
^ ™L * 5*00 P-“•;
arriving at Harpswell *%
ajs.uu m., 7.00 p.m.

Hl’NDAV TRIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 6.00
p.ra.; returning
leave Harpswell2.0o p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
aug30dtf
Capt. GEO. F, WE8T.
STEAMERS.

/Steamers!
FARE $1.00.
The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
steamer JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHaKF, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
»nd TN DIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o’clock
p. m.
Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se3ure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the' excuse and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

or

911

steam-

ROUTE

Washington Street, Boston

J. E. WOOTTEN,

C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Paw. & Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada.

CHANGE OF TIME,
On nud after Monday, June "45th,
Train** will rnn am follows:

f $$•*!,

DfcPAKTlIKEN:
For Anburn and Cewiaton, 7.10 a. m,, 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For <3 or Ha iv, 3.30 (mixed,) and 5.20 p.m.
For Oorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chi
cn«o 1.3<' p. m.
For Gorhniu, Montreal and Chicago 0.00
a. m.

AKRIVAUt
Anburn, 8.36

From Lewiston and
12.45, and 5.50 p. m.

From OnrliRiu, mixed, 9 40

a.

m.,

m., 5.00 p. m
and Quebec,

a.

From Chicago. Moutrea*
p, ro.
From Chicago and Montreal, 5.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train aud
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

12.36

Montreal.
TICKET OFFICEN

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-ANDDEPOT AT

INDIA NT.

POOT OP

Tickets sold at Rednced Rates,
Toflnmidn- Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati. Mt. I.ouin, Omnhn, Maginuw.

Mi.

Paul, Malt l.uke City,
Dearer, Man Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest,

West

and

STEPHENSON,

W. J. 8PI0EK Superintendent.

T.

C.

G. P. A.

oct7dtf

EVANS’
and Printers’

Advertising Agency

Warehouse,
■ OA WANHIN43TON Hi.,
K NTON
Dealer In Wood aud Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printer?* Material?. Advertisement? inserted In all
paver In tlie United State? or Oanadas at publisher,*
oweet prices
Send tor estimates.

Zetland

tad

Steamers sail from New York for A spin wall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the abovs named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, Ghina and Sandwich Islands. Now Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern Agents,
€. Ij. BARTLETT A CO.,
113 .Nintr Street, Cor. Brand N|., Boston.
or to W. 1). LITTLE & CO.,

_Jeb8dtf_31 Exchange St., Portland.
Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly

Line to Sew

York.’

ON

making

shipped

Weueral Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale
ticket, by the White Star,
FORCunard,ofpfciMwge
Anchor, State, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd,
Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to ami from all points in

Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exohange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
Ac. and other information apply to J L^FARMitti
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979

TanlO

ly
WHITE STAR LINE.
U. 8. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool via
Queenstown.

Rates reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex
.-:-treine southerly routes.avoiding
n
al!
icebergs. Cabin $«0 and $80; ExdjHMtm
oursion
$110 and $14); Steerage at low rates The
sailings are as follows:

Germanic.Sept.

8 | Adriatio.Sept.flS
Britannic .Sept 22 | Republic....
.Sept. 27
For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates and
to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

Mgg*

desiring to nd for friends In the Old Country will save mousy by buvlng their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by theCunard and other fast use

ALL

class mail steamers coming direct across tl e
ocean,
the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers frsm ice and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg. Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Re
terdam, Parts, Bremen and Hat ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi. isand, Bergen
on

Troudhjem, Goteborg. Maltno, $28 JO; children on
■ter 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian »sJ. L FARMER, Agent,
ebange at low rate*.
jan 24dtf
22 Exchange St.

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
schnapps.
1.8 a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure

vegetable decomposition
as

or

by

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

Iromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.

and after Saturday the second day of .June.
next, th«* steamers ELEA NORA and FRAN
CONI A will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, evert
WEDNESDAY ami SATURDAY, at « p. ra., and
leave Pier 38, Fast River, New York, every WEDNESI)A Y and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
toooh at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York.
Passage in State Room, $6:
'These steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers,
this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer mouths to Vineyard Haven.
Goods
by this line destined beyond Portland
or New ^ ork, will be
at once forwarded to their
destination on arrival.
tickets and State Rooms can be oht&ined at 22
Exchange Street
J B. COYLE, Jr., General
Agent:
Portland, May 10, 1883
dtf

Mouthwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J.

CALIFORNIA,

I eland a. New
Australia.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

Agent.

_dti

__

JAPAN, CHINA,

NEW BNOLAND A«RN€V,

Klee A Son.

CALAIS.

A. M.
6.16

3-16

ki*i’awnarnNEV

Sandwich

(One Wny, $4 50.
New York and Philadelphia, ( Ezcur»ion, 4.00.

Provrletort.

RRUNNWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS- W. R. Field, Proprietor
IOK1VINH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury Proprietor

M.
7.00
9.00
10.30

from

”

EM IT A,

Jonee Landing
to Portland.

4.30
6.16
7.30
9.45

clock or on arrival of Steamboat Erpress Trains
Boston, for Hock and, Castine, Imr Isle.
Sedgwick. (Stage from -edvwlek to Blue Hill on ar9* Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors.
2™
Milbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
at
with -te.mer for BLUE
Conner
BtjCKl^ND
HILL. SLKHEV
and ELLSWORTH, Friday's trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamerfor
GOCLUSBOUI.LIVAN and
r-LLSWOK H each H^COCK,
trip, also with B. ft B. Steam
ers at Kockland,
g ing East for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
K KT1
N /:, will leave M ac hi
asport every
BJjl
anil
0

^

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias

tort.

Proprietor!.

Franklin Wharf
to Peaks Island.

Company.

11

r. JOHN T. STERLING.

CAP

A.

TO

Stalions in Philadelphia

BATH.

BOLNTER’N mil.I.A.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
RONTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker A Co.

1888.

MEW TIME TABLE

a. m.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST. PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. .CO.

A. Young, Pro-

SHANNON'S HOTEL-Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL— C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BRTIIEU.
BETHEL HOUSE,-W. F. Lorojoy A Son, Proprl*.

1,

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.

Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J B. 1 OILS, Jr., General

-BETWEEN-

AUBURN.

HOUSE, Court St_W.
prletort.

ELM

be discontinued ou sad
On Sunday* will rua

Insnrance one-half the rate of
imgra-li sTi-’ sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. B.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of come**',
mw

night.
HT"ricket8 and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
TOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through l’ickets to New *ork, via the various

Bound Brook Route.

Be

SEPT.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
Erom Pine Street Wharf

it

NINTH AND ORKEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Embracing the leading Hotels at which the Daily
Press may always be found.

trip will
1, 1883.

m.

From
m-

Co.

trips only.
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Manager.
aug30dtf

Erery Tuesday and Friday.
'<jCX

Car

June 17, 1883
D. W. SANBORN,

DIRECTORY.

HOTEL

10.40 p.
THEafter
Sept.

three

From P1IIL A HELP HIA

a. in.

SO Cents,

Agent.

Steamboat

STEAMER “EiUlTA.”

m.

Orchard Beach K. R.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.

2.40

6.16
6.40

6.30

Steamers will ron to accomodate the PaviUlea
Entertainment. 25 cents for the round trip and
free admission to the pavtlllon.

P. M.
25

12

—

11.66

Fare to Camp Ellis and return including a rid
along the Beach, in the observation cars of th

STEVENS,
Jljrl6dtf

P.M.
12.16

P.M.
12.26
2.30
6.00

600

Cushing’s
A M7

arrive

30 Cents.

Gen.

1130

2.00
3.16

[.ease

P. M.

Tbroaah Ticket* to all Point* South and

Passenger trains leave Portland at 10.00 a. m..
1.00, 3.30, and 6.30 p. m. Returning leave Orchard
Beach for Portland at 12.22, 2.45, 7.30, and 9,49

MINNEHAHA.

10 46

Wf»i.

Master

Fare to Orchard Beach and return

16.20

and Portland

Pullman

-Aim—

*6.40

PM.

papers.

Leave
White Head.
A. M.

8.45 a. m., 12.65 and 6,3 ) p. m*
Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
Un Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.. and Portm.

PJtf.

2.40
6.10
6.80

l.ast Trips from Peaks’ Island 9.00 and 10.16

a*.

connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2 00 p.m. Express for Boston
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston
v. m., connecting with Fall River Line
for

p.M.

2.30
6.00
6.20

luioo

9.00
10.16
p.

P.M.
12.40

capt. wm. j. ( bail.
Leaves
Leaves
Learn
Portland.
Evergreen and TreL Diamond.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
»00
9.40
9.L0

3 60
6.16
0.65

A.S.OLIfKH.
follows, except on Excursion davs,

Leave

8.40

1180

STEAMER

PM

CA FT.

Portland.
A. M.

9.30

11.10

2.00
8.16
6.00

STEAMEItliAZELLE.

SPRING
a.

9.00
10.30

Learn
Cushtnaa
A ALT

945

5,00

given in

Learn
White Head
A.M.

A.M.
9.20
13.00
11.46

12.16
P.M.

6.20

6^0

will leave as
when notice will be

Learn

Peaks'.

7.36

F, M.

A.

Trains leave Portland
£

lapt.a.i.oliter.
Lear**
Portlaad.
A.M.

CAPT. W3I.1. CRAIb.
Leaves
Leaves
Evergreen and Tref.
Diamond,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP Co7~
p»Mwirt„ Jf, nurtmfx.’N. jrr«T

At

STEAMER GAZELLE

3.30

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.80 and 7.00 p.

NORBIDIIEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
OITV HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green St*.
J- W- Robin.on Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
-J- K. Marliu, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Perry
Pit. K. C. W-Ssr’e Nekve a so Drain TREATMENT, a guaranteed specific (or U yi>t<'ria, Dizziness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakefulness, Menial Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in 1 nsanity and leading
ening
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotencv. Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month's treatment. $1. a box, or
8 boxes for $ V 0; sent by mail prepaid on
receipt o*
price We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received fir 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will Rend the purchaser our written
guarantee

11.06

M.

2.16

Leaves

TABLE.

7 20
9 40

2.10
3.26

Portland.

Eastern Railroad.

and arrive in

Railway.

1883.

-L-I

9.80
11.00
P.

TIME

A. M

6.16

1.45
8.00

anil

Leave Jauton for Portland and
4.45 and 9.45 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00

--——«

Leaves

Cushing’s.

M.

steamer Minnehaha.

1

liumford Falk & Buckfield

A.

M.

P.

&**».

a. m„ and arrive in Portland at
a. m. and 12.65
p. m. At 12.30 p. m. and
in Portland 6.00 p. in
At 7.00 p
m.

Poriland and

MONTREALEQUEBEC

Tower, Wm
Haines, and

Traia. arrive .a Portland :
8.40 a. m.—fromBartlett and local stations
12.66 noon- from Fab van’s and all Mountain
points.
6.15 p. m.—from No. Conway (mixed train
leaving
No. Conway 2 00 p. in. for Portland and way stsn

(Trains Leave Boston

—

RIVER—Sid 31st, sch E L Drummond,
Higgins, New York or Philadelphia.
Sid 1st, schs Pavilion, Shute, and Maria Adelaide,
Kent. New York.
’MV BEDFORD—Ar 31st, sch Vicksburg, Kendall, Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVE -Ar 31st, sch Kalmar, Tra-

wl/l
ftirarn orBrow^eln

M.

6.30
7.35
9.26
10.65

t. U.

all

at. (Transfer station
l.oOp. m.) Kinross
for Ulen House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s ami all
Whitt* Mountain Resorts,
not stOD at So
Windham, White Rock,
0.23 p. us. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.

A.

M.

10.30

nolntr on Southeastern Railroad and
This train, equipped with elegant Parlorbranches.
cars and
new passenger ouenbss and
baggage era, wlU ran
through witbou. change to Montreal,with through
SwaBtou aud
Burlington via. St. Johns-

At 7.30, 9.00

___

Calais.
FALL

and

Leaves
White Head.

Peaks’.

6.45

SUNDAY

VISHSR,Jr.

Leaves

7.00
9.00

0&7

Burlington, Ogden.bnrg and all points on
R. R., Newport Sherbrooke, Montreal

O.

York.

made goo i for a return two weeks from date of sale,
and wil* be sold at the following Eow R,*«<* «f
Fare, vie:

Prlnclnal Stations
HOULTON—From
to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive, $7.00; Waterrille, $6 25; Parmtrgtou, $8.00; Bangor, $4.00.
FORT FAIRFIELD From Portland and Principal
Sta ions to August a and Belgrade, inclusive.$8.u0;
Waterville, $7.25; Farmington, $9.00; Bangor,
$5.00.
CARIBOU—From Portland and Princlt al Stations
to Augu-ta and Belgrade, inclusive, $8.25; Watervil •. f7.6o: Farmington, $9.25; Bangor, $5.25.
•enee.
PRESQUE ISLE—From Portland and Principal
Stations to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive, $8.50;
Ar 2d ship Tamerlane, from Hamburg: schs H |
A
New
Mattie
Bedford;
uitis, Haskell,
Waterville, $7.76; Farming! .n, 9.50; Bangor,
Franklin,
Windsor, NS. Spartei. Ha lowell, Hillsboro; llor$5.50; tuber Stations in proportion.
Alice
Halloweii
teneta,
Pavilion, (Calais;
Oakes,
Iu addition to the -hove Excursions, Tickets
Littlejohn, do; Nile, aud Wm Rice, from Rockland;
will be s-Id o parties of 10or more for Aroostook
a B Crabtree, Sullivan; Hattie Godfrey, Wareham;
points, Huy day, ui •«*« regular fare tor Ihf
Decatur Oakes. Newport.
round trip, limited to ten days from date of sale
A
3d, fbip Repot ter, Spaulding, Bombay; brigs
HT*Cui this out that the dates may not be forgotten
Vsi lora. Jones, Maya*uez Sullivan, Guptii), FajarPAYSON TUCKER, Gen. Ma ager M. C. It. R.
do; Mary Fink, Bu. mar Portland; sch Belle HigF. E. BOOTHBY Gsn’l Pass, and Tkt Agt.
gins, Cushing, Brunswick.
Cid 1st, barque Martha P Tucker, Smith, for MelPortland, August 25, 1883.
aug31d5t
bourne. E R Emerson, Parker, Laguna; St Johns,
•limore May port, Fla; Quoduy, Mahoney, Boston;
Abby H Hodgraau, Frye, Boston.
Passed the Gate 1st, sche Maggie Belle, from New
York for Rockland; Billow, and Quoddy do for Boston; Cyrus Chainberlain, Amboy lor >aco; Odell,
do for Portland; Jas Warren, Hoboken for do; Ken'TO
^
u*keag, do for Boston; Terrapin, Port Johnson for
Portsmouth; Maggie Todd, do for Boston; John S
Mouiton, do for Newburypoit.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 30th, brig Anita Owen,Robinson, New York: schs Cyrus Chamberlain, Hart,do;
vianitou, Smith Boston.”
Cid 30ih, soh C 3 Willard, Wallace, Portland.
A 31st, schs Col Millikan, Jameson, and Rosa Sc
Adra. Thompson, New Y'ork.
Hid 31st, schs Fred Gray, Wallace, an
Cyrus
Chamberlain, Hart. Portland.
Sid lat, s« h Carrie 8 Bailey. Rivers, Brunswick,
NEW
AVEN Ar 3:st, sch Trenton, Stanley,

cey. Port Johnson for Boston.
Hid 31st, schs Wm Penn, Florence N
Beazley, Del moot Locke, Lawren< e

Train, leave Portland a. follow.;
8.23 A. IH.-For
and all point, on ^bran's. Littleton, Lancaster,
B.C.M.R.R., St. JohMbury

ftUNDAV

at

uT*?fg"&lK9.< 4S.JJ-.L,__
and
be a total wreck.

i-

—

Leaving Bosten Oct 18th and Dec, 27ih.

TIFtJOKAYDA,

Barque Wealthy Pendleton, from Maiden Island,
for Hamburg, (before reported) foundered in lat 49

TO

CALIFORNIA,

C

^ch Edward Waite, I.ee. Charleston—Noah Reed.
Sch Brarnha 1, Harrington, New York
Gilbert
Soule.
Sch Alton, (Br) McIntyre, St John, NB—master.
Sch Mary Pickard Wilson, St John, NB—master.
Sch Adelaide, Habbioge Bangor—N A Sanborn.
Sch Mary E Morse, donee. Kennebec, to load for
Washington—J B Dodge.
kHyue. Fletcher, Kennebec, to load for New
York—J B D< dge.

Ar at

Boston & Maine

FKMIONN.

SUMMER

Barque Daisy Heed, Mitchell, Georgetown, DC—
to Rolling Mill*.
Ve* el to Chns Morrill.
Rrig W illiaiu Mason, Hardy, Boston, to Gallagher

Dyer.

I

6.00
8.07

Nos. of Trains.
2
4
g
Fok Bkiihiton
m La.
a. h.
p. u.
p. m.
9.66
2.15
Bridgton .lunot, Leave
8.00
Rankin’s Mills,
2 tl0.05
12.22
18.07
Witham’s
8 tl0.86
t2.42
18.27
PsrltV’s Mills,
9 110 40
12.46
18.31
10
10.45
Ingall’s Road
12.60
t8.80
14
10.G8
3-<>8
Sandy Creek,
8.58
16
11.06
3.16
9.00
Bridgton. Arrive,
1 Stops when signalled or notice to conductors.
dtf
Jj24

PUR'IXAND.

coal

E

■

2
8
7
8
14
16

6
P. U

JSTEWS,

Steamship Eleanora. Bragg,

Barque Carrie

«•

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
So family, rich or po«r should b» without It.
Sold by all Qrooers. BKWAItE of Imitations
veil desi-ued to mislead. PEARLINE Is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
al ways hoars tho above symbol, and name
of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK,

7.41

MONDAY, Sept.

A

6.06
10.20
6.12
10.27
16.30
lo.45
Iug.ll’s Rond,
P.rl.y’s Mills,
t«,34 fl0 49
Wlthinn’s.
16.38 110.58
Rankin’s Mills,
16,58 111.'8
7.06
11.20
Bridgton Junct. Ar.
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

WASHLNGahd BLEACHING

.ia.o%

Arrived.
J B Co vie. Jr.
Steamer Falmouth,
and 8t John. NB.

trains

Bridgton, Leave
Sand> Creek.

FX<
POUT «F

1883.

will run as follows:
TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
13
From BHUXITOS
MLS.
A. U.
A. St.

5
6
6
6
8
8
8
8
8

...

mgu WMet if
Moon lets..

AL-AJKl^JS

64,623,512 #0

655,198 87

Balance of

er.

At

O

0 32

09

643,190 616 80
46,671.861 7 1

1883.

Why

a

TAKES EFFECT

Passenger

A

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Monday, July 23d,

C!<tpl.

Leaves

Portland.

On nnd after Monday June 25th.
IMN», uutil farther notice Pnmnctr
8

MONDAY. June
18th, Passenger Trains will run
as follows

AWIUNAU.SEPTEMBER 4.

HE
W

OODEKSBiKfi, IV. Y.,
AIVD WOIVTKJEAL.

fto'lfcs

change Street.
tJ* l>»e» not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
Ju8

STEAMER EXPRESS.
JOHN

bdrlinoton, vt.,

Oh

Sept
Sept
Furncssia.New York..Liverpool.... Sept
Germauio.New York. Liverioel. ..Sept
Batavia..Boston— Liverpool•...Sept 8
Cienfuegos.New York Cienfuegos Sept 1 L
York..Havana

11,033,227 74

.A: A883

diamonds is their expensiveness.—Waterloo Observer.

Promote*

.Quebec... .Liverpool

$1,876,989,523 67

Debt less cash in Treasurv,
Aug.
1, 1883
.:
1
Decrease of debt the past month
Decrease of debt since June 30,

The deuce of

was

t’aiieun

Newport.New

Total debt.$1,888,022,671 31
Total cash in treasury.
361,603,986 22
Debt less cash in Treasury, Sept.

Of what

li.

D

Sareia—.Quebec ....Liverpool_Sept

tiain from

Closecommotions mule at Wcsibrwok JoncUob with through trains of Me. Central K.
R„ and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with through
Warns Of Grand Trunk K.
■Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at
b Adams’ No. 22 Ex

Tbi« Powder never varlea. A marvel o purity,
strength and wbolasom«neu. More eoonomleal than
the ordinary kin. e, und cannot be sold lu eompetltlou with the multitude of low test, *hort weight
alum or phosphate powder*,
Sold milt la oant.
Roval Raking Powdbk Co., 10B Wall St„ N. Y.
mohB
dlyr

TOTAL DEBT.

Interest

Wit and Wisdom.

unhappy lady's feet,

Absolutely

FOB

Carascas.New York..Laguavra ...Sept
Gallia.New York..Liverpool ..Sept
N>>rmaudle—
New York.. Havre.Sept
Fuida
.New York Bremen
...Sept
City Washington .New York Vera Crua.. Sept

ro.
n».

m.

kTKAiTINHK'H,

FROM

„-641,527,408

shams we are guilty! T'hinkof
people going
Into raptures over David
Livingstone, explorer of Africa aud pioneer of Christian
civilization, aud then turniug nu their noses
at a teacher, uot because he is
iguoraut or ill
bred or bad, but because, forsooth, he leaches a negro school!

ment

'«A'ifl.I*<J OaVN Ol

deposit.
12, 46,000 00
Gold and silver certificates.
176.644,721 00
Fractional currency, 16,373.700 31
Less amount estimated
as lost or destroyed,
8,376,934 00
8!
rr
1
Unclaimed
Pacific H. R. interest
4,229 96

Principal

June..

Ehia.

BEARING

“social influence.” Candidates,
Refunding certificates.
334,86 00
Navy pension fund.
from governor to coroner, do this
14,000^000 00
earnestly,
Total principal.$1,328,878,960 00
invariably and without social discredit. We
Total
10,676,* 60 00
sell
goods to them, we buy of them, DEBT interest.
ON WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE MAwe
practice law for them, we prac- |
TURITY.
tice
medicine
for
them; and it is Principal.$
$6,583,166 26
Interest.
well
In
363,347 16
euough.
all
busiuess relaDEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
tions, except teach.ng. so far as I can reOld demand and legal tender
member our ways on 'his subjeci, whe hto
notes.$ 346,739,891 00
as employers or
we
<Certificates of
very

POWDER
Pure.

KIT* The funeral service of the late Winthrop S.
Jordan will take place at his late residence, No.
H5 High street, this Tuesday af ernoon at 3 o’clock.
Burial private.

August :

o

—TO—

non

>n.,

Portland oonneet* at
Monsac Tnnucl Route for
aVLw
.»®iWlth
t UWoat,
and at Union »«-pot
for
Ne* York via Norwich Line,Worcester,
and all rail,
alto with N. \ & n. e. r.
vl^prlngfleld,
R (n8teamer Maryland aonte”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Boston At Albany tt R. fot
Wea*. Parlor Car* on train leaving Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train
leaving Worcester at 8.00
a.

tbe amily.]
In this city. Sept. 2. Phillip W.,
youngest son of
George and Henrietta Millikeu, aged 7 month.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock.]
lu Knightvide Sept. 2, Alioe G. Johnson, wife of
Fred L. Bradford aged 21 years 9 months.
[Funeral tbi# Tuesday afternoon, at 2.30 o'clk.1
In Freeport, Sept. 3. George E. Davis, aged 32
years.

.102%

tude on this subject for a moment. We
have the negroes to cook for
us; aud if they
do not know how, as is often the
case, our

on we

this city, Sept. 3, Henry
Jones.
[Funeral on Wednesdvy afternoon at 3 o'clock,
at No. *203 State street
Burial at oon?dnieno of
In

Psf..

teaching

come

__

I>enver 4R.G. 26%
Missouri
96%
Omaha common
42%
W abash preferred
.33%
Northern Paciic preferred. 76%
sorthern Pacific
common..40%
‘maha preferred

a

C)

*0.30 p.

DBATKIN.

NEW YORK STOCKS.

negroes. It is utterly absurd. 1 believe it
to be also sinful. Let us consider
our at i-

tions

bale*: speculation and export 1000 bales.

Portland.
lu this city. Sept. 1. by Rev. A.
McKowu, D. D„
Samuel H. Brown and Mis* Mary E. Sanford, both
of Portland.
in Buxton, Sept.
1, bv Rev. Heury 0. Robinson,
* hrtinpBou aud Mis* Clara M.
1
.u, ,Y*
McCray,
both of Buxton.

......

a.

arriving at Woroeete:
m.
Returning leave

R*

..

Southern Clergy-

at 7..W

p. in.,

and 7.30 p.

HTEAiVERS.

FOhEST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

.1,1 ■>.> lu

Vilchburg,
Union, Ayer
Nashua. I.cwell, Windham, and By
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Wtancheater* Concord and point* North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester.
NpringMle. Alfred, Waterboro and fence River.7.30 a. m.9 1.05
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. to. Returniug
“7
lave Rochestor at (mixed) 6.46 a. m.. 11.16
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Naccnrappa. Cumberland
5S!S* **•Westbrook and Woodford’s.
**•’
••O®* «.‘JO and (mixed.

Stephen** Church, by
( llfford and Ada <JM
Farnswcrib, Esq all of

1T.4S.P... 83%
Boston A \1 aiue
..
11> l
Flint A Pere Marquette common.....
26
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred. 99
L. K & Ft Smith.. 20
Marquette, Hughton A Ont. common,
38*4
Mexican Contral 7«.
60%

Itt«v. Dr. Haygood at the Monteagle Aeaembly]
In all truth and common sense there is no

ploy them In

m*
For

In this city. Sept. 3, at St
Rev. Asa Daltou, Elmer E.
eldst daughter of B. B.

BOSTON STOCKS.

Hornier.

tfntan Depot, Woroestor, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p.m. and 6.40 p

_IllARRlAftBS.

Mtock Jlurkrl.

of Trains.

P“«8Utfer Train, will learn

| .05

m.

The t .05 p.

The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daUv by Woodbury & Moulton, cornel
of Middle and Exchange streets.

man.

wives and

uuo

7%c^ lb

R(M' H ENTER R.R

.-W~ "i^5»*»r«u*d

London, Sept.
loo
Liverpool, Sept 8—12.80 P. M— Cotton market
uplands at r%d; orloans at 6%d; sales 10,-

Hailrou«i Krreipt
PORTLAND, Sept. 3.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
41 cars miscellaneous meroh t
noise; for connecting
roads, 83 cars mis ellaueous merchandise.

Waidoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle,.!. S. Carter,
farmouth, W. E. Smith.

a

..

Portland & Ogdeusbnrg R. H.

at U. 16 p,

lio.

5%*$

PORTLAND &
B5S!ISSJ"S* HH3>

European Tlarkete.

D

Spriugvale,

Plain Talk from

Fib

7c

Co
Fib
r.WjpJO th
ft
a11 weights. 4e
Fib
l»i»
ft
Skins..
Light and Deacon Skins.2t> to 4(>c each

HI A.M)

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

—_Juand

Savannah, Sept, 3.—CoAugtton quiet; Middling®
uplands 9%c.
Memphis, Sept. 3.-Gotten at*tdy; Middling up*

Hides

on

RAIIKOADS.

Portland and Worcester Line
Arrangeniput
after

ft?umbe?^

Hide* and Tollow.
The following are Portland quotations
and Tallow:
Ox ant Steer Hid-* over 90 ft.
weight..
Oxand Steer Hides between
so®9u tbs..
Steer Hides under 90 fta
Cow Hides, all weights
\*.*;;!*..*;';

BAIL,KOAI>».

_

A public

saltr of over 30 years duration in every
section of

onr

country of Udolpho Wolfe'S

Schnapps, its nnsolicited endorsement by
the medieal faculty and a sale
unequaled
by any other aiconollc distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

For sale by all Druggist

and Grocers.

Wofsf

J

18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK-

_«Hy

IMPORTED

WINES &
•1

LIQUORS

all kind., in Ike

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
-FOB 8ALB

BT

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

410|IVEW8O. FORE STREET. PORT*
■.AND. MAINE.

Alio, aeneral^Uaiingers for;Mw|Kiigl&nd,
FOK I HK FBI.EBRATEB

Summit

Mineral

Spring Water,

PROM HARRISON, MAINE,

aofio

CITY GOVERNMENT.

PRESB

T 11E

TUESDAY MOBNIXG,

SEP. 4.

City Council.

C!TY AND VIC NITY.
~NBsV

»Al7

ADVERTIHBNENTN TO

Considerable Discussion Between
Committees.

MlSCELLANEOl'S NOTICES.
Damon A Wesley.
Peacnes* Peaches- Chaffin & Libby.
ENTE R'l'A IN MEN TS.
Forest Ci*y Amusement Co.
Baud Cunoert aud Sail Chand'er's Band.
NEW ADVERTIS* MENTIS.
Wanted—Ladies and Youna Men.
S'ated Meeting—M C M Association
Owen, Moore A Co
Drs

For Sale
Kebust
Notice is

Both Branches Decide to Give the

Common Counoil

Cigarette has

ever

obtained

Bouquet."

This is due

to

at

once

The full board was present.
The following business was transacted:
Officers Geo. H. Gill and Wm. J. McGallom
presented their resignation from the police
force, and Daniel W. Eaton was appointed In
place of Mr. Gill aud John F A. Norton in
place of Mr. McOallnm. Both of their appointments were confirmed.
Andrew J. Cummings was appointed special

so

as

Thk invalid who is daily suffering all the
pangs of a living death because of diseases
which have baffled the skill of the ordinary
physicians, is not wise if he or she fails to
visit Drs. Damon aud Wesley, now at the Falmouth. You will be convinced of their superior skill by the examination of your case, for

policeman without pay.
A joint convention was called by the Mayor
after the above business was transacted, and
on tbe reassembling of the board he called Alderman Winslow, chairman of the board, to
the chair aud

infallible in their diagnosis, aud a
core is sure to follow if the patient bat, not
passed beyond tbe reach of human skill.

they

are

town

for

wanted

aeeiita

article that is

an

sure

to

iu this

sell; live

grocers

Boston.

A

JUDGE PEABODY.
case of Win. F. Studley,

petitioner for a discharge in Insolvency, M. P. Fra k.
for
the petitioner, and E. M. Hand,
Esq., appeared
Esq.. E. S. Kidlon, hsq*. Drummond A Drummond
for different creditors
ments Judge Peabody

After

hearing

the

a

discharge.
Brief Jottings.
Disagreeable yesterday. A cold strong wind
blew fr- m the uor'h, aud notwithstanding the
bright day tin clouds of doer were unpleasant
Mercury Go0 at sunrise, 62° at noon aud 58° at

sunset.
The Forest City Amusement

Company

floating bathing establishment, -in accordance
with a report of a committee last year, was
referred to the Committee on Health.

made

parade yesterday moruiug, the members oi the opera company riding in carriages
preceded by the band.
Rev. C. A. Hayden, of portlaud, will preach
at Elm street church Auburn, a fortnight
hence. The Auburn people hope that Mr.
Hayden may be induced to accept the pastor

The bond of W. H. Shurtleff as
fish was approved.

Mr. William P. Walsh, of Portland, has
been appointed manager of tbe Western Union
office in Augusta.
The Champions beat the Greenle&fs yesterday afteruoon by a score of 14 to 13.
It is expected that the First Massachusetts

was

Of W. H. Stone to erect a steam engine and
boiler at the corner of Elm and Kennebec
Streets.

The skating rink in the Scorer block will reopen the last of the month.
Tbe Tennessee is expected to sail tc-day.
A fisherman was arrested yesterday for

Of J. B. Wheelnck to erect a new wooden
at 104 North street. Referred with

building
power.

Of James Whitten

fl.ngwharf,

ORDERS PASSED.

that (he City Treasuter be authorized to pay
Thomas Rafferty £315 in full payment of the
amount
awarded him by the joiut standing
committee on laying out new streets, for damages to his property by the lay mg out ol Sheri-

(Mass.) Transcript, is visiting his brother-inlaw, Mr. Phineas Ayer, in this city.

Gov. Robie and several of the Council left
Portlaud iast night for their annual visit to the
Indian tribes. They took the train for the east
The Crawford History of the White Moun-

dan street.

That the records of August 6th be amended
by inserting the name of Samnel H. Joae in
plice Of Geo. C. Joee ip tue order directing the
of land to the above named Geo. C. Jose, the
change of name having been a clerical error.
That tbe committee on unimproved real estate be instructed to ascertain and
report to tbe
City Counotl what steps, if any, the Maine
Central Railroad have taken towards
carrying
out their agreement with the
city with regard
lot of land purchased from the city in

publfthers, Hoyt, Fogg

tbe

& Don ham, and will be
to purchasers upon
receipt of
to-

Gospel

Mission at 7 3-4 o’clock;
also the usual consecration
meeting at 3 p. m.
All are invited.

J^g^ie

COMMERCIAL STREET SEWER.

School Committee.
An adjourned meeting was held
yesterday
afternoon at 3 o’clock. All the members of
the Board were present. In the
temporary absence of the Mayor, Mr Fox was
called to the
Chair.
The report ol the committee on instruction
in High School on the coarse of
study in that
school was taken np,
and

adopted, subject

to

The following older was then read;
That the Street Commissioner be directed to
remove all
obstructions from Commercial
street, belweeu Union slreet and Portland
Pier, on the southerly side, and to make said
portions of the slreet safe and convenient for
traveling therein, in accordance with Sections
5 and 7 of the ordinances on
streets, the coet of
same to be
charged ti tbe appropriation for
estimated
cost
streets;
£700.
Alderman Tukesbury a ked to have the order

considered, accepted,
any slight modifications

explained.

found necessary in actual use.
Misses Eva M. Morse and Mary E. Wescott
made application for the practice
class, and by
order of the board their names were
placed on
the wailing list.
Miss Norton, of tbe Shailer
School, and
Miss Laughton, of the Butler School,
on

Chairman Winslow said that in the construction of the Commercial street sewer the
paving
of the street had been removed and not re-

placed. He said it was an old time custom fer
•he Street Commissioner to
replace all pavements taken np in this manner.
But this com-

were,

of tneir residence,

account

allowed

board to

The matter of assistant in the West Grammar School was still left with the
supervisors
of that school.

Voted to adjourn
secretary.

to meet at

the call of the

Merchants’ National Bank.
At a meeting of the directors of the Merchants* National Bank, held
yesterday, the following resolutions were unanimously adopted;
R>solved, That while the sudden death of our
Lit»^s c?a e director, Mr. Winthroo 8. Jordan, affects us wiib profound sorrow, we can
but feel a deep sense of
gratitude for his eminently useful life and his many virtues.
Resolved, That ihe long and honorable coinfection of onr deceased friend aud
associate
with ibis Board, bis wise
counsel, nuiioroi
aud
courtesy
kindness, as well as his strict
fidelity to duty, have impres-ed os with the
highest respect aud regard, aud while *e cherish and vererare his memory, we commeud his
example as worthy of general imitation.
Resolved, That these resolutions be entered
upou (he records of the Bauk, and a
of
the same be presented to the relativescopy
of the
with
the
deceased,
assurance of our deep sympathy aud heartfelt sorrow at the decease of
our lamented associate aud friend.
Voted, to attend the fnneral services.

The MaranocooK Bogatta.

Everything indicates

a

grand aquatic

event

Lake Maranocook today. Councilman John
Frazier of Boston, who was referee in the Han
lin-Keunedy race, has consented to act as referee, He is one of the best referees in the
country and always gives entire satisfaction to
the oarsmen. The managers of the
coming
race feel much gratified at securing his services.
at

Hostper and William Iioss arrived here by
boat yesterday morning.
The published advertiaementin

our

amusement

column

shows
that,tbe regatta will be the grandest, affair of
the kind ever seen in Maine.
Trains wiil
leave Portland for the Lake at 8.15 a. m. and
9.15 a. m.
Greenwood Garden.
Bonnr-y and Crawford’s term at the skating
rink in Greenwood Garden having expired,
Captain Kuowlton will now run it himself.
The rink will be kept open through the fall.
When the weather becom-s too cold for an
open rink, it will be closed in and thoroughly
healed. Several new attractions may be seen
in the Garden this woek.
There are tally as
many people visit the Garden now as at any
time during the hotest weather. Take the ele-

gant

steamer

Kmita for Greenwood Garden.

Larcenies.
A young lad named Barnett was arreBted by
Officer Bnrnham on a charge of stealing a
wallet cortatuiug $28 from Miss Caroline

Thornes, who keeps a restaurant opposite the
Eastern railway station, and several small
sums

mittee, after

by the

exchange places.
Various communications were read recommending varioes persons to the position ol
master in the Butler
School, and these papers
were ordered on file,

since.

Officer Fickett arrested a boy named Patsey
Toole for stealing peaches from Thompson &
Hall.
___

Badly Hurt.
A little hoy named Cuarles Lord, whose parents reside on Chestnut street, climeit the palings of the First Parish church fence, yesterday, fell, and one leg was caught on a paling
and badly hurt.

new woooeD

Newbury street be Lid out and continued to
St. Lawrence street.
Of Thomas M. Glendenning for compensation for services rendered as constable at Long
Island.
Of E. H. Rich, and others, for the removsl
of sewer deposits from
Commercial wharf
dock. Referred with power.

to-day.

81.25.
Remember the usual temperance meeting

erect a

or

tice Coleridge will be one of the
party. The
train will start at 10 25.
Mr. C. E. Trow, editor of the Methuen

by mail

to

bniloingon Fore and Chatham streets, to be
used as a blacksmith’s shop.
Of Geo. W. Beal, and others, that Federal

ine a brick at a sailor on Commercial
and another man for pushing a
gentleman
through the front window of Haskell’s store on
Middle street.
The members of the Cumberland Bar Association are invited to go on an excursion to
Old Orchard Beach
Lord Chief Jus-

at

approved.

PETITIONS REFERRED.

The boat leaves at 2 15, return-

|

once

voting

repave the street,
had reconsidered that vote and decided that
the committee on drains and sewers was the
one that should do the work.
In other words.
th«J have refused to have anything to do with
t, and it remains for some one to put the stroet
in proper condition.
Alderman Hawkes, for the committee on
streets, said they had voted to repair the
streets
under a
misapprehension as they
found it would cost over £0OC and
they were
not able to do it. The blocks had been removed by the sewer committee and it
to

belonged

them to replace them. When they took the
street it was in good condition and
they have
not left it as as they found it.
If the order
passes it takes authority from our hands in diteciiug the street commissioner to do the work
when he was cnder the control of the comto

mittee on streets.
Chairman Winslow said it was all the
city’s
work. If there was not
money enough it
should be raised. He didn’t think it was tbe
work of the committee on drains and sewers.
He thought the street committee should
pat
the street iu proper shape.
The street commissioner has already commenced work there.
Alderman Hawkes said if It was necessary to
give any instruction to the commissioner it
should come from the proper sonrce.
It is not
right for the board to order him to do the work
as he is under one control.
Alderman Emery said that an estimate of
821,000 was made by the civil engineer and the
cost of replacing the pavement was not considered when It was made.
Aldermen Hawkes said there were no cases
where the streets had been paved after the
built as they bad been constructed
in streets where there were no pavements. He
also said the question was of
ordering tbe
sewers were

commissioner to do the work when he
was under the control of the committee on

street

streets.
Alderman Member

thought it

was

the

daty

of the committee who took the pavement up to
lay it down again. He thought the ordinance
was clear that any one who interfered with the
paving shonld replace, and he did not see why
the committee should be relieved from it
any
more than an individual.
Chairman Winslow thought the committee
on

sewers

should

not

have

anything

to

do

with the streets.
Alderman Tukesbury asked why the order
could nol be amended so as to read that the
expense should be changed to the appropriation for drains and sewers?
The question was
not one of expense
should do the work.

but

which

some

the same thing, and both got tlieir appropriations to do the work.
The committee on
drains and sewers have speut their money,
have left the streets all torn up after mem,
and now ask the committee on str< ets to help
them ost, which will of course necessitate
their giving up some of their work that they
have have prepared. He did not thiuk it was

right.
Tne motion to amend was lost by a vote of
4 to 3.
The order was then passed as first introduced, by the same vote.
The order to remove the obstructions was
sent to the Common Council, and was returned
amended by them by striking out the last

inserting "and to repair the said
southerly portion of said Btreet, the eziiense of
the same to be charged to the special appro
priatieu made for the ooustruotion of the intercepting sewer on Commercial street.’’
clause and

Aldermeu Hawkes moved to recede and con
with the Common Council. His motion
was lost by a vote of 4 to 3.
The aecoud order, to repave the street, was
then returned with the endorsement that the
Common Council voted to refer tho matter to
-he committee on streets, sidewalks and
cur

bridges, in uon-ooncurreuce.
This motion was passed, Alderman Winslow
voting yea, but he immediately changed his
mind and moved to reconsider the vote.
Some oue informed him that the chairman
was not allowed to make a it oiiou and Aiderman Emery made it for him.
It was voted to recousider and a motion was
made to adhere to the fortnjr action, Aiderman Winslow, changing his vote.
THE

COUNCIL'S CLOCK.

The order to purchase a clock for the council room, whioh was introduced st a former
meeting, and which was vetoed by the mayor
ou the grounds that he was making the repairs in City Building, was sent up from the
lower board, where it had been unanimously
passed over the mayor’s veto.
A motion was made to pass it the same way
in this board, and it was carried by a vote of 6

1, Alderman Gould voting nay.
He immediately declared that he had voted
under a wrong impression, but when the roll
was called the second time the vote stood the
same a* at first.
His was the ouiy dissenti ng
vole in both boards.
Papers not mentioned above, from the lower
board, passed in eoncurrance.
to

D. F. Stone was granted a license to keep a
fish market at 110 Congress street, and J. H.
McDonald same at 50 Washington street.

Regiment will come to Portland the latter part
of ibis month.
There will be a band concert by Chandler
a d sail down the bay on the G xelle Wednes-

night

inspector

of

Permission was granted the trustees of the
Brown estate to erect and maintain a steam
boiler in their new building on Congress street,
as proper notice had been
given.
Geo. H. Hewin was granted a victualler’s
license, and Geo. E. Carrier a license to keep a
billiard hall.
The bond of Mr. Haven was approved.
The bond of Geo. W. Wltham, constable,

ate.

sent

on

withdraw. The report was accepted.
An order that the Committee on Health
select a location and procure estimates for a

a street

day afteruoon.
ing at 5.15.

a

others, asking for toe removal of the harbor
master, reported that they had had a hearing
in the matter, the harbor master appearing,
and giving satisfactory explanations, and no
one appeared to prefer or maintain any charges
against him. They were unanimous in recommending that the petitioners have leave to

argu-

decided to refuse to grant

petition for

and one from William Harrington and 51 others for a street on the same island, but is a different locality. The petitions were referred.
The joint standing committee, to whom was
referred the petition of Charles Deering and

Insolvency Court.
BEFORE

street

Long Island was
presented by Stephen Pettlngill and 42 others,

j\30-daw2m

Monday.—In the

absent the remainder of the

Tbe order to appropriate $300 for the extermination cf the caterpillar pest, introduced at
a previous ineetiug was read with the endorsements which were placed on it by the council
aud the veto by the mayor. A vote was takeu
to pass it over the mayor’s veto, bnt was lost
by a vote of six yeas aud one nay.
Aldermen Melober and Hawkes gave as a
reason tor changing their votes that it waa too
late in tbe season to attempt to exterminate
tbe pest.

preferred. Address Huniistou Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street!

druggists and

was

evening.

If you are troubled with rheumatism, neuralgia, asthma or catarrh, get a Pine Hygeuic
Matire6s, manufactured and sold by J. H
Ganbert, 199 Middle street, Purtlaud, Me.
dtf
aug21

Enterprising local

was put Alderman Tukesremarks In regard to the
matter as it now stood. He said the committee
on streets have laid out Iheir regular wotk to
do. The committee ou drains and sewers did

Before the motion

and Aldermen.

In Board of Mayor

the “Sweet
its merits alone.

prestige with smokers

a

Hawke*.

Clock.

The regular monthly meeting of the City
Government was held last evening.

Hereby Given.

Peaches I Peaches 1 I
Chaffin & Libby will receive today the
largest lot of peaches this season.
Probably
there will be no better time to obtain preserving fruit.
No

a

the amount to the regular appropriation for drains and sewers, the work to be done
under the direction of the Commsisioner on
Streets.
This motion was seconded by Alderman

changing

bury made

H ouse.

Health—Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

great

of the

Regular Monthly Meeting

Alderman Gould replied that there was not,
and if things went as they were going that
they should have to ask some more to complete the sewer for them. If they didn’t meet
with any new difficulties they might reach
the Center street sewer but coaid do no mare.
The amendment was lost by a vote of 4 to 3.
Alderman Melcher then moved to amend by

committee

Alderman Gould said they would not have
15 cents left when they got the sewers to Center street. He suggested the contingent fund
as a way out of the
difficulty.
The order was passed by a vote of i
yeas to
3 nays.
The following order was then read:
That the committee on
streets, Bidewalks
and budges be author zed to caused Commercial street on the southerly side from Union
street to Portland Pier, to be
paved with
granite blocks.
Alderman Hawkes moved to amend the
order by striking out the word streets and
charging the expense to ihe special appropriation tor tiie intercepting sewer on Commercial
street.
B lore voting on it Chairman Winslow asked
Alderman Gould, who is chairman of that
committee, if there were any funds left.

In Joint Convention.
After the usual messages the two bodies met
In joint convention in ihe Council Room.
Arthur H. Gray, was elected a Weigher of

Coal, and T. F. Shannon

a Surveyor of Lumber.
The Mayor|then read the following communication :
Gentlemen of the City Connell: it becomes
my duty to communicate to you tbo bad and
dangerous condition of the south side of Commercial street, between ITuion wharf and Portland Pier. The street, and sidewalk also, is
obstructed with large and dangerous piles of
paving stones taken up for the purpose of build
tag the Commercial S', sewer, and the St. isleft in a bad condition the reby I have repeat
edly called the attention of both street commissioner and the committee en streets to the
great necessity of putting the street in proper
order, and relaying the paving, and fully expected from their assurances it would be done
up- n the completion of the sewer through the
paved portion of this street, as they had assured me they were only waiting for that completion to commence work.
Friday the chairman informed me they had
reconsidered their vote to mend the street and
relay the paving. It therefore became the duof
the
to
instruct
ty
Mayor
the street commissioner to at once take
measures «o place the streets and sidewalks in
proper order aud safe condition and pro ceed at
once with the work (Sec. 15.) Ordinances on

MUSIC AND

The convention then dissolved.
in Common Council.
Absent—Messrs. Hallett and 8haw.
Tbe records ol the laBt two meetings were
read and approved.
Mr. Winchester offered an order that the
committee on public buildings consider what
action should be taken to procure a suitable
room lor the guns used by tbe Brown Light
Artillery, as the gun house has beeu removed
Referred and sent up.
Mr. Wilson offered the petition of D. A.
Mauuix and others
that Federal, between
Iudia and Mouutfort streets, be made a width
of 45 feet. Referred and sent up
The order to purchase a clock for tbe Council room came back from the Mayor d saoproved. jMr. Conneilau thought the stat—
ment by the Mayor, that the furniture in the
City Building was under his charge was very
He thought a committee bad no
strange.
righ to delegate its authority to any nne man,
although he might act under their instructions. Mr. Tomer said the Mayor had always consulted the committee on what repairs
or improvements he made in the
City Buildiug aud it was suggested by them to „im to
furnish a chick.
Therefore lie should vote for
tbe order. The order passed, 17 in favor,
none

against.

The order for the Street Commissioner to reobstructions on Commercial street aud
repave the street, was amended by Mr. Fogg—
as will be foond in the proceedings of the Aldermen—and as amended passed in non-concurrence.
There was but little discnssion.
Mr. Winchester seconded tbe amendment, and
Mr. Noyes explained it was customary for
sewer committees to complete their work fully,
and if they failed to do so, or any other course
was taken, a bad precedent would be established. Mr. Marr referred to the City Ordinances, page 1(0, in regard to these matters,
which clearly shows what should be done.
Messrs.
Lappin, McAleny and Gallagher
wanted the street put iu order, but were not so
particular as to which committee did the
work. Mr. McAleny thought a special appropriation would be proper if needed, aud Mr.
Noyes thought the Committee on Drains and
Sewers should then ask for it. Out. of the
seventeen votes only three were opposed to the
amendment.
The order directing the street committee to
pave Commercial street, where the sewer runs,
was referred to the Committee on Streets iu
move

non-ooncurrence.

Mr. Hassell offered an ordinance requiring
the horse-railroad to put conductors on all cars
and fining them not less than $10 a day for
every day they failed to furnish them after
Nov. 1st. Definitely posponed.

Adjourned.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds:
Portland—Woodman 8. Eaton to Madison
W. Ripley, land and buildings. Consideration

84100.
Henry Trefetben

to Greeuleaf Sawyer, land
Peaks’ Island. Consideration 54« 75
Harriet P Brazier to CbarieB Q. Goodhue,
land. Consideration 81Bridgtou—Ella Dyer to Edmund T. Stuart,
land. Consideration 8100.
Sebago—Sarah 8 Davis to Jeremiah Decker,
land and buildings. Consideration 8250.
Standisb—William Barton to Sumner P.
Shaw, land. Consideration 8100.
Abide A. Baker to Sumner P. Shaw, laud.
on

Consideration 870.

Cumberland Baptist Association.
The annual meetings of this body will be
held in the Free street church of this city, beginning this morning at 10 o’clock. In the
afternoon at 3 o’clock a sermon will be preached by Rev. F. W. Bakemau of Auburn. In
the evening a sermon will be preached by Rev.
W.C. Barrows, Lewiston. At some time during
the meetings an address will be given by Mins
A.M. Fielde of the China Mission, one of the
mosi effective missionaries of the Baptirt denomination in that country. If possible a

selected company was magnificently supplemented with the finest stage accessories and
rich costuming,
while excellent effects of
moonlight were obtained by a smoothly running calc'um light with tinted globes. There
was a large attendance and
the interest was
well sustained, the applause being unstinted,
A brief outline of the play is as follows;,
Squire Armytage, the master of a fine old
English estate lies been led through the
machinations of an ambitious and unscrupulous nephew to disinherit his son, Harold
Army tige, who was guilty of nothing crimiu >1, hut like the majority of
young men with
unlimited pocket money, had his Slug at the
minor dissipation*.
The scheming nephew,
Clifford Armytage, makes the almost
these

escalades of his light-hearted cuusiu and succeeds in causing his uncle to die broken heart,
ed over what he believed to ha his son’s villainy and secures the estate. Harold is made
the vletim of a pseudo robbery of his father
aud is
ment.

seutenced to seveu years' imprisonThe opportunities for thrilling situa-
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Owen, Moore Sc Co.
Ml>4

his residence

State street.
Respected by all who koew him and beloved
by those who shared his more intimate acquaintance, his Iobs will be deplored by a very
large circle of people in this community. He
was boru in the town of Brunswick in this

State, of

Quaker parents, and

like

many

others of our business men his boyhood was
passed iu the usual routine of farm work
varied by occasional slioit term of school

teaching.
He entered Bowdoiu College in the same
class wiih Rev. Dts. Webb and Bartol of Boston, with the view of educating himself for
the bar, but after a short time for reasons best
known to hirne-elf he relinquished that plan
and left college to engage iu school teaching,
and many of cnr miucile aged bnsiness men

until the

ueatu

of

Mr.

Blake some fifteen

reti-euieut some three or four years ago, when
his partner, Mr. Scales, entered into business
u .der the same firm name, with Mr. N. Clifford Cummings
He was interested iu other
hu-iiiess enterprises, and at the time of his
death was president of the Cumberland Bone
Company of this city.
An ardeut Republican and temperance man,
he represented those principles In our board
of alderman during the years 1854 5, aud offi-

cially was a participant in upholding the authority of the law at the time of the famous
John Robbins’riot. He was twice married,
the first time to Miss Eliza Chase of Yarmouth,
Me., and the second, a few yearn since, to Mrs.
David Keager, do, who survives him.
He
leaves one child, a daughter, the wife of Mr.
W. 6. Hewes, the art dealer.
The Citizens’ Mutual Belief Society.
At tlie monthly meeting of this Belief last
Friday evening there was quite a large attendance of
members.
Some of the proposed
amendments wore adopted. The limit of the
of applicants was reduced from 00 to 55
years, so that no more persons can be received

amended as to require the Secretary to mail
second notice of an assessment after the ex-

so
a

piration of thirty days and before the end of
ninety da>a.
Article 11
there can be

amended that hereafter
no alteration or amendments to
the by-laws without there is at ieast one hundred members present. A new form of physiwas

so

cian's certificate was adopted.
The amendments thus adopted give very
general satisfaction to the society, which from
its steadily increasing membership appears to
be in a healthy and highly prosperous Condition.

Saccarappa.
An uncommonly large congregation was
present at the Cougregaiional cbnrch last Sunday afternoon. It was the paster’s—Bev. E. E.
Bacon—first sermon after his return from his
vacation.

Yesterday morning Mr. H. B. Sproul, at
work about the mills of the Westbrook Manufacturing Company, caught his hand between
a rapidly revolving belt and pulley.
The band
his arm was
was badly lacerated and
severely
strained. Ur. Burroughs was called to attend
him.
_

Letter Carriers' Report.
The following is the letter carriers’ report
for August, 1883:
DELIVERED.

77,771
Cards..
32,tm
Papers.8I.54U
Issuers.
Cards

general busiuese.

Papers..

COLLECTED.

94,079

37,075
14,240

style for'Stiff Hats this Fall will be
hUh crown*ami flexible brims. We bare
them in all the new colors. The Soft Hat
will be low crown ami wide btim.

1 he

tiaty

**.

<*jt3dtl

Cousigumems solicited

m.

or

—

WANT®.

Foreign 1‘airnn.
board.

No. 93 Exchange Nt, Portland. Me.

Table board furnished at 143 Pearl,
corner of Cumberland St.

gy—All business relating to Patent, promptly and
jul2dtf
faithfully executed.

aug31

CSirl Unmerl.
COMPETENT Cook and girl for general honMAn
work.
American preferred.
Wage,
liberal. Inquire at 61 State state
au30dilw«

JLET.

TO

<13»

the Post Office where all the
Wholesale fobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf

ailments of this cl*ss |aiul wherever found,
from the scurvy f the Arc ic circle to the
‘‘veldt-sore^” of South Africa, this remedy has afforded health to the suflf re<s
by whom it was employed. Druggists
every where can cite numerous casts, within th«ir p r8on*l knowledge, of remarkablo cures wr »ught by it, where all other
treatment had been unavailing.
People
will do well to

Ayer’s

Nu nerous
the public
oul\ allure
the patient with the pretense of m **y
cheap doaey, and/writh which it -s foby to
experim nt while di-case is steadily becoming m< re dee f-eated .nd difficult of
cure
Some of these mixtures do much
last!; g harm. Bear in mind that t e only
medicine that can radically purify the
viiiate bloed is
Sarsaparilla.

J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell, fflaw.

or

that the
and ~ak* n
Administrator of the es-

sim

EN
Eadies
city
comntry
GENTLEM
totrna. A light, agreeable and profl able
and

.■ifc

..m.~-- v—

HI. C. HI. Association.
STATED meeting of the Maine Charitable
Me hanio Association will be held in the li
brary room, Mechanic building, Thursday eyeuing
Sept. 6, at /.30 o’clock. R. B. SWIFT, Recording

i»

ployment,

Woodford*’,

a_,

197

FOR MALE.

FOR SALE.
Estate, picturesque
SUBURBAN
able: first-da-s property
a

Deering,

No. 187 Cumberland
WELLING- BRP'K
thorough repair. Apply to
*T. B. DONNELL,
house

XillCQC*

xne
can

For Sale.
Very drsirablr 8fnnd foe Hotel, Hammer
Boartiiog H one,or Country Home.
Homestead of the late Oliver Dow, situated
at West Buxton Village, on the Saco River:
containing fifty acres excellent land, two story
V11*’ kT*7 T1 “L,” bar stable, wood house, ice
house, sheds Ac. me buildings will he sold separate from the land if desired. For terms. &«.. apply
to .CYRUS F. DAVIS, West Buxton, Maine.
aug28eodtf

THE

preparations aoove
be found at just one place in

C. n. GUPPY & CO.

FOR SALE.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

Cumberland, Sherman, Grant and
Portland Streets, also in various locations
LAND
on

oa

Munjoy Hill. We are offering the above at a reduction from former prices ai>d would call the atten-

tion of Builders and investors to saidau28eodisw*
B. SHAW, 48Va Exchange

COME

W.

K

IDE iL (76 cts )
are sure

to be

O.

Clares with either of these

successes.

For andusic I Societies, £“13. %]
reinarkablework is well worth practicing.

new

Alsu, the

RUTH and WOAZ (tin cts.) and the
tines enic Cental i, JOSEPH’S BONDAGE
($1.)
Also all the oratorloe, Masses and a
large number
of Sacred and Secular Cantatas
Send for lists!
shepheud church collecrlll
'111)11 0 TION ($1.25.) TEMPLE ($1.) 1IERALHOF PRAISE 1*1.) ANTHEM HARP (SI.26)
EMERSON'S BOOK OK ANTHEMS (*1.26.1
CHURCH OFFERING (11.26.) GEM GLEtNER
(SI.), and many others Send for descriptive lists.
Aliy book mailed for the retail price.
Lists free. Inquiries cheerfully answered.

fur

easv

’linin'

SAVED OLIVER IlIXiSON

use of Rex Maoxub, The Humlston Food
1'roeervatlva. It preserves Meat. Fish, Milk, Cream
Kgga and all kind* of Animal Pood fresh and sw e
for weeks, even In the hottost weather. This ca,
be proved by the testimonials of hundred- who Imv.
tried it. You can prove it for yourself for BO rents
You will Hud that this Is au aitlcle which will b»v,
you a great deni of money.
NO NOIIBEO MI LKi

It will

keep them fresh

—

AT

MANUFACTURES

many days

anddoos not impart the slightest foreign taste w
the articles treated, it Is so simple in operation that
child can folio* the directions, is as harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound ot
moat, fish, butter or cheese or to a qu rtof milk.
This Is no humbug; it is endorsed by
uc
anon us
Prof Sam’I W. .Johnson of vale College Sold by
and
sent
grocers. Sample pounds
druggists
prepaid
by mail or express (»s we prefer) on receipt of price.
Name your express office. Viaudine brand for n.eat
Ocean wave for tlsh and soa food; Snow Flake for
mitk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Flj
and Anti-Mold, 50c per lb. each. Pearl tor cream,
Queen for eggs, ana Aqua Vitae for fluid extracts

SQ.,

Tablets,
Fine ChocolateiDrops

4

August 17, 1883.

Preserving Co.,

711 KILBY STRICT, BOSTON, HI ABN.
For sale by S. S, Sleeper A Co., Cobb, Bales A
Yerxa. Gilman Brothers, I. Bu'tlett Patten & Co.,
Geo. C. Go, dwiu & Co.. Ware & Hasting* Bios ,Car
ter Harris & Hawley and Weeks* Potter, Boston

Jy3n-<l4w2m

Mass.

Ovarral and Milling Agents Wanted.

augll

dtf

No. 120 Pleasant Street, second west ef
Contains nine rooms, bath rtun
Price $4,000. Apply to WM. H. JKRRIS.
au4dtf
August 4,1883.

HOUSE
High street.

Ac.

eodtf

Hyperion

BRIG
good order.
JylYdtf

the

Rupture

or intercases before
office of tlie
eurntl
WfcrriRE flUJUB. 48 Jill Lit STREET, BOSTON.

without truss, torture,

operation

Likenesses of
Cjftrcnce with labor.
can bo seen at the

^TwTiFi'erinrEYEg—
perfect.

movement.
IVSERTKD.

Warranted
OFFICE, 78

both in color and

TR15MONT ST.,Boston.

S. R. in I EES.

raySO

astonishingly

B.

FOK SALE.
the mo»t deniable location at FERRY BEACH

INwithin

low

prices

two minute,

I0URI8T8 AND TRAVELLERS.

* Free St. Blot’s, PORTLAND.

at

others

will find
to

call at

^ap7dtf

aa

a

ana,

aMe.

merSdtf

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

480

ItOMTt.'
H5« WANBI BTON NT.,
Contracts for Advertisement, in Newspaper* in
of
the
towns
United
*„'■ tin
State.
and
Bltles

the

S

A NAY LOB,
Painter-%

Fresc-o
X O

11

P'

K K K

PORTLAND,

STIlftET,

1

Sketching Outfits

assortment

of Engravings, Photos
too nume ous to mention
In all iho leading styles.

Art

A CO.,
Aleuts,
ft S'W|YORK
appropriately displays

AdrertlsinR

aodtl

PARK ROW,
Advertisements written
*nd proofs given, free of
charge.
4

Removal.
H. LINCOLN has removed his hack stand
from J. c. Soules stable to No. 2 Cushman St.
JOHN

Telephone »45.

iep3(13t*

The

leading Dally

and

11

Binder.
Room

n,

Exrh.ngr

Pr|.lni
Mtron

Weekly Newspapers of ths
on hie for theacoom-

U uiied States and Canada, kept
saodatk>D of Advertisers.

Makes beautiful

Lambrequins,

Sofa

nonrUCT Pillow and Ottoman
UnUullCI Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats. Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Sham s,C arriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruction Books and all materi-.l for
this new fancy work at the Warerooms of the

all branches at

W.w. SHAKPC

I*roi»M’ictors.

nil.

J. NAYLOR.
0. S. AUSTIN.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decoraieu
and
at
short
notice.
Repairin a first-class manner,
my30eodtf
ing old frescoing a specialty.

TWINF
nlllL

26T|ple St., Poriland, Me.
Jylf>

lxr>’U|r

—

(Old Bland fttnbb* Hroe.1

.

orftltb Previn,™*

fir IN

AND

Gold, Bronze, Plush, Ac,
Great
inducements
offered.

Preble House,

Congress

Book
WBI. A. QUINCY,

VARIETY.

Good., Novelties

Framing

To Let.

or

at
s!
LD(
ARI ftX V}}>he f°,ld
*reat
180
Middle §t. Portu«hA5LETON’ Att y at

(No. 3.)

Templo street,
(re

for-

in the County of CrunberONE ofrlthe best farms
Cape Elizabeth, known
the

Algernon Stubbs’

the

Sta.,

Inquire of

JOHN P. HOBBS,
no. 30Market Street.

_1##

Materials,
for

PJ? LE’S SHOE STORE.

Advert! Ming Agent,

%

GREAT

Artists’

A

Opposite

Bay View

comer

ART GOODS

needing

Hoots, Shoes, Slippers, &cM

the

Carleton and Braekett
HOUSE
merly occupied by Joshua Hobbs.

WILL YOU CALL

—

the line of

walk of

Horgjr. Vary convenient for one or tww families.
Beautiful beach and acenery. For price and particulars, inquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.
Jn5
dtf

Samuel Thurston

dtf

advantageous

In

J. WILLARD.

TWIN COTTAGE

Farm For Sale

IN

if

For Sale.
ns Register, rate 1V%.
For particulars inquire of
308 t

For Sale.

GIVE SUITS A CALL !

and

cor-

Brick House for Sale.

II

Tourisis

slew-

of Pearl and ( uml erlai d streets. Terms favorable to the purchaser. Apply to WM. H. JKKKIS.
ner

—

Great Variety of Other First*
clas« Confectionery.

anything in

augl7U$w*

Brick House for Sale*
pleasantly and centrally located three
ItHE
led brick dw. lling house on the
«
westerly

$1 per lb. each.

The Hmntston Food

St.
4m

CONTAINS

Warerooms ot

AND

No. 6, Custom House Wharf.

a dozen rooms; Five rooms oa flrel
fi<>or all finished in black walnut aud oak, niee
cellar and f mace, large brick cistern that will
h«dd 76 hog brads filtered water. The lot contilm
one acre, U[
*n wbi«h is
a
g<od stablr, also uppiw
pear and pi tn trees aud small fruits. The house a
in nice repair and will be *o>d on
very faverable
terms. The horse cars pass the door ever* hall
hour.
WM. H. JKRRIS.

PIANO and ORGAN

(DAILY)

Lime Juice
—

loan,

First Class Suburban Residence For Sale.

Alden.

at

Caramels,

a

feet

JOHNSON.

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bought and so d by
W. H. WALD,.ON, 180 Middle

aug21

Successors to Gnppy, Kinsman &
mar 31

three

Inquire of

Kuildlng

—

13 MARKET

NTALR

and sweet for

aug22dtf

au28eodtf

Sale.
Thirty

A. L.

6.0. HUDSON PIANO COVERS,

NO SPOIIfRI) 1TIRAT.
NO

For
YACHT.
SCHOONER
eleven feet breadth.

Jas. G

^ASIarge.andJelegant’i nssonwi'iu

(lie Family
by the

1436, Portland, Me.

CO., LosIol.

&:

seplSTuT&wtf

EXPENSES of

or

box

C. H.
GUPPY
<fe CO.

Ihne'r"
(Vs'ct^fsvPerkins
laSSBS,
Singi
PKE'.LKSS, (75’cts.) By
2

n.

For Mile.

We tell more ADAM SON'S
BOT A N 1C COU G H
BALSAM than of all other
Cough Remedies United.

for Hjth Schools, 'vBEvuS.CH?irl?K,l1L)

8k

Engine, Shafting, pulleys ard belli.
BOILER,
Enquire at 184 and 188 Commercial St.,
address

Blaine, Esq. Re?. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Angusta.

WREATH ($1.) Bv Po kins.
VOCAL ECHOES
(SI.I Female Voices.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
OLLK.CTION (*1.) HIGH sCAOOL CHi 'IK ($1.)
Hi (UR OK SINGING (SI.) All are excellent books
bv the best compilers.

books,

Yarmouth, Me.

soul

For Immoi Softools.

T

BE

37 Commercial street.

aog29dlm*

the City.

1>KN KOKIN (60 cte.)
W. O. P-rkm§.
WHIPPOORWILL (60 cts ) MEKRY CHIMES (60 cts.)
S NG *■ CHO (75 cts.)—-All are
good, cheerful, genial collections of school inusio.

s

In the LIVING

street, ia

the residence of the lata CyF.
l>
a two
and a half Cot*
with large ell, out
carr.nge house aa4
stable, in the best repair, with steam nearing apparatus, bot and col l water aud all modern convenWithin five minutes walk of the depot,
iences
churches, post office and high school. With 2Vb
acres highly cultivated land, garden, fruit tress,
Ac., Ac. Apply in person or by letter, to
CYRUS R. SARGENT,

tnree

has the endorsement of

for

CAN

Deering Street,

house, painted,

sltted Mansard roof.
9 rooms including hath room, piped for gas and
WAter. Furnace wltb hot water heaters for chambers har<1, soft, hot and cold water, large cistern,
cemented cellar, ventilators to all the rooms, hall
and lower rooms finished in variety of hard woods
and the Draiange perfect; in the lawns tyfc of
au acre, full hedges of arbor vitae,
lovely shade
tre» s amounting to a grove. Very rarely that such
a property c ines into market, and only in this as
the owner makes a change of climate. Terms of
payment very favorable to purchaser. Enquire of
JOHN 0. PROCTER, Exchange street. sepldRt*

necessity.

_—_o

Teadiers, Choir Leaders,
1 National rotor Printing Co. Music School
Teachers.

$200 A YEAR

and very desir-

on

Brick

Street.

sepl

’PaoU-ers!

Fquitabl.; Buil inn, BOSTON,wSS.
_'d&wlmlU

©ENG,

erehaut Tailor.
aug22dl«*

Me.

Star Match Co., We*t
Commercial Street.
myl2-dtf

THE
Adamson’s Botanic
HATTER
CANNED GOODS
Middle
Cough Balsam

51

addreaa

Bo.*» 2.
,IHT

DIKES WAITED.

is centrally locate t
good bargain if api Bed for
soen.yH* SHAW, 48Vk Exchange st.
sep4eod2w>

»P»18_

or

I ortlaud

a

Co,,

1

L. t

The above

Color Friuli; g

call

are

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Four Coat >in<' Two Ve*t Maker*.

HOUSE, No. G Park Place, containing

NATIONAL

purlieu

THOMPSON, 385 Oongren* St.,

aug28

This is the most valuable of all
the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children Buy it. Try
it and you will And it a household

For Sale.

STOCK 1 ABELS ALWAYS OX HAND.

and for

CH AS. W.

For Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus,
Cramps, Dysentery, Violent Purging Pain in the bowels, &c.

COE,

sep4dtd

H*« resumed business with improved facilities. m d is pirpind lo do i OI.OK
PRINTING of nil kinds. This 'oinpint
'• ill
C"iilin ,c to printSUPvRIIIh OLllK
LABELS, tor pai ke s of Cereal-, Hauls,
Vegetables, Meats, Fish. Soups, ami the
various articles of commerce, including
trade and advertising cards.

and

on

TON’S CHOLERA
For Sate.
Tillage,
MIXTURE.
IN Yarmouth
Sargent, fng
story
bouse,
tage,

S*»ft hid! Stiff Hats, Hammocks. Straw
Halt, &c«, kc*

4

bought at

In the

For Sale,

COST

can
good price
Unit*bed;
aur.iig leisure hours, or as steady work: the work is
easy an«i rul e simple; thi- is no misrepresent tion;
ft* tv.fWy ,-nti gre*trti-ftfaiuF
JAil fi&URq
amt furnish steady employment. For particu ars,
address J RUTLAND & CO., Manufacturers, Box
2u67, Boston, Mass.
sep4dim*

rooms.

4tf

»ng28_

of destroying an appetite for intoxicants by its influence on the stomach and organs
of digestion.

AT

a

can

employeldest)

no

rus

Wanted.

BRICK
nine
be

out of

are

REtT WAITED.

A delicious Stimulant and Ton-

in all styles and colors.

light,
LADIES
pie work, sent by mail any distance, and pay
be done at home
It
when

and

who

About the middle of September,
a convenient tenement of six or
seven rooms in a central location.
Address N. J. Press office, statins
price and location.

ic, capable

GLOVES

DANIEL BERRY, ’ate of Camden, New Jersey,
deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered
and
in
the
County ot
Cumberland,
givea
All persons having debonds as the aw directs:
al aids upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same, ahd all persons indebted to said
estate are called ui on to make payment to
h LLERY H. 8TARBIRD, of Gray, Adin’r
sep4dlaw3wTu#
Gray, July 17,1883.

We furnish

men

conntry (distance

or

aug3t dlw*

GIVEN

Secretary.

nutrition, improvishment

DR.

NOTH
aub*crib«*r has bee., duly appointed

Gentlemen.

young

steady work at tueir own home# ail the
year round; work sent by mail; anyone can doit;
good salary; no canvascing, no stamps for reply. Address B' RT & EMMONS, manufacturers, Box
au29dlw«
2,178, Boston.

gestion.

Sold by all druggists; price $1,
six bottles f >r $6.

and

or

ment in city
ANY
have

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger
uow before the public*.
It instantly relieves (ramps.
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspiiation in sudden colds and chills.
In invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

We are agents for the Patent Wood Excelsior Trunks, the strongest made ; no
other dealer has them cast of Boston.
We have also Zinc, Canvass, Sole Leather and Bonnet Trunks.

PREPARED BY

of

IS, Manager,
35 Temple Street.

B. B. MAR I

can

of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

BAGS.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

upon himatIf he trust
tate of

Apply

Wanted*

Ah a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

TRUNKS
AND

Nothing Else

E I* HFREBY

installAlee

on

or

ladles

EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.

We hare the Fall styles for yonus;
old men.

oi ude mixtures are offered to
as
‘blood purifiers,”
which

Dr.

\

Wanted*
to sell

men's.
Agents to

BEEF, IRON

paired

abeit

Box, USB
dlw*

Eagle Wringers
commi-Ion paid.
Good salary
CANVASSERS
sell Wildes Patent Button.
augSOdtf

SILK
HATS.

by AyeiCs Sarsaparilla, in the
past forty years are attested, and there
is no blood disease, at a 1 possible of cure,
that will not >i*ld to it. Whaiever ihe

than

J., Poet Office

Addren

ang30

CONCENTRATED

Achieved

Trust

Rent Wanted.
gentleman and wife, a lower rent of
•lx room, In the upper part of the city.
a

Wanted.

My»lads of Cures

Lettere..

....

FALL
HATS.

Is the only remedy that can be relied upon,
iu all cases, to eradicate the ta m ot hereditary di-ease and the special corrupti us
6f the i»lo d
It is the only alterative
that ’8 sufficiently powerful to thoroughly
clause the hystHn of WcmfulouM and
Ilf ere rial impurities and the pollution
of < oni gioua Di*«*n*e*. It also neutralises the poisons left by Ik phihrri
and m« nrlel Fever, and enables rapid
recuperation • om ihe cn'eeblement and debility caused by these diseases.

age

above 50 years of Bge. A new artiole was
created to provide that all in excess of 85,000
of the permanent fnnd shall be applied towards
the payment of death claims
Article 10 was

Briggs,

& WINE.

AVER’S SARSAPARILLA

when they were scholars under him as master
of the North School and felt the power with
which he could wield the rod
He was a*- one time engaged i t trade in

years ago.
After a few years he agaiu formed a partnership to carry on the same business, with Mr.
Richmond Scales, under the old firm name of
Blake & Jones, where he remained until his

.

enjoyed

will recollect him with an involuntary twinge
of the shoulders as they look back to the days

Augnsta In this State, aud subsequently formed a partnership with Mr. Blake, (the father
of Mr. Irving B1 ike of Congress
street) fof the
purpose of carrying on the wholesale grain
aud flour business, iu which firm he continued

FALL
HATS.

la not always
by those who seem
The taint of corrupted
to posneis it.
blood may be secretly underml ing the
constitutl n. In time, the poison will ertatniy show its effects and with all the more
virulence tho longer it has been allowed
to permeate the system. Each pimple, sty.
boll, skin disorder and sense of uu< atural
lassitude, or languor, is one of Na ure’s
warnings of, the consequences of neglect.

A.

on

*«.

Kegular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchant
di*e every Latnrday, commencing at 10 o'clock *•

TO LET.
Store Nos. 117 & IIS Middle SU
BY
large

niM'Hi.i. a ■* Eoim.

Robust Health

oouabi” will be

wrircu~o;&ute-o'pi«^Oiff a!W& .0£g'lifu4l#&

hum*

t. if

BELOW

Whlt-

Jones.
The business men of Portland and the many
personal friends of the above warmed gentle-

IN Kiel
d3m

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

dtf

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NOTES.

Henry

K.rt. BAILEl A CO.,
4actionc*9iN and (oinml.iKinii Merchant

A

TICK PAVILION.

at Portland Theatre, September 13' It and 14' li,
Duprez'a Minstrels will be at Portland Theatre, Septriulter 17th.
Rodi n & Ora ie will be at Portland Theatre, Srpieinber 21st and 22d.
Daly’s Fifili Avenue Company opened at
the Park Theatre, Boston, iu “7-20-8.”
Cbaufran is at ibe Boston Theatre in “Kit.”
“The World” will be at Poittand Theatre,
October 4th aud 5th.
We understand that an architect is at work
npou plans for a new theatre building that Mr.
Charles Marwick is to build this fall.
The Herald’s cablegram on Miss Anderson’s
debut in Loudon, Saturday, says: “The theatre was literally crammed to every part by an
audieuce that included a large representation
of the nobility aud aristocracy, many notables
iu the literary and artistic worlds, and the
great army of “first-nigiiiere” who never neglect such an occasion.
Numerous America s
were
prisent, many coming long distances
from the continent to witness the triumph of
their fair country woman. The play was Iugomar,” Lovell’s adaptation of "Dei Sohu des
Wildness.” aud Miss Anderson, of coarse,
played Partbeuiti She had a grand reception
from the crowded audience, the members of
wiii- ii vied with each other in extending a
welcome
to
the stranger.
The applause
quickly swelled to cheers, aud it was many
iniuuh s before Miss Audar-' n could proceed
with | er
She
part
quickly found her
to
the
of
her
audiway
sympathies
aud
the
was
tois,
play
frequently
interrupted
by applause throughout the
eveuiug. She was called before the curtain at
the close of every act, and was fairly loaded
down with flowers each lime she responded to
a “call.”
The critics speak in glowing terms
of her beauty, aud extol the purity of her elocution aud the naturalness of her actiDg.
Handsome Jack” Barnes played Ingomar,
but he lacked the force requisite for a proper
interpretation of the part, and was too effeminate lor the barbarian the play calls for. The
Miss Anderson
piece was superbly staged.
held a reception after the performauce, and it
was attended by the brains of London.
Many
representatives of ihe highest society tendered
her congratulations, aud the American oolouy
was present in full force
to rejoice over her
success.”
|

Herbert

V'

did

aep8

Law.

rOHTl.ANO, MAINIf,

American &

The Forest City amusement Company made
a hit at the Pavilion last
week.
This week
Manager Laiscelle has a rich treat for the patrons of his place. The ever popular operas,
Mut-cotte and H. M. 8. Pinafore, will be presented by a ti g<-class company. The Maacot'e
will be given every afternoon at 3 o’clock, aud
Pinafore every evening at 8. Take ibe boats
of the Forest City line at Custom House
wh arf.
“Joshua

W. Bradbury

31 Exchange Mreet,
j,27

—

—

id

A.

Counsellors at

shall sell a lot of fine Box Paper, recently bought
CO.
from ihe bankrupt stock of A. L. DHESSEB
be
which
will
has
for
50
sold
cents,
usually
Quality
closed out at 18 cents.

imagination.

Thompson,

Bradbury.

wo

The play runs for five nights more here, bat
no matinee is to be given.
L st night and during the week Grimmer’s
orcheotra will play the following programme
at Portland Theatre:
Overture Light Cavalry.Suppe
Waltzes—Dreams ot Childhood (by request)
Waldteufel
Sel etiou—lolanthe .Sullivan
Waltzes. .. H<>sati
Galop—Champagne..... .Wit gaud

Denman

WE

BRADBURY & BRADBURY,

ing of scenery and accessory to stimulate the
true

shall sell on Wednesday, Sept. 5, at 10
o'clock a m., at salesroom IK Exchange 81.
Oak and Painted Chamber Sets, Marble Top and
Wood Tables, Etageres, Easy Chairs. Lounges, Mirand 1 apes
rors, Dining Tables and Chairs, Brussels
try Carpets, Hair, Wool and Excelsior Mattresses,
and
Crocaery
2
spring Beds, good Cooking Kanges,
Glassware, Ac., Ac.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer®.

Has removei 1 to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Rochester Depot.
au4dtf
Bion

Ac.,

AUCTION.

1IY

BUILDER,

WRITING PAPER.

Carpets,

Fnrnlture,
Stoves,

If UR ROWES,

WM,

tion, in Harold's escape and wanderings peuileas about London, accompanied by his wife,
Clifford Armytage’s reare well employed.
fusal to do justice to the lun-keeper’s daughter, whom be betrays and declines to marry,
The dramatic
leads to his own overthrow.
situation does not exclude the humorous,
howevea, and the fuu at limes "grows fast aud
furious."
The different parts appear to or judiciously
assigned, aud as before stated nothing is lack-

definite not'ce of this time of this address will he given. The public are Ctir.) tally
Invited. The morning hour will be devoted to
more

TELEPHONE 115.

O’ LOHDOH.
A play was presented last evening at Portland Theatre, which for general excellence
has been rarely equalled here.
A felicitously
LIGHTS

assess

this cue the city, through tfce sewer oommfttee, tore up tbe street, and the same must be
mended by or UDder the supervision of the
Street Commissioner, aud the city must pay
tbe expense of so mending the street and relaying the paving blocks. Tbe work must be
done at once or tbe responsioility of allowing
this portion of Commercial street, our great
thoroughfare, to remain a disgrace to our city
must rest with the Council aud not upon me.
There is no excuse. The material is all upon
the street. The 8treet Commissioner concurs
in my opinion. Tbe work should be done before we have our fall storms. I regret feeling
obliged to interfere with our committees, but
iu this case the emergency has arisen, and the
necessity is urged that tbe work should be immediately proeecnted and pushed to completion. If differences have arisen between the
street and sewer committees they are for you
to settle.
But they ebould not be allowed to
continue to the detriment of the business of
the two departments, aud to the great injury
of our citizens.
J. W. Dkekiko, Mayor.

AUCTION SALEM.

■ niNMI ( iSDI.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

New

DRAMA.

t

“DOMESTIC'SEWING MACHINE CO.
Cor.

CONGBESS & EXCHANGE

STS.

It stands at the head- “ H ftEM T f*T I
Tho Light Banning

UUlYltO ! It

LADIES, use the ‘’DOMESTIC”
PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

PAPER

THE NATIONAL HOLINESS MEETING,
-AT•

Old.

Oroliarci.

Led by Revs. J. S. lneklp amt Win. McDonald, will
next.
commence Tuesday Evening
Tickets from Portlaud for the round trip, good
until Sept. 4th, 45 €Je»ie.
auzOdlw
Call for Campmeeting Tiokets.

%

